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PRE F A.C E. 

EVERY time my boys return from school I 
am called upon to show them some new 
wonder in the world of.alchemy. 

There are fou~ · of .them, ' and, as the 
initials of their ri.~m.es · are· N ., S., E., and 
W., they have obta~~d from their play
mates the soubriquets of North, South, 
East, and West. 
· North is rather of a cold quiet disposi

tion ; nothing seems to put life into him 
except fire clouds; blue flame and spectral 
lights are his delight. 

East is a dry dog. If any stranger calls 
him "East," he proudly replies "The wise 
men came from the east." To see him swal
low an orange (down the sleeve of his tm.t\.c \ 

pleases his sister Jessie be;~onU. -m.~co.~~"t.~· 
A.3 



vi PREFACE. 

When there is a pound of cherries or . 
a box of lozenges to divide, West " cal
culates" that he knows exactly how many 
there will be for each of his brothers and 
sisters, ~nd to whose pocket the odd, by ac
cident, falls. 

South is a warm-hearted, merry fellow, 
sharp as a rose-thorn, quick as the flutter 
of a gnat's wing. He passes a shilling 
through the table so dexterously that I am 
tired of hearing (when we have our Christ
mas party) one and another say " Do it 
again," while vainly trying to "find him 
out." 

Now, I have had 'to provide amusement 
for these four boys, and also for two 
little girls, their sisters, and how I accom
plished my task is shown by this tiny book. 

I always "took to children," and like 
them to be round and about me even to 
riper years. Thus, it may easily be con
ceived that I soon fell into the belief 
that if home was made the happiest 
place, my children· would not be likely to 
" seek " amusement elsewhere, and so, prac-
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tically, I have found it, and the American 
Colonel's words to them are true, "There 
is no place like Home." 

Some author (Notes and Queries will 
perhaps find him out for me) has said that 
" Youth are alike in all nations "- that 
the children of the Chinese, that the boys 
of Boston, that the lads of Lapland, or the 
youths of Yucatan all play alike and at 
the same games, and that the same things 
amuse them. 

Backed by this assertion, and knowing 
how well I have pleased my own · children, 
I now send these puzzles, experimints, re
creations, and magic legerdemain on the 
errand to amuse others who have not yet 
smiled at them. 

If I succeed in giving entertainment I 
shall soon have to increase the circle of my 
little friends, and, when I am borne to the 
grave, may children be my mourners. 

A few of these ·pastimes were in print 
before the writer was born, and will be 
found in Hooper's" Rational Recreations," 
p11blished in the last cen.t\l"t"'j . }&.. ~~~ co."t.~ .. 

A<\. 
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however, rewritten, not better, perhaps, but 
in a modern style. 

Many readers of the popular periodicals 
will recognise in the following pages much 
that has already passed before them, from 
the fact that I have from time to time" con
tributed " these articles for their amuse
ment. Herein I have brought them together 
to please the present and future generations 
of youth, who seem determined to make 
their appearance in geometrical proportion 
as Time produces beards, that he may cut 
them off with his ever-whetted scythe when 
they become grey. 

SEPTIMUS PIESSE. 

2, New Bond Street, London. 
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1.- The Pepper-Boz Triclt., 

THE tricks performed on the stage are inferior 
to those shown at our Christmas parties, because 
the public conjurer has all the advantage of trap
doors, "properties," and paraphernalia of the 
boards. He can make his " exits " and his " en
trances " just where it is most suitable ; but the 
private magician has no such appliances, his 
tricks must be performed by hand, -this is leger
demain in reality. If you have ever invested a 
penny in oysters at a stall, or in potatoes "smoking 
hot" from a can, it is probable that you have seen 
a pepper-box of the precise pattern adapted for 
this trick. The box is of no particular design~ 
but resembles a street post, anU. 1.¥. %\;)\~ "\)1 ~~"\\.\.~'\\..-

» 
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able ironmongers at the low price of 4d. Pos
sessing a box of this description, get a tinman 
to unsolder the bottom, and then fasten on to it 
a tube of tin that will just fit the inside of the 
box like a telescope. At the bottom side of this 
tube a slit must be cut that will let a shilling 
slip through. In the lid of the box a duplicate 
top is to be fastened, leaving inside a. piece of 
tin, that will rattle when shaken. Now for the 
trick. Take the box in the left hand, ask one 
of the company for a shilling or a sovereign, and 
to mark it that it may be identified. With the 
right hand draw off the lid, and request that the 
money be put into the boL It will of course 
slip through into your left hand. Put on the 
lid, and push up the telescope bottom quickly, 
and passing the box to the right hand, rattle it, 
and ask where the money shall fly to. Have a 
cup at hand (near the left), and, as a feint, say, 
" Here it is I" at the same time letting the 
money fall into the cup. Presto I Fly I It is 
now again in the box, and by a rattle it appears 
so. Remember all the while to hold the money 
fast in the cup to prevent detection. Presto ! 
Fly again ! · It is now down Willy's throat- is 
it not so ? Place the cup to his ear ; out it falls ! 
Well, I never I Is it the same shilling ? To be 
sure it is ; there's the mark ! This completes 
the pepper-box trick ; but the routine indicated 
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f'or its performance can be easily varied by any 
adept at legerdemain. See Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. 

2.- The Inverted Glass of Water. 

This little experiment affords at the same time 
amusement and instruction. Wipe a wine-glass 
perfectly dry ; then pour water into it until it is 
full ; indeed, if care be taken to have the glass 
quite bright, it may be filled above the brim. 
Now take a card, carefully place it on the top of 
the water, and press it on the rim of the glass. 
If this be cleverly done, there will be no air 
bubble between the card and the water; and 
if the glass be more than full, this can be with 
certainty accomplished. Now dexterously turn 
the glass upside down, keeping the finger on the 
card the while. This being done, the fi.n.'b~"t ~~""t\. 

B2 



4 T,KE INVERTED GLABS OF WATER. 

be removed from the card, and yet the water 
will not run out, nor will the card fall away. 
The instructive part of this experiment consists 
in explaining why the water remains in the 
glass, which is this : - The familiar gurgling 
sound when liquids are poured from a bottle 
arises from the air rushing through the liquid, 
and taking its place in the bottle. The air 
which passes into the bottle must be the same in 
bulk as the fluid which runs out, otherwise there 
will be no flow ; and for the same reason we 
mnke a ven~peg hole in a cask ; the law of 
nature demanding a pint of air for every pint of 

Fig. 2. 

beer that is drawn. In the little experiment 
under illustration no air can get into the glass, 
and, as a consequence, no water can run out. If 
the glass, still inverted, be placed on to a tray, 
the card can be slipped away, and yet no water 
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will flow out. In this way you can hand a glass 
of water to a friend, but he cannot remove it 
without spilling the whole. See Fig. 2. 

3.- The Vital Cards. 

Every one is delighted who sees this illusion ; 
it is a fact, that there is not a trick shown by 
Anderson, Houdin, Frikell, cir Robin equal to it. 
We have before said that the legerdemain shown 
at private parties is generally superior to that 
exhibited at the theatres, -it is not so imposing 
with paraphernalia, but the tricks have more melit. 
l!l the drawing-room there are no trap-doors, no 
side-scenes to help out a deception, the apparatus 
must be perfect in itself, and such is an example 
in the trick of vital cards we are about to de
scribe. 

Having a pack of cards, we ask two persons in 
the company to choose one each ; they do so. 
We now touch the back of each card with our 
glass divining-rod, and then tell the company the 
names of the picked cards. So far so good. The 
whole cards are now shuffied, and put into the 
card-case .A (jig. 3), standing on the pedestal B. 
Say," Name your cards I" Quickly as the words 
are uttered, the two chosen cards rise out of the 
pack, and thus to demonstration prove thei~ 

vitality. Supposing the nine oi \\.\'1).-mo~~ ~~ 
BS 
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the king of clubs were the cards previously 
drawn, these two would be the only ones that 
walk out of the pack, as illustrated in the wood
cut. Now for the explanation of "how it is 

c 

Fig. a. 

done." The whole principle of this trick is based 
on the gradual flow of sand through a small aper
ture, as is commonly shown in the hour-glass. 
The column C is. a hollow tube, the pe~eeta.l B 
is a box. The whole apparatus consists of four 
parts: the case .A, the pillar C, the base B, and 

• the lid of it D. On this lid is a socket, on to 
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which the tube pillar fits. At the bottom of case 
.A is also a socket, which fits into the top of the 
pillar like a short tube of a telescope. Inside 
the lid Dis a trigger, which opens and shuts a 
small aperture in its centre, and in connection 
with the pillar; the trigger is brought to act on 
the outside at the back of the base B, so that 
a conjurer can press it when required, at an 
instant, as he moves the apparatus from one table 
to another. Now, suppose we fill the tube C with 
fine dry sand, and the trigger is closed, of course 
the sand will remain there, but if the trigger is 
opened, the sand will flow gradually into the 
box. If a weight of lead be placed on the top 
of the sand, it will descend like a clock-weight 
as the sand escapes from under it. Now it will 
easily be understood, on reference to fig. 4, 
which is an enlarged view of the card-case .A, 
that if a thread be fixed to the centre of a bar Z, 
now under a card and over a bar X, then as the 
weight W descended, it would pull up the card. 
This explains the trick. The height of the pillar 
is a trifle over twice the length of a card, and 
the weight descending this distance pnlls with it 
the length of thread necessary to raise the card 
to the top ; if the weight be great enough, it will 
pull up two, three, or more cards. 

In practice, this and similar tricks require 
peculiar packs of cards, and the following hints 
will be found useful 
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We can purchase any quantity of cards we 
choose of one suit, at the card printers-legally, a 

Fig. 4. 

pack of cards is perfect eo long as it has paid the 
ace of spades duty, -we may, therefore, purchase 
fifty-one "nine of dia'monde," eo long as we pay 
for the ace of spades ita proper duty; or we may 
have a pack of two suite, three suite, as we think 
fit. We can also arrive at the same ends by 
procuring several packs of cards nnd then sort
ing them ; and perhaps the last thing a novice 
would think of is, that you should possess twenty 
aces of spades in one pack l but if you have twenty 
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packs, and then sort them, all difficulty on this 
score. vanishes. But we are digressing. When 
you begin the trick of Vital Cards, you must pos
sess a pack of two suits, bottomed with an odd 
one. Cut the cards ; offer one half to the com
pany to choose one. With your divining-rod, it 
is evidently certain that you can tell what card 
they have. Repeat the same for another. The 
chosen cards being known, request that they be 
put again in the pack, "anywhere," "top," 
"bottom," or " centre." Now put the pack into 
the case A, exclaiming, " N arne your cards and 
they shall walk out I " The nine of diamonds and. 
the king of clubs. Presto I - out they march. 

Before you exhibit this excellent illusion, you 
" wind up the apparatus " by first closing the 
trigger in the lid (jig. 5 represents the inside of 

the lid and sliding trigger) over the aperture \.u. . ~ 
connection with the pillat, tb.e;n. U\\. \\\.~ \.'\'\.~~ ~"'t. 
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pillar with fine sifted sand ; now put on the card
case, and finally two duplicate cards of those you 
intend to be "vital," on the weighted thread, in 
between the bars Z and X; let the weight reat 
on the sand. When the cards are to rise, you 
have only to slide the trigger as you move the 
apparatus from your table " to a position that all 
may see." The sand falls gradually, and with 
it the weight. Innocently the cards rise amid 
clapping of hands and huzzas, " Do it again ! ,, 
" Encore I " -but which can readily be J;Dade to 
subside by handing round wfue and cake. When 
you have private reasons to object to an encore 
in conjuring, as in singing, or playing an air (and, 
between you and me, we all know pretty well 
when this will happen), be particular to make the 
waiter arrive with coffee and ices; the" encores" 
will then turn upon them and relieve you. 

4. -Electrical Ezperiment. 

Take 100 common iron beads, and string them 
on a copper wire (wound with silk thread) in 
such a manner that they do not touch each other, 
say the thirty-second part of an inch apart ; hang 
the wire thus formed in a convenient position, 
and you will find that the moment you touch the 
ends of the wire with the conductors of a galvanic 
or electric battery, the whole beads will con
tract; separate the wire from the conductors, 
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and they will fall to their first position. This 
experiment will be fouud both amusing and in
structive to repeat often. Here we have a spe
cimen of animal electro-magnetism, only that the 
animal has, instead of our one string and 100 
heads, many hundreds of strings (fibres) and 
millions of beads (globules), and that instead of 
the globules being strung on a wire, they a.re 
incased in hollow tubes (fibres), and connected 
with spinal flexible electric conductors (nerves). 

In this wonderful experiment the copper wire 
is wound round with silk t.hread, in order to 
insulate the iron beads from electric contact with 
the copper. The rationale of the experiment is 
this : - When iron is placed in 1itu at right 
angles to a stream of electricity, the iron becomes 
magnetic ; in the above case, each bead aeeumes 
for the instant the properties of a magnet, and 
hence, they attract each other. The common 
"steel beads" when not of too good quality, will 
answer for this very well; if, however, the steel 
is of very good quality, each bead remains for 
some time permanently magnetised. 

• 5. - The Rainhow Fire-Cloud. 

To perform this interesting experiment it is 
necessary to have a strong thick globe of brass or 
iron, capable of holding about half a ~in.t (){ 4l 
liquid. About two inches &~ ue "\mm.~e ~"'~ 
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apertures in the globe ; into one is fixed a small 
fountain jet with a tap to turn at will ; the other 
aperture is used for putting certain liquids into 
the interior, and when not in use must be screwed 
up perfectly tight. Thus constructed, the appa
ratus represents a model steam-boiler-the man
hole to put the water in, the jet to blow tile 
steam oft' when the water boils. Now for the 
cloud. When spirit of wine is burned in contact 
with certain substances, the flame is coloured 
green, red, yellow, blue, according to the mate
rial used. For the rainbow cloud we take four 
ounces of spirit, one drachm each of nitrate of 
copper, nitrate of strontian, nitrate of baryta, and 
chloride of copper. These salts will colour the 
flame in the above order. Having well mixed 
the chemicals with the spirit, it is put into the 
boiler, and the entrance screwed up perfectly 
vapour-proof. The boiler is now set upon a re
tort stand, and a spirit-lamp placed underneath it. 
By means of the jet-tap it is easy to discover 
when the spirit boils ; as soon as this takes place 
the steam is shut off, and the heat continued for 
five or six minutes. The jet-tap being now 
turned on, the whole of the spirit blows .eout of 
the boiler with considerable force, and assumes 
the shape of a cloud, which is formed as the spirit 
condenses in the air; much in the same way as 
steam does, as it puffs from the "iron horse." Need 
it he said that the cloud of spirit is combustible, 
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and that, when ignited, it becomes a fairy rairi
bow fire-cloud ? This experiment is adapted for 
a chemical lecture-room only. 

6. - What did you wish t 

By a very simple ruse a few friends can be well 
entertained for a short time by the " Master of 
the Ceremonies" (apparently without any pre
vious knowledge) telling them what they wished 
for. What did I wish for? Perhaps a flower? 
-No •. A puzzle?-No. A piece ofmusic?
No. A library?-No. A work-box?-No. 
A dog?-No. A volume of C"ymical Magic 'I 
- Yes. How could you tell that? is the natural 
question that follows ; and the answer is this : 
Before you are going to tell what a friend wishes 
for, you must previously concert with one of the 
company to give you a key to unlock the mystery, 
which is done in this way:-While you are out of 
the room, your confederate hears, or, if active, will 
manage to suggest, the thing to be wished for, and 
you have an understanding with him that before 
the article wished for is named, he is to ask you 
.if it was a chair, or a hbrse, or a cat, &c.; in fact, 
anything with four legs. After that, the article 
named is the thing wished for. Thus he asks you 
was it a flower, puzzle, library, workbox, dog'l 
To all of which you answer" No;" but afte1: do<.h 
which has four legs, he sa;ys, "~ ()\um~()li. Cb-1\m.'-eo.\. 



AHUSEMENT. 

J.ltlagic 'I" and you of course reply, ., Yes." As this 
little trick can be varied with any number of per
sons and any variety of articles, it affords good 
entertainment for evening parties. 

7.-Annuement. 

With the aid of a bundle of splints and half a 
pint of gray peas that have been softened in 
water, any person may not only amuse himself, 
but afford considerable instruction to a family 
circle. With these little sticks and peas all kinds 
of geometrical figures, architectural illustrations, 
&c., may be formed. The wood splints, such as 
are used at the tobacconists', are to be split into 
about three pieces; each stick is then to be 
pointed, so that it will easily enter a soft pea. 
Without exactly describing where to begin, it 
will readily be perceiveil that 'vith three peas 
and three sticks we can form a triangle ; 
with four peas and four sticks a square is made 
with equal facility. When these simple figures 
are formed, we may begin solid patterns, such as 
a cube, which will require twelve sticks and eight 
peas. From a cube we can pass on to othel" 
forms, and thence to the outline of a cottage, till 
at length, with a little practice, almost any designs 
may be illustrated in a skeleton form. The in
vention of this little toy, if such it may be termed, 

is due to one Frederick Frobel, a German, well-
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kno,vn as the founder of the Kinder-Garten, or 
(to speak in old English) infant gardens. Frobel 
not only trains his children with little sticks and 
gray peas, but he also employs square blocks of 
wood, coloured balls, and such things, all for the 
purpose of teaching, blended with amusement. 

8.- Coloured Flames. 

Few experiments are more interesting to the 
young philosopher than the production of different 
coloured flames. The best material for burning 
to exhibit these effects is spirits of wine; the sub
stances to produce the colours being previously 
dissolved in it. Thus, to produce a greenish~blue 
flame, put into a vial about a tablespoonful of 
spirit, and then shake in two or three pinches of 
sulphate, nitrate, or chloride of copper ; twist a 
piece of lamp cotton round the end of a wire, and 
dip it into the mixture ; then set it on fire, and 
the beautiful colour is at once produced. For a 
pale yellow flame proceed in the same manner as 
indicated for green flame ; but in this instance 
put into the vial of spirit a teaspoonful of common 
table salt. The flame produced by spirit con~ 
ta.ining salt has a very singular effect upon colours, 
especially red, which, if there be no other light in 
the room while this Mystic Flame is burning, 
appears of a blue black. All other colours, such 
as the various tints of la.diei \\~UR.t.., "'\U.~ 'W..~ 
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chameleon, change hue; "rosy cheeks " and "coral 
lips" are metamorphosed to a ghastly slate appear
ance, creating much merriment. Red or scarlet 
flame is produced by dissolving in the spirit a 
small portion of nitrate of strontian, or chloride 
of calcium. All these substances may be procured 
from any operative chemist. The strontian comes 
from Argyleshire in Scotland, and takes its name 
from Strontian, the town in the neighbourhood of 
which it is found. There are many other sub
stances which colour flame in a like manner, such 
as boracic acid, chlorate of potassa, &c. ; but those 
previously named produce the most striking 
effect, the colours being modified by mixing the 
chemicals. 

9.-To Re'Deal a Person's Thoughts : an e:xcellent 
Card Trick. 

From a pack of cards, previously shufHed and 
cut, deal out (with the face upwards) twenty 
cards in ten separate couples, and request each 
person in company to select one couple, and 
remember the two cards selected, so as to state 
their after position. 

The dealer having collected the cards together 
promiscuously, but in couples, he then places 
them in four rows, with five cards in each 
row. 

Tbe order in which he places the cards in each 
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row indicates with certainty the couple selected 
by each person. 

To enable him to do this he has recourse to a 
. mental table of four words, each word consisting 
of five letters, making twenty in all, so that each 
letter represents a card, as shown below. 

The first card he puts on M in MuTus, and 
the next on M in NoMEN; that is to say, on 
the first and thirteenth places of his intended 
square of twenty places. Having disposed of 
the first pair he proceeds to put the next card on 
U in the second place of the first line, and on its 
companion in the fourth place of the same line. 
The next card is placed on the spot occupied by 
T in the first line, and on T (or tenth place) in 
the second line. The first card of the fifth 
couple is placed on S in the first line, and on S 
in the fourth line. Having completed the· first 
line, he proceeds with the word DEDIT in the 
second line, ·then with NOMEN, and finally with 
CoCis, filling up the remaining vacancies by 
placing each couple of cards on corresponding 
pairs of letters, ;until the square is complete, as 
shown in the third table. 

He now asks each person where the cards he 
selected in his mind are now situated. If he 
says that they are both in first line, then he 
thought of the cards occupying the places of the 
two U's. 

If he says that one card. is in \b.e n.u\., '\}."t\.~ ~~ 
c 
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other in the third line, then he thought of the 
cards occupying the places of the two M's ; 

If in the first and second lines, of the two T's; 
If in the first and fourth lines, of the two S's; 
And so on with each pair of letters corre-

sponding with the couple of cards selected. 
A little practice is required to strengthen the 

memory, so as to pair the letters as they present 
themselves in the words which represent the 
places of twenty cards. It should be noticed 
that, although there are twenty places, there are 
only ten different letters, or ten pairs. 

This is a clever feat of mental ability,· and 
very much surprises those who are unacquainted 
with the method of doing it. 

TBB KEY. 

M u T u 8 
D E D I T 

N 0 M E N 

c o· c I s 
In the following Table the Places of the Letters are numbered 

in rotation : -
1 2 3 4 6 
M u T u 8 

6 7 8 9 10 
D E D I T 

11 12 13 14 15 
N 0 M E N 

16 17 Ul 19 20 
c 0 c 1 \:) 
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The figures in the following Table show the order of laying 
down the Cards : -

1 3 5 4 7 
M u T u s 
9 11 10 13 6 
D E D I T 

15 17 2 12 16 
N o, M E N 

19 18 20 u 8 
c 0 c I 8 

IO.-The Revolving Siphon. 

Take a tall narrow round vessel, A, and fit 

II 

Fig. 6. 

two pieces of wood, A A, across the inside. "B~"t.~ ;~ 
holes through the pieces, so \b.&\ ~~1 ~~ "'\)~ ~ 

c~ 
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the centre of the vessel, and one above the other. 
Bend a small tube of any material which bends 
readily into a siphon, B, keeping the legs 
straight, with two right angles at the top. Next 
turn the end of the longest outward, so that the 
bent part wili correspond with the line of a 
circle, the shortest leg being the centre. When 
the siphon is properly placed, the bent end is 
horizontal. Put the short leg loosely down 
through the holes in the pieces, after which push 
it tightly half an inch through a cork, B, large 
enough to float and sustain the syphon. The 
long leg will now be on the outside of the vessel. 
Pour clean water into the vessel until the cork 
nearly touches the cross piece. Charge the si
phon by suction, and it will commence revolving 
rapidly around the vessel, continuing as long as 
any water remains, provided the inner leg is long 
enough. 

11.- The Ezpunged Figure DiscoTJeTed. 

In the first place desire a person to write down · 
secretly, in a line, ab.y number of figures he may 
choose, and add them together as units; having 
done this, tell him to subtract that sum from the 
line of figures originally set down; then desire 
him to strike out any figure he pleases, and add 
the remaining figures in the line together as 

units (as in tbe first instance), and mfonn -you of 
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the result, when you will tell him the figure he 
has struck out. 

Suppose, for example, the figures put down 
are 76542; these, added together as units, make 
a total of 24 ; deduct 24 from the first line, and 
76518 will remain; if 5, the centre figure, be 
struck out, the total will be 22 ; if 8, the first 
figure, be struck out, ·19 will be the total. 

76542=24 
24 

76518 

In order t~ ascertain which figure has been 
struck out, you make a mental sum one multiple 
of 9 higher than the total given. If 22 be given 
as the total, then 3 times 9 are 27, and 22 from 
27 shows that 5 was struck out. If 19 be given, 
that sum deducted from 27 shows 8. 

Should the total be equal multiples of 9, as 
18, 27, 36, then 9 has been expunged. 

With very little practice any person may per
form this with rapidity, it is therefore needless to 
give any further examples. 

12.-A Brown Paper Magnet. 

A very simple and interesting magnetical ex
periment may be made with a sheet of brown 
paper, illustrating, in a remarkable manner, how .i 
the most astonishing effects m.a.1 be ~"too."-~~~., , 

cs 
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the simplest means. -Take · a sheet of coarse 
brown paper, and after holding it before the fire 
till it is perfectly dry, fold it up into a long strip 
of about two inches wide : the magnet is now 
complete. To exhibit its attractive power, cut 
some strips of writing paper about three inches 
long, and as wide as the space between these 
lines ; place them upon the table three or four 
together. Now take the magnet, and draw it 
briskly under the ann two or three times ; its 
electro-magnetism is instantly developed, and be
comes apparent when held over the small strips 
of writing paper, for they fly up from the table 
towards the paper magnet veritably " by the 
wings of lightning." 

13.-Eztraordinary Optical nlusion. 

Professor Wheatstone, in his indefatigable re
searches into the abstruse but beautifully inte
resting phenomena of light and optics, discovered 
a property in op.tics, previous to the perfecting 
of calotype pictures, to which Mr. Cundell has 
since successfully applied it, and which, whilst 
most extraordinary in an optical point of view, 
will probably lead to discoveries in the delicate 
arts of obtaining sunlight pictures, and the effects 
resulting from them, of very considerable im
portance. A board is provided, about two feet 

long, and a few inches in breadth, at each' end of 
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which is an upright piece truly perpendicular, 
with a groove at top and bottom, for sliding in a 
picture. In the centre of this board, at the 
height of the centre of the uprights, are placed 
two small mirrors, at an angle of forty-five de
grees with the edges of the board, or ninety de
grees with each other, in front of which is a 
piece of metal with sight holes sufficiently apart 
to suit the sight. On placing two calotype pic
tures of the same object in the grooves, against 
the uprights, such, for instance, as a jug, vase, 
piece of statuary, geometrical figures, &c., each 
eye, of course, sees the reflection in the corre
sponding mirror of one picture only, the left
hand picture being seen by the left eye, and the 
right-hand picture by the right eye ; yet the 
singular result of this arrangement is, that the 
spectator sees before him a facsimile of the object 
from which the pictures were obtained in its 
original state, with the lights, the shadows, the 
under cuttings, and all the full roundedness and 
projecting points of the solid body. In fact, so 
complete and beautiful is the illusion, that it is 
impossible, by any attempt, to see the pictures as 
viewed separately, and a perfectly finished solid 
body is represented to the eye of the astonished • 
viewer. It must be pictures taken by sunlight, 
in different points of sight, to have the effect, as 
no two drawings by hand could be done suffi
ciently correct to prevent confue.\~u. \."\\. \.\\.~ ~~-

c4. 
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dows, and meeting of the corresponding lines. 
Professor Wheatstone, in the :first instance, ap
plied it to the representation of geometrical solids, 
which may be drawn mathematically true, and 
shaded to nature. 

This experiment illustrates the :first stereo
scope, as invented by Wheatstone, and may be 
properly called the Reflecting Stereoscope. The 
Refracting Stereoscope, now so common at the 
opticians and other shops, is Sir D. Brewster's 
invention, but is, in truth, but a popular and 
optical modification of Wheatstone's discovery, 
which has still an advantage over the common 
stereoscope, by enabling us to view pictures of 
nlmost any dimensions. 

14.- A Liquid.converted into a Solid. 

Dissolve about l1alf a pound of Glauber salts 
(sulphate of soda) in a pint of boiling hot water ; 
allow it to stanrl for a minute, so that any im
purities may subside ; then pour off the clear 
liquor (boiling hot) into a glass vessel. Now put 
a few drops of sweet oil on the surface of the 
solution, and place it where it can get cold, and 
remain undisturb~d. When cold, it will appear 
as clear and liquid as the same quantity of water; 
if, however, a stick, or any solid substance, be 
put into it, so as to form il. nucleus, it will in
stantly become opaque, and change into a solid 
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mass of crystals. The oil is used to prevent dust 
or extraneous matter from touching the surface 
of the solution, which would cause it to crystal
lise without an apparent reason. 

15.- Singular Arithmetical Fact. 

Any number of figures you wish to multiply 
by 5 will give the same result if divided by 2-a 
much quicker operation; but you must remember 
to annex a cipher to the answer when there is 
no remainder, and when there is a remainder, 
whatever it may be, annex 5 to the answer. 
Multiply 464 by 5, and the answer will be 2320; 
divide the same number by 2, and you have 232 ; 
and as there is no remainder, you add a cipher. 
Now take 357, and multiply by 5, the answer is 
1785. On dividing this by 2, there is 178 and 
a remainder; you therefore place a five at the 
end of the line, and the result is again 1785. 

16.- Strength of tile Human Frame. 

One of the most remarkable and inexplicable 
experiments relative to the strength of the human 
frame is that in which a heavy man is raised with 
the greatest facility when he is lifted up the 
instant that his own lungs and those of the ~ 
persons who raise him are inflated with air. 
The heaviest person in the ~n:rt . .., \\.~" \\~""10.\.. 'l.~~ 
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two chairs, his legs being supported by the one, 
and his back by the other. Four persons, one 
at each leg, and one at each shoulder, then try 
to raise him, and find his dead weight to be very 
. great, from the difficulty they experience in 
supporting him. When he is replaced in the 
chair, each of the four persons takes hold of his 
body as before; and the person to be lifted gives 
two signals, by clapping his hands. At the first 
signal, he himself and his four lifters begin to 
haw a long full breath; ·and when the inhalation 
is completed, or the lungs filled, the second signal 
is given for raising the person from the chair. 
To his own surprise, and that of his bearers, he 
rises with the greatest facility, as if he were no 
heavier than a feather. Sometimes, when one of 
the bearers performs his part ill, by making the 
inhaling out of time, the part of the body which 
he tries to raise is left behind. The experiment 
was performed at Venice, by sustaining the 
heaviest man of the party on the points of the 
forefingers of six persons. It is asserted, that 
the experiment will not succeed, if the person to 
be lifted is placed upon a board, and the strength 
of the individuals applied to the board.-Abridged 
from SIR D. BREWSTER's "Natural Magic." 
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17. - The Watch Trick: If a per1on will tell you 
the !&our lie mean1 to dine, you. can tell him the 
hour he intenda to get up that morning. 

First ask a person to think of the hour he in.:. 
tends rising on the following morning; when he 
has done so, bid him place his finger on any hour 
he pleases on the dial of your watch, and to re
member the hour he first thought of. To the 
hour his finger is on you now mentally add 12, 
and request him to retrograde, counting the 
number of hours you mention, whatever that may 
be, but that he is to commence counting with the 
hour he thought of from the hour he points at: 
for example, suppose he thought of rising at 8, 
and places his finger on 12 as the hour of dinner, 
you desire him to count backwards 24 hours, 12 
he calls 8 (that being the hour he thought of 
rising), 11 he calls 9, 10 he calls 10, and so on 
(mentally but not aloud) until he has counted 24, 
at which point he will stop, which will be at 8, 
and he will express his surprise to find that it is 
the hour he thought of rising. 

18.- Tke young Chemiaf1 Ckameleon Mineral. 

Scheele, the celebrated Swedish chemist, is the ~ 
inventor of this composition. To ~U~"t~ \.\.\ ~Y..<t. , 
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one partofdeutoxide ofmanganese and three parts 
of azotate of potassium (nitre), reduce these sub
stances to a very fine powder, mix them, and place 
them in a small crucible. Keep them at a red heat 
in a common fire for twenty minutes, then let them 
cool. Place four grains of this substance in each 
of two glasses ; pour cold water into one, and the 
liquid will become first green, then in a few 
moments purple, then red ; fill the second with 
moderately hot water, and you will obtain a 
beautiful violet which changes into crimson. 
The colours will be of greater or less intensity 
in proportion to the quantity of the powder used; 
thus, 11 grains in a pint of water will produce a 
rich green, which passes to a deep purple and a 
red. In a considerably larger quantity of water 
the purple gives place to a rose colour. In the 
course of these changes of colours, the various 
intermediate shades will be observed ; thus the 
green passes successively to blue, violet, blue
violet, red-violet, purple, and pure red. These 
variations in colour are due to the several degrees 
of oxidi~~a.tion of the manganese. It may be re
marked, it will be more rapid with an excess 
of manganese, and slower with an excess of nitre. 

19-To TeU any Number Thought of 

Ask a person to think of a number; then tell 
him to subtract 1 from that number ; now tell 
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him to multiply the remainder by 2; then request 
him again to subtract one, add to the remainder 
the number he first thought of, and inform you 
of the total. When he bas done this, you must 
mentally add 3 to that total, and then divide it by 
3, and the quotient will be the number first thought 
o£ - This is an excellent arithmetical pastime, 
examples of which are below. 

10 15 IS 23 
I I I I 

9 14 17 22 
2 2 2 2 

18 2S 34 .. 
1 I I I 

17 27 83 43 
10 15 18 23 

27 42 51 66 
3 3 3 3 

3)30 8)45 3)54 3)69 

10 15 18 ~3 

The Cannon-Ball Trick. 

As ~nnon-ball8 are now in fashion, and as one 
of the most astonishing illusions which M. Houdin 
used to exhibit was that of bringing a " thirty
two pounder " into a gentleman's hat in. '-~~ 

"most mysterious manner," a;n e-x'\?'Ul..ua~~""n. ~\ ~~ 
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trick may perhaps be acceptable to juvenile eon
jurors. The illusionist borrows from the audi
ence two bats, which be places upon his table, 
and by way of diversion gives a brief lecture 
upon bead-dreSBes in general and hats in particu
lar. "Show me his bat," says the professor, 
" and I will describe the man. Here's your ' flat 
brim;' that's a' fast man.' Here's your' broad 
brim; ' that's a man of peace. Here's your ' un
brushed either-way-front' bat; that's an untidy 
bachelor. Here's your ' well-worn' but still 
' decent' bat; that's a family man. A Gibus I 
that's a play-goer." And thus he proceeds. Now 
taking the borrowed hats from the table be ad
vances to the company, when, lo I on turning 
them over, out fall the cannon-balls, rolling on 
the floor with a noise of thunder I The secret is 
this: -Any workman using a lathe can tum a 
ball of wood of a size big enough to go into a 
hat. When such is procured, a hole, about two 

Fig. 7. 

inches deep and of the size of a finger, is made 
in it. The ball is then to be ~a.\nted. and. black-
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leaded, and made to appear as much like the real 
thing as possible. By the simple contrivance of 
the hole, the balls can be lifted up in the same 
way and with as much ease as a thimble. At the 
side of the table that is farthest from the audience 
place the balls, raised on a chair and a few books, 
to nearly the level of the table. When the hats 
are taken up, there will be no difficulty whatever 
in putting the balls into them unperceived, be-
cause as you draw the hats over the side of the 
table you can put on the " thimble ; " then by 
bending the finger the ball is in the hat. A 
modification of the above can be done with a 
large white-heart cabbage : the loose leaves are 
picked off, and it is made "ready for the pot." 
The stalk is then scooped out for the fore-finger 
to go in; it can then be played with in the same 
way as the cannon-ball. See Fig. 7. 

21.- Who Wears the Ring 1 

A very interesting entertainment for an even-
ing party of" young people," illustrating the use 
of figures and the three first principles of arith
metic, may be shown to a circle of friends by any 
young gentleman or lady who will learn the fol- ~ 
lowing simple rule. We should premise that the 
problems to be solved are these : -Who wears a 
certain ring? On what fing,e1: W. 1.\ i ~~ 
joint of that finger does it en.~\.1:c\e"t ~ ~" ~~ 
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" in the game " are to be seated in a row, 
and each individual is to pass by the name of a 
number ; beginning at the top with one, trDo, 

three, and so on. The person who is to tell 
where the ring is must now l~ve the company, 
and on his return to the cry of" Ready," anum
ber is given to him, say 982 ; and from it he is 
to calculate the exact positiop of the ring. The 
number given must be found thus : -Suppose the 
number of the person who has the ring is 7; 
double it; that will be 14; add 5; it will then 
be 19; multiply this by 5, and you will have 95; 
to this add the number of the finger that the ring 
is on, say the third ; 95 and 3 is 98. To these 
figures put the last figure, or number of the joint 
the ring is round, say the second joint; 98 and the 
figure 2 put in front will make the sum equal to 
982. You must now make the call " Ready!" and 
when the "clever mao" appears, the supposed 
number 982 is given to him as the position of the 
ring. Its exact place he finds by being "in the 
secret," that from whatever number thus obtained 
he is to subtract 250. Now this number being 
taken from 982 leaves 732, indicative of the ring's 
position, viz., on No. 7, 3rd finger, 2nd joint. 

22.- Houdin'1 Nut Trick. 

To perform a clever trick with dexterity before 
s u small party " is at once to become the hero of 
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the evening. If you cannot sing you must solve 
conundrums, or dance a hornpipe ; if neither of 
these be " your forte," a good trick or two will 
give equal pleasure to the " bright blue eyes " 
peering at you. The nut trick is exhibited thus : 
The professor hands the audience a dessert plate 
and a cambric handkerchief for examination ; 
these being returned, he places the plate upon a 
table near to him; the handkerchief is then spread 
out quite flat· over the plate. At command, 
S1loooared almonds, nuts, and comfits pour into the 
dessert plate the instant the kerchief is lifted up, 
producing an effect that would have astonished 
the magi of old. The way in which it is done is 
this : - Make a calico bag large enough to hold 
the nuts aud sweetmeats you intend to distribute, 
exactly to the pattern of a nightcap, or the letter 

Fig. a. 

A: a small selvage is turned up at the bottom of j 
the bag ; procure two pieces o£ "Wa\~b. Y>~n-a..~ '\),"\\.~ ., 

D 
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bend them quite flat, each spring to be exactly 
half the diameter of the bag. These are put into 
the selvage, and so\vn up firm. When the bag is 
opened, it will close itself in consequence of the 
springs. .A. long pin is passed through the top 
of the bag and bent round hook shape. If the 
bag be now filled with nuts, &c., it may be sus
pended by the hook, without any danger of the 
nuts or anything else falling out ; because, al
though the mouth of the bag is downwards, the 
springs keep it shut. When this trick is to be 
shown, the prepared bag is hung on the side of 
the table that is away from the audience. The 
plate is also placed on that side ; and when the 
handkerchief is laid over the plate a portion is left 
to fall over the side of the table. Now the ker
chief is picked up with the ri9kt band in the cen
tre (just as a lady does when she wishes to ex
hibit the lace edge), and with it the bag of nuts ; 
the folds of the cambric hide the bag. The left 
hand is now used to draw over the handkerchief 
and to press the bag ; this causes the springs to 
open, and out fall the "good things" upon the 
plate. This creates sufficient diversion for the 
merest tyro of a conjuror to drop the bag behind 
the table unseen, while he advances to the audi
ence politely inquiring," Will you take a few nute 
or sweetmeats? " See. Fi9. 8. 
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28.-Golden Ink. 

It is a very " interesting" amusement to write 
one's " own verses " in the album of a " friend; " 
but when it is done· in golden ink, and with 
a pen prettily entwined with beads-the gift, 
perhaps, of the fair owner of the album - then 
it ceases to be "amusement," it is "real" poetry 
-it is our golden age. Now the golden ink is 
made thus: -Procure a shell of gold, and with 
a camel's hair pencil wash oft' the gold from 
the shell with thin gum water, and put it into a 
very small phial, such as is used for permanent ink 
for linen; when used, it needs only to be well 
shaken before the pen is dipped in ; after writing, 
the gum causes the gold to adhere to the paper. 
Where there is any flourishing, or ornamental 
writing, parts of it may be brightened by burnish
ing; that is, rubbing the lines with a polished 
piece of smooth steel, a piece of agate, or the 
smooth side of a sheep's or ox's tooth. 

24.-Inexplicable Motion and Sound. 

Procure a piece of lead pipe, about two inches 
in the bore and tl1ree inches long; the thicker 
the lead is the better for the experiment. The ~ 
pipe being set up on end, we will call it the 
stand. Next obtain a piece ot .\n:u~, a~o~\. ~\~\. . 

Di 
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Fig 9. 

inches long, one inch to one-inch-and-a-half wide, 
and a quarter of an inch thick; file away the 
edges .of one of the flat sides to make it oval-shape, 
so that it will rock to and fro, if it be put in mo
tion upon a table. Instead of having the brass 
filed, a blackRmith can give it a slight curve 
(observe, it must be lengthways) by a few blows 
with a sledge hammer; either way answers the 
purpose, and, when made, it is called the Hummer. 
The dimensions here given are not essential to 
the success of the experiment; they are merely 
given as a guide. Now, if one end of the Hum
mer be made hot (not quite red-hot), in a clear 
fire, and then laid across the stand, oval side 
downwards, giving it a slight rock to commence 
with, it will continue in motion, producing at the 
same time a peculiar humming sound, which 
motion and sound will continue for a very long 
time; in fact, until the stand and hummer are of 
the same temperature. The explanation of these 
phenomena must be solved by a genius as yet 

unknown. 
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25.-Amusing Experiment. 

Half fill a Florence flask with water; place it 
over a lamp, and let it boil for a few minutes ; 
then cork the mouth of the flask as expeditiously 
as possible, and tie a slip of moist bladder over 
the cork, to exclude the air. The water being 
now removed from the lamp, the ebull~tion will 
c~ase ; but may be renewed by pouring cold 
water gradually upon the upper part of the flask; 
but if hot water be applied, the boiling ceases. 
In this manner .the ebullition may be renewed, and 
again made to cease alternately, by the mere appli
cation of hot and cold water. The theory is this : 
water boils at 212 degrees, under the common 
pressure of atmosphere. Now, if the atmosphere, 
or a part of it, were removed, the pressure on the 
surface would be less; and the consequence 
would ~e, that wat~r would boil at a. much lower 
temperature; and this leads me to an explanation 
of what takes place in the foregoing experiment. 
I fill a flask half-full of water, and boil it a few 
minutes over the lamp; the steam which rises 
forces out the atmospheric air, and occupies its 
place. I then remove the lamp, and secure the 
flask, so as to prevent the re-admission of atmo
spheric air. If cold water be poured over that 
part of the flask occupied by the steam, the cold J 
water will condense it, and thus a vacuum will be· ~ 
formed. The water then, ba-v\:n~ '\\1:) ~"t~~~~"t~ ~'t _ 

D 3 
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atmospheric air or steam, commences boiling 
afresh ; but if hot water be poured upon it, the 
steam again occupies the surface, and the boiling 
ceases. 

26.- A Mariner's Compass made on a Lady's 
Thimble. 

A magnetic needle, very desirable to ascertain 
the presence of iron, is easily made, of the requi
site delicacy, where a magnet is acceBSible. A 
bit of thin steel wire, or a long fine stocking 

Fig. lO. 

needle, having a quarter of an inch cut off at the 
point, is to be heated in the middle, that it may 
be slightly bent there; then while hot a bit of 
sealing wax is to be attached to the centre, and 
the point which was cut off, being heated at the 
thick end, is to be fixed in the sealing ·wax, so 
that the sharp end may serve as a pivot, descend
ing about -1 in. below the centre, taking care that 
the ends of the needle fall enough below the pivot 
to keep it from overturning. It must now be 
magnetised, by sliding one end of a magnet, half
a-dozen or more times, from the centre. to one 
end of the needle; and the other end, a similar 

number of times1 from the cent-re o£ tb.e neell\e ~· 
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its other end. A small brass thimble (not capped 
with iron) will do for the support; the point of 
the pivot being placed in one of the indentations, 
near the centre of the top, when, if well balanced, 
it will tum until it settles north and south. If 
one side preponderate, it must be nipped until 
the balance be restored. 

27.-An Aritltmetical Trick with Carrb. 

Take a pack of cards, place the first card on 
the table, with the back to you : look at it; if 
it is a seven, put 5 more cards on the top, making 
12 in number: if it is a king, knave, or queen, 
place 2 cards on the top as before ; if an ace, 11, 
and so on, till the pack is laid out (always making 
12 in number). If any cards remain that will 
not make 12, lay them separate from the rest. 
Now, supposing you have 6 heaps, and 3 odd 
cards, strike off 4 heaps, and multiply the remain
ing 2 heaps by 13, adding in the 3 odd cards, 
which would make 29; then tum up all the heaps 
face to you, count the pips, and there will be 291 
(taking no notice of the odd cards after you have 
added them in). If there are 10 heaps, and no 
odd cards, or 12 heaps, and two odd cards, always 
cut off 4 heaps; and multiply the remaining heaps 
by 13, as before. Court cards count as ten. 

D4. 
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28.-A Pleasant Amusement for an Evening Party. 
(From "Raphr:rer a Prophetic Messenger.") 

There are few families in a position to give 
evening parties who do not introduce at times 
cards as an amusement. V arioua are the games 
invented for this purpose ; and although the 
practice may be objected to by many, there can 
be no reason why they should not be employed 
as the vehicle of innocent recreation. 

Raphael therefore introduces to the notice of 
his young readers the system of an amusement 
which is in itself perfectly harmless, and at the 
same time both amusing and interesting. In the 
words of a celebrated author, " Divination (or 
that which is understood by the common term 
fortune-telling, and which of itself is both am
biguous and inapplicable) may be pursued, in 
order to obtain an idea of the ultimate conse
quences of any act or thought, provided a system 
be uniform and carefully observed." The same 
author further adds, " that the sympathies of 
nature provide the means of elucidation, if the 
mind is sufficiently anxious." 

To this Raphael might raise some question. 
He however offers the following, hoping it may 
he productive of amusement in the sense he 
intends it. 

Take a pack of cards, and we will presume the 
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presiding genius to be a lady of very fair and 
light complexion : she will then be represented 
by the queen of diamonds, as persons of different 
complexions are represented by the different suit& 
of the pack. Thus diamonds represent the fairest, 
hearts the next fair, clubs a dark complexion, and 
spades very dark persons. Ladies are repre
sented by the queens of the respective suits, and 
gentlemen by the kings. The jack or knave of 
each suit represents the person's thoughts of that 
suit of which the king represents the party ; thus 
if the king of diamonds represents a very fair 
man, the knave of diamonds represents his 
thoughts. In order to proceed, let the cards be 
properly shutlled, and if the presiding personage 
tells his or her own destiny, he or she is repre
sented by the card (king or queen, according to 
the sex), as above described, or if another person's, 
that person is represented in like manner. Sup
pose one is telling another their prospects ; let 
that person cut the pack, after being shutlled, 
into three lots; then, taking up the lots indis
criminately, let the cards be laid out (faces upper
most) in rows of nine in a row ; then, as there 
are fifty-two cards in the pack, there will be five 
rows of nine each, and one of seven at the bottom ; 
these being laid on a table will form nearly a 
square.. The representative card will of course ~ 
be seen in one of the rows, and commencing with 
that as one, count nine ca.tde. \:n. ~""i~"'t'! ~'\).,-, ~<r · 
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sible, then the cards ending at nine in the various 
countings will denote what is to come to pass, 
according to the following scale, and which must 
be applied to the best and most suitable advan
tage by the Consulting Oracle:-

Descriptitm of the Cards.-The ace of diamonds 
represents a ring; the ace of hearts, your house; 
the ace of clubs, a letter; and the ace of spades, 
death, spite, or quarrelling. 

OJ' DUJIIONDB : 

The Deuce is money. 
Trey , speaking with a 

friend. 
Four 
'Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 

, friends. 
, a settlement. 
, l•leasure. 
, money. Business. 
, new clothes. 
, business. 
, ajourney.lloney 

OJ!' HEARTS: 

The Deuce is a visitor. 
Trey , a kiss. 
Four , a m&rTiage bed. 
Five , a present. 
Six , courtship. 
Seven ,. friends. 
Eight , new clothes. 
Nine , feasting and 

courtship. 
Ten , a place of amuse

ment or court
ship. 

OJ' CLUBB: 

The Deuce is vexation. 
Trey .. qU&rTels. 
Four · , a strange bed. 
Five " abundloorparcoL 
Six ., trouble. 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 

, a prison. 
, confusion. 
,. a drinking party. 
" going by water. 

OJ' 8P.lDE8: 

The Deuce is a false friend. 
Trey " teiU'I. 
Four , a sickbed. 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 

, a surprise. 
,. a child. 
, a removaL 
, a roadway. 
" a di•appointment. 
, sickness. 
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Ot' TJIB CO'IT.BT W.RDI. 

The Kings represent males according to complexion. 
The Queens represent females in like manner. 
'l'he Knaves, the thoughts of the retpeetive partiea. 

Therefore, as example, mppose nine cards 
being counted out four different ways, or even 
more, and let the person be a young lady whoee 
destiny is to be determined, and the six of hearts, 
the eight of hearts, the ten of hearts, and ten of 
diamonds, are the four terminating cards ; it is 
shown that the lady in question will speedily 
receive particular attentions from a gentleman ; 
that she will have some new apparel, go to some 
place of public amusement, and take a journey, 
or have money given to her. Supposing the 
queen of the suit representing the lady in ques
tion, lying on the table faces to the right hand~ 
and a knave or king of clubs is so placed as to 
look towards her, it shows the attention she will 
receive will be from a dark gentleman ; if it is 
the knave, and very close, it may be one of the 
company, or near to her, or not residing far off; 
but if distant, he is from a. distance. It is not 
imperative to lay the cards out in rows of nine 
each, only that it affords a means of counting to 
a greater number of cards. 

When several diamonds come together, it is a ~ 
sign of receipt of money ; several hearts, love ; 
several clubs, drink and debauch; and se~eftl. 
spades, vexation or disap-poin.\m~n.\. ~~ ~ 
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the most untoward signification. A married lady, 
in reading the future, must make her husband 
king of her own suit; but a single lady must 
make her lover king of his own suit. The knaves 
of the suit are representative of their thoughts ; 
so that what is ruling in their minds may be 
learned by counting from them, always taking 
care to include the representative card. A single 
Indy may see how her lover is disposed towards 
her by the way in which his representative card 
lies ; that is, if the king or knave's face is to
wards her card, it is well; if the back is turned 
he is not true, or is inattentive, and his thoughts 
are directed to another object. 

If any one desires to know if she will have 
her wish, let her ehuffi.e the cards well (as she 
likewise must on other occasions), wishing all the 
time for some .one thing; then cut them once, 
and, remembering carefully what card she cuts, 
she should shuffi.e them again, and then deal the 
pack into three parcels ; look over each parcel, 
nnd if you 'find the card you cut in the first 
instance in the same parcel as your representative 
card, there are great hopes; if it comes next, or 
within one or two, you will certainly have your 
wish; if the nine of spades is in the same parcel, 
a disappointment awaits you as ·regards your 
wish ; if the card (the nine of spades) is near 
your representative card, the disappointment will 

he heavy; and according as you fi.nd the cards 
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run in the parcel where your representative card 
is, so you may judge of the wish being realised. 

The nine of hearts is termed the wi.slt card, and 
the seven of hearts the thoughts of the person 
whose destiny is being described, and according 
as these fall out in respect or next to other cards, 
must the result be construed. 

This method of amusement is very innocent, 
tending to no bad results ; it amuses the young 
mind, and is decidedly preferable to giving an old 
gipsy a shilling, who only laughs at your cre
dulity, and whose pretensions are founded on 
ready wit alone. 

29.- The Magic Egg. 

Take a pint of water, and dissolve in it as much 
common salt as it will take up ; with this brine 
half fill a tall glass ; then fill up the remaining 
space with plain water; pouring it in very care
fully down the side of the glass, or into a spoon, 
to break its fall. The pure water will then float 
upon the brine ; and, in appearance, the two 
liquors will seem but as one. Now, take another 
glass, and fill it with common water. If an egg 
be put into this, it will instantly sink to the bot
tom; but if, on the contrary, the egg is put into 
the glass containing the brine, it will sink through 
the plain water only, and float upon that portion ·~ 
which is saturated with salt, a~~anl).~ ~ '"*' 
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suspended in a very remorkable and curious 
manner. 

Fig. II. 

This trick has caused much astonishment when 
publicly exhibited, although its principle could 
be explained by every housewife who, before 
" pickling," tries the strength of the brine by 
observing if an egg will float on it. 

30.-Fire upon Ice. 

If a piece of potassium be pressed with a pen
knife upon a cake of ice, the chemical action of 
the materials is so energetic that they burst into 
a beautiful reddish-purple flame, and a hole is 
made in the ice where the potassium came in 
contact with it. Another way to make a fire is 
the following: - Make a 1-.ole in a block of ice 
with a. hot poker; pour out the water, and fill 
up the cavity with spirits of camphor; the spirit 
may then be set on fire. It will have the sin
guJar appearance of " ice in flames." 
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31.-Fire bu Percussion. 

Take a hollow cylinder, somewhat like the 
common syringe, of some bad conductor of heat 
-of wood or of thick glass-but with this dif
ference, that, instead of one end having an orifice 
for the Pjection of liquid, it must be perfectly 
closed; it must have a piston like the syringe, 
also a bad conductor of heat, and which must be 
made to move in the cylinder perfectly air-tight. 
Place a bit of tinder of amadou impregnated 
with a little nitre- that is, steeped in a solu
tion of saltpetre in water, and then dried-in 
the cylinder, then place the piston at the cylin
der's mouth, and with a. sudden and powerful 
thrust condense the air in the cylinder: the tinder 
may thus be made. to ignite. 

32.- Walking on Red-hot Iron Plates. • 

During a recent lecture at the Polytechnic In
stitute, London, the lecturer r~mar~ed that the 
setting of the Thames on fire was no longer a 
joke, but a reality. By dashing a small bottle of 
~ulphuric ether with particles of metal potassium 
mto a flnt cistern, a bright flame was produced, 
which illuminated the whole place. He then lai~ 
four plates of red-hot iron ou four bricks, ancl 
one of his attendants walked over them barefoo 
without any injury. By wettin~ h\.~ u"t\~~"t~ • 
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ammonia the professor dipped them into a crucible 
of melted lead, and let the metal run off in the 
shape of bullets into a shallow cistern of water. 

Boutigny first directed attention to this singu
lar property of melted metals. Plucker of Bohn 
plunged his naked arm into melted bronze : he 
says the sensation was that of warmth only. 
When his arm was washed with water, and then 
thrust into the melted metal bath, a sensation of 
cold was produced. 

33.- The Moon's Influence on Man and Plants. 

The influence of the moon is admitted by all 
medical men practising in India. . From infancy 
the natives of tropic8l climates are taught to be
lieve in lunar influence, and that with good cause, 
for the intimate connection which eXists between 
the new and full moon, the disturbed state of the 
atmosphere, and the attacks of epidemic, has been 
well ascertained. • Two hundred years ago a phy
sician, named Diemerbroeck, wrote a treatise on 
the Plague, in which he says, " Two or three 
days before and after the full moon the disease 
was more violent; more persons were seized at 
these times than at others." Many other autho
rities could be quoted to prove that the moon's 
influence is not to be regarded as purely imagi
nary, as is commonly the case. Many curious 
facts are recorded concerning the moon's influence 
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upon the vegetable kingdom. It is stated that 
if peas are sown when the moon is increasing, 
they never cease to bloom ; that if fruits and 
herbs are set during the wane of the moon they 
are not so rich in flavour nor so strong and 
healthy as when planted during the increase. In 
Brazil the farmers plant during the decline of the 
moon all those vegetables whose roots are used as 
food; and on the contrary they plant during the 

' increase of the moon the sugar-cane, maize, rice, 
&c. The English gardeners observe similar rules 
with regard to grafting, pruning, &c. From 
observations of Mr. Howard it appears that 
northerly winds are most frequent during a full 
moon, and south-west winds blow chiefly at the 
time of the new moon. It is also remarkable 
that rain falls most frequently during the last 
quarter of the moon, and that not a twentieth 
part of the rain of the whole yenr falls at full 
moon. " Lunatics," men under moon influence. 

34.-A Paradox, and its Solution : an interesting 
Astronomical FQ.ct. 

Two persons were born at the same place, at 
the same moment of time. After an age of fifty 
years, they both died, also at the same spot, and 
at the same instant, yet one had lived one hun
dred days more than the other. How was this 
possible? Not to keep our friend.?. \:a 'ti\l..~~~'t\.~~ .. 

Jl 
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the solution turns .on a curious, but, with a IUtJe 
reflection, a very obvious point in eiremnnaviga.
tion. A person going round the world towards 
the west, lo6U a day, and towards the east, he 
gairu one. Supposing, then, two persons born 
together at the Cape of Good Hope, whence a 
voyage round the world may be performed in a 
year; if one performs this constantly towards 
the west, in fifty years he will be fifty days he
hind the stationary inhabitants ; and if the other 
sail equally towards the east, be will be fifty days 
in advance of them. One, therefore, will have 
seen one hundred days more than the other, 
though they were born and died in the same 
place, at the same moment, and even lived con
tinually in the same latitudes, and reckoned by 
the same calendar. 

35.- The Letters of the Alphabet most tUed in Com
position . 

. A very correct idea has been formed by exa
mining the printer's case and the type-founder's 
scale, of the relative frequency with which the 
different letters of the alphabet are used. It has 
been found on separating the letters which form 
words in any printed document, that for every 
I 00 of the letter z distributed there are 200 of 
x, 400 of k, 800 of b, 1500 of c, 4000 each of 

z; n, o, snd s; 4250 o£ a, 4506 of t, and 6000 
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of e. Thns it will be seen that the letter e is 
most used, and t, a, i, n, o, and •• are next in 
frequency of demand. 

36.- The Magic Candk. 

The bungling way in which M. Frikell ignites 
a candle at Willis's Rooms, under the pretext of 
doing it by magic, induces us to explain to him 
and to our merry young renders the real way of 
performing this curious and (when properly per
formed) astounding feat of legerdemain. M. 
Frikell requires a light I He then fetches a 
candle, the wick of which is prepared with match 
composition, in which is a glass-drop of sulphuric
acid ; this being pinched, breaks, and the acid 
fires it ; and with such a fizz, that the merest tyro 
in chymical magic at once sees into the secret. All 
the combnstible potash compounds, though really 
useful in domestic matters, burn with that peculiar 
fizz detonation, that it is impossible for them not 
to be recognised by all who have struck a match ; 
therefore, when a magician lights a candle, it 
should be done by a method unknown to the 
audience. The following, though more simple 
than the method adopted to deceive the public 
eye, will prove truly magical to those who wit- ~ 
ness it. Take an ordinary tallow candle which . 
has burned for some time and has then bel!:\\. 

snuffed out; when the wick is q_u\.te ea\\\. ~\~ 
:&2 
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into it a piece of dry phosphorus about the size of 
a quarter of a pea. Now have by you a glass 
rod: this is to be your magic staff. Let a friend 
or the servant know before-hand that you intend 
to perform the illusion. M. Frikell uses no 
apparatus, has no " preparation! " He of course 
has no one to do his wishes behind the scenes 
when he fetches the little etceteras he requires! 
- (this, however, aside). You ring the bell. 
" Jane bring a candle I " - " Yes, sir I " - " Let 
me see !-in the next room I have a magic rod.
( Jane brings the candle.) - Dear me I w by did 
you not light it? Ah I Well, never mind-I will 
do so." Then with a pseudo-scientific touch of 
the wick with the rod, and behold, the candle 
burns! Those who were in the secret would 
have noticed that Jane placed the glass rod in 
" position," and that one end of it was nearly red 
hot. Chymistry tells all the rest- that a glass 
rod a foot long may be red hot at one end, and 
yet be cold enough at the other to handle; and 
that the heated end will be hot enough for some 
time to set fire to phosphorus, which burning 
silently and with intense heat, at once ignites the 
Magic Candle I 

37.- Natural Crg1tal1. 

The metals are frequently obtained in the 
, . crystaJlised state by fusion. If a few pounds of 
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bismuth be melted in a crucible, and then allowed 
to cool until a pellicle of soli,!! metal begins to 
form on the surfaoe, crystals may be obtained by 
piercing this crust and allowing the still liquid 
portion in the centre to flow out. On breaking 
the shell which remains after this operation, it 
will be found to be lined with beautiful crystals 
of bismuth belonging to the cubic system. Lead, 
when heated in large masses, and slowly cooled, 
also deposits crystals, and on this circumstance is 
founded one of the more recent improvements in 
the refining of that metal. Many volatile salts 
and other bodies may be obtained in a crystalline 
state by sublimation. In this way calomel, corro
sive sublimate, camphor, iodine, benzoic acid, 
napthaline, and a vast variety of other substances, 
are crystallised and purified at the same time from 
the non-volatile substances with which they may 
be contaminated. 

38. - The Feather Trick e3:plained. 

Few of the illusions performed by M. Houdin 
at St. James's Theatre, caused more astonishment 
than this one, yet no trick ever exhibited is more 
simple or easier of performance to the merest 
novice in the Magic Arts. A large cambric or 
white silk handkerchief is produced, and given to 
the company for inspection ; on its being returned. 
to the Magician he immed.ia.tel-, nnll'boe. ·i.-t.~"ro. \.\. 

B8 
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several large plumes of feathers. The trick is 
performed thus: -Procure three or four large 
plumes of feathers from the !nilitary equipment 
warehouses, such as are worn by the officers or 
those of the foot guards at the side of their caps; 
take off your coat, then holding a couple of the 
feathers in each hand so that they will fall towards 
the side of the arms, put the coat on again; this 

. is easily done, as the feathers squeeze up to a 
very small compass. Thas equipped, you ad
vance to the audience, and taking the handker
chief, throw it over the one band and cuff of the 
coat, and with the other hand draw out the feather 
from the sleeve ; the feather resuming its original 
bulk entirely misguides the lookers on as to its 
previous position. One feather produced, the 
handkerchief is thrown carelessly over the other 
hand, and another brought forth in like manner, 
which can be repeated four times without causing 
susp1c1on. This new and ingeniously simple illu
sion is worthy of the inventor's magic renown. 

39.- Crystal Baskets. 

These pretty ornaments are not at all difficult 
to make. The basket, or any other ornament, is 
first fashioned with copper wire, as a skeleton of 
the pattern desired. For blue crystals, take a 
saturated solution of sulphate of copper in hot 
water, place the pattern in this liquor, and set it 
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in a quiet plaee ; as the solution eools, crystals of 
the sulphate will be deposited on the wire ; the 
first crystals will be small; but, to increase their 
size, it is only necessary to place the ornaments 
in a fresh and perfectly saturated solution of the 
copper salt. 

For Yellow crystals, use the yellow prussiate 
of potash. 

For Ruby, use the red prussiate of potash. 
For White, use alum, or acetate of lead. 
The Salts of Chromium, and many others, are 

equally applicable for this purpose, if greater 
variety of colour be wanted. 

To· preserve these ornaments, in all their 
beauty, they should be kept under glass shades • 

.All the salts named are more soluble in hot 
~than in cold water; hence, as the hot solutions 
become cold, a part of the material is deposited ; 
in so doing, each metallic salt assumes a particular 
shape of crystal, as though endowed with vitality. 
These crystals vary in form according to the 
metal, but are invariably the same for the same 
metal, and are as characteristic of their origin as 
a flower is of the parent plant. 

40. - To PaiS a Skilling into a BaU of Worsted. 

Like all the best magical tricks that are per
formed, this is one of the most simple in its 
principle. Few tricks of the ~a;t\QU"t ~~ u~~ 

:a .a. 
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have caused more astonishment than this. A 
marked shilling is borrowed, a large ball of 
worsted is brought forward. Presto ! The wor
sted is unwound, and out falls the very money 
which a minute ago was snug in its owner's 
purse. 

Here is a solution of the mystery :- First 
procure a few skeins of thick worsted from a 
Berlin wool shop; next, a piece of tin bent in 
the shape of a flat tube, just large enough for a 
shilling to slip through, and about four inches 
long; now wind the worsted upon one end of the 
tube to a good-sized ball, with a shilling in your 
right hand. You are now ready to "show the 
trick." Place the ball of worsted upon the side
board, or anywhere out of sight. Borrow a 
shilling, which request to be marked, that the 
audience may be assured of its identity ; then 
picking it up by the left hand, you now examine 
the shilling in your right band, pretending that 
it is the one that has just been given to you, and 
observing that "it is good," place it upon the 
table. You now fetch the worsted, quickly drop 
the marked money down the tube, and pull the 
ball off the tin directly it is in, advancing to the 
company, and winding up the ball, which, by a 
little pressure, secures the coin from coming out 
unless the worsted is unwound. Now put the 
ball into a glass tumbler, hold one end of the 
worsted a few yards from the glass, take up your 
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shilling from the table, show it to the company 
(who will im&.ouine it to be the one that was 
marked), say "Presto I Fly I Pass l " give the 
end of the ball of worsted to one of the audience, 
request them to "unwind it," which being done, 
the money will fall out of the ball, to the absolute 
amazement of all who see this new and ingenious 
triek of legerdemain. 

41. - Tke Philosopher Puzzled: To put Sand into 
Water without wetting it. 

A magician once sent a small bag of sand to 
an eminent philosophical chemist, accompanied 
by a note stating that, "if a handful of the sand 
was carefully placed at the bottom of a vessel full 
of water, it might be removed in an hour's time 
as dry as when put in." This statement being 
so diametrically opposite to the general nature of 
sand, caused some perplexity in the mind of the 
philosopher. On trying the sand as directed, he 
found the assertion quite correct ; and was still 
more puzzled in not being able to discern any 
apparent difference in the sand sent to him and 
ordinary sand. It was subjected to analysis, but 
without any further discovery; examined in every 
way, still nothing was elicited beyond the fact 
that this sand could be placed in water, yet not 
become wet. Though loth to confess his inca
pacity, the chemist at length sent to the magicia.u. 
for an explanation. This "WU \'n.~ "t~~\."'3 ·.-~~ ~~ 
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a clean iron pan over a clear fire ; into it put as 
much fine silver-sand as thought proper ; allow 
it there to remain until it is hot enough to 
slightly brown a card used for stirring it. Now, 
to every quart of sand employed, add a piece of 
lard or tallow the size of a hazel-nut ; mix it 
well with the sand, continuing the heat for two 
or three minutes, and it is then finished. When 
cold, it is the Magician's Sand, which cannot be 
wetted." 

When properly prepared there is not the least 
trace of grease on the sand. 

42. - Ck!J111ieal Transmutation~. 

Linm can be converted into sugar; sugar into 
alcohol (spirits) and carbonic acid; alcohol can 
be changed into ether and water ; sugar can also 
be converted into oxalic acid, also into pure 
charcoal (carbon) and water. .Alcohol (spirits) 
will readily change into vinegar (acetic acid). 
Starch may be transmuted either into gum, 
alcohol, sugar, acetic or oxalic acid, as well as 
many other substances, to which, however, the 
chymists have given such hard names that we 
cannot find a pen strong enough to write them. 

Nearly all these changes are made to take place 
by boiling the material in water acidulated with 
sulphuric acid; or by mere CODtact with the acid 

iD 11 concentrated state. 
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43. - O'kangeable Pictures. 

First sketch a landscape in Indian ink ; it 
should represent either a winter scene or a mounr 
ta.in district, the snowy Alps or Pyrenees; when 
complete, touch the sky and frozen lakes with a 
solution of acetate of cobalt. The thatch of cot
tages, and some of the :flowers, must receive an 
application of a solution of muriate of copper, 
the trees and sward are to be treated in a like 
manner with muriate of cobalt. All these solu
tions should be used of various strengths, ac
cording to the depth of colour desired, and applied 
with artistic taste. These liquids will impart 
little or no colour to the picture, and when dry 
it will remain, as before, "a winter scene." But 
if at any time the picture is held to the fire, or 
slightly warmed, the scene changes -the sky 
becomes blue, the ice and snow from the trees 
and grass melt away, and they assume a foliage 
of a lively green; the :flowers alter in like manner, 
and a " summer view " is represented. When the 
picture becomes cold, it passes again to its ori
ginal tint. These "chameleon pictures" are 
applicable for fire-screens, when placed in a frame 
between two sheets of glass ; they also afford 
much amusement to young people, and exhibit ~ 
strikingly the changes of matter by the applica
tion of heat. Mr. Naylor uses bromide of cop
per for making a distinct do.T"k out\'11.e; ~\..~"\a.. 
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when the picture is warmed, but invisible when 
it is cold. With this preparation a Magic Picture 
can be produced on plain paper, without any 
other solution or previous pencilling for the out
line. 

44.- Laughing Gas. 

This singular substance, discovered by Dr. 
Priestley, in 1776, was brought into particular 
notice by Sir Humphry Davy, the latter being 
the first to observe its stimulating properties. 
When taken into the lungs, it induces the most 
agreeable state of reverie or intoxication, fre
quently accompanied with physical as well as 
mental excitement, which lasts for a few minutes, 
and then subsides without any unpleasant conse
quences. Persons who breathe it feel an in
describable pleasure and happiness : so much so as 
to induce laughter, and hence the name (laughing 
gas) given to this substance, but which chymists 
call nitrous oxide. Enough laughing gas may 
be prepared for a single experiment by heating 
two ounces of nitrate of ammonia in a retort, 
having a large ox-bladder attached to collect the 
gas. The process is, first to insert into the neck 
of the bladder a wooden pipe, or stop-cock, made 
of elder, with the pith pushed out; next moisten 
the bladder, and squeeze it up, to remQve the air; 
then fix it to the retort containing the nitrate of 
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ammonia. Now heat the salt with a spirit-lamp: 
it :first liquefies, then boils and decomposes, pro
ducing water (which remains in the retort) and 
the gas (which passes into the bladder); when 
the bladder is full, the experiment can be per
formed. Hold th.e bladder in the left hand, 
placing the thumb over the pipe to retain the 
gas; with the right hand close the noatrils ; then 
empty the lungs by a long expiration ; after 
which, insert into the mouth the pipe attached to 
the bladder, and breathe the gas in the same 
manner as if it were common air ; in one or two 
minutes, if the experiment be successful, an ely
sian sensation will follow, more exquisite than 
can be described, and perfectly harmless. 

45.- To Prepare Crimson Flame. 

The following practical recipe appeared in a 
recent number of the Mechanic'• Magazine, to 
which it was sent by an experienced pyrotechnist, 
E. Stampar, of Bradford, Yorkshire. The com
position produces the red mystic :fire which flickers 
from the torches of demons, on the altars and the 
:fire banners of modem spectacle :-Procure 1 oz. 
of spirit of salt, put it into a cup, and introduce 
as much powdered nitrate of strontia.n as will make 
a moist pap, like bricldayen' lhiek mortar. N~ 
put a gridiron over a slow :fire, and on it place 
cup; allow it to remain \n-. ~U\w~, ~~ \~ 
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or three hours, until it is very nearly dry. Avoid 
the deleterious orange fumes that are evolved. 
Now, when the mixture has cooled, add about 4 
oz. of the liquid called pyroxylic spirit (price 
about 9s. 6d. per gallon), and pour the whole into 
a white bottle for use. On standing, it deposits 
a sediment ; do not use much of this. Of course, 
you can vary the quantity of pyroxylic spirit,-
4 or 5 oz. answer best. To use it, wind some 
common lamp-cotton on a nail into a ball of about 
two inches ; drive this into the end of a torch, or 
the top of the altar, or the helmet of a "fire-fiend;" 
pour on it just as much of the liquid as the cotton 
will absorb, without allowing it to fall off in drops, 
and waste; then light it with a bit of paper, and 
you will see the effect. 

46.- The Elastic Egg. 

Take a good and sound egg, place it in strong 
vinegar, and allow it to remain for twelve hours; 
it will then become quite soft and .elastic. In 
this state it can be squeezed into a tolerably 
wide-mouthed bottle ; when in, it must be covered 
with water, having some soda dissolved in it. In 
a few hours this preparation will restore the egg 
nearly to its original solidity ; after which the 
liquid should be poured off, and the bottle dried. 
Keep it as a curiosity to puzzle one's friends for 

liD ezplanation how the egg was laid in it. 
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47.-Mysterious Disappearance Explained. 

This astoniehing illusion has amused 'and sur
prised . almost every person that has witnessed 
it, not only in England, but on the continent 
also, where jugglery is more in repute. A per
son is plnced upon a table, and over him is put a 
large extinguisher, made of basket-work covered 
with calico ; in an instant the extinguisher is 
lifted up, and, to the wonderment of the audience, 
the individual who was placed under it has van
ished. This trick is thus performed. The table 
upon which the person stands seems to be an . 
ordinary one, because you can see under it, and 
the coverlet being drawn aside, shows a top of 
the ordinary substance, which, however, is not so 
in reality; this innoc~nt-looking apparatus being 
what magicians call a Bellows Table, from its .. 
construction resembling that well-known and 
domestic "wind-instrument." The top is really 
double ; the person who is about to " disappear," 
standing upon a particular part, opens a valve or 
trap-door ; his weight is sufficient to extend the 
bellows, into which he stows himself like an 
oyster between two shells, till after the fall of the 
curtain. At the theatres these tables are some
times set close up to a side scene, so that the 
person "disappeared," can be drawn out of the ~ 
hiding-place, and hurried to a private 'box, where 
he fires ofF a pistol, to denote h\.~ ~'t.~*-~~~. · 
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48.- To Produce the Sensation1 of Heat and Cold at 
the Sa'!M Time. 

Procure three basins ; into one pour warm 
water of 33° ; into the second put water of 50° ; 
and into the third, water heated to 100°. Put 
one hand into the water of 33°, and the other into 
that of 100°. When they have remained so a 
few seconds, withdraw them, and immerse both 
hands into the water of 50°. The one which was 
before in warm water will now feel cold, and the 
one which was in the cold water will now feel 
warm. 

49.- To Burn the Poker in the Candle. 

With a good rasp, file oft' an ounce from the 
fire end of a poker. The iron filings produced 
are perfectly combustible, as may be proved by 
sprinkling them over the flame of a candle. As 
they descend inte the flame they take fire, each 
particle burning like a star-producing, in fact, 
miniature fireworks. Iron filings derived from 
any other source burn in the same way; but we 
choose the illustration of the combustion of those 
from a poker, in order to exemplify a fact in the 
"chymistry of every-day affairs," which proves 
that iron in a solid mass will not burn, but that 
when divided into small atoms it takes fire even 
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more readily than many things which are con
sidered easy to burn. It is just for the same 
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reason that Betty prefers lighting a fire with chips 
rather than with a log of wood. 

50.- The Gyroscope: Extraordinary Effects of 
Motion. 

Let a beam, free to turn· in all directions, be 
balanced horizontally on the top of a standard ; 
then put a small wheel on one end, cause it to ~ 
rotate rapidly, and the beam will still retain ita 
horizontal position, notwithstanding the weight 
of the wheel. It seems as thou~b m~\\.~'\\. '\\.~'\.~~~ 

1!' 
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gravity. Professor ·R. Hunt explains this phe
nomenon thus: -

" This instrument illustrates the law, that the 
axis of rotation is preserved, in any fixed direc
tion, immovable, while the particles surrounding 
it are in rapid rotary motion. Hence the hum~ 
ming and the peg-top stand erect- the axis of 
rotation- the spill or the peg being kept in a 
vertical position while in motion; it falls as soon 
as this motion sinks below a certain rate. The 
axis of the earth is maintained fixedly, pointing 
to the Polar Star, by the operation of the same 
law. This power may be illustrated by placing 
a disc of wood, or of metal, upon one end of a 
beam, from which one of the eca.les have been 
removed. The disc being equipoised by weights 
in the opposite scale ; place the beam at an angle 
of 45-the disc being the lowest end-then, by 
striking the ·disc, get it into rapid rotation. It 
will be found that, while spinning, the beam is 
preserved rigidly in its position; but, as the disc 
comes to rest, the beam is restored to its hori
zontal position. Several small weights may be 
placed in the scale, w bile the disc is rotating, 
without disturbing the position of the beam.'" 

Messrs. HoRNE and TnoRNTBW AITE, of 
Newgate Street, manufacture this and many 
other ingenious philosophical toys. 
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51.- To prove that Plant1 obtain their principal 
Nouriskmentfrom tlu Air. 

It is now an ascertained fact that plants imbibe 
their chief food from the atmosphere. This truth 
is not yet sufficiently known to the world ; but 
those who doubt it can satisfy themselves by the 
following interesting experiment:-Take a large 
garden pot, fill it with good dry mould, then 
weigh it, being particular upon this point. Note 
the weight down in a memorandum-book for 
future reference. Now take a small slip of young 
willow, and having trimmed it so that it will 
strike root, carefully weigh that also ; then plant 
it in the pot of mould, watering it from time 
to time ; there is little to fear but that it will 
grow, and become a small tree; at that time, or 
when it is too large for the pot, the results may 
be noted. Pull up the tree ; remove from the 
root all the earthy matter, which, together with 
the mould and pot, should be of the same state of 
dryness as when the experiment commenced; 
then weigh it. Now let the willow be dried, to 
free it from all extraneous moisture, and then 
weigh that also. The probable results will be 
that the earth will have lost about three ounces, 
and that the willow-slip will have gained four or 
five pounds. If the plant be burnt, the ash pro· 
duced would account for the missing earth; the 
increase of substance to the ~l&nt, \\\~'t~'\.\)'t.~,~\)~~ 

J'2 
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not have been derived from that source. The 
truth is, that plants increase in weight only when 
in leaf; every leaf is a mouth, a stomach, and 
lung t.o the mother plant. By one of those beau
tiful operations of Nature, rendering all thinga 
subservient to each other, the wind blowing 
brings food to the trees and plants, which, were 
it not for the motion of the atmosphere, would be 
starved to death; they, not having the power of 
locomotion to seek food, must have their sus
tenance brought to them. This experiment can 
be tried with any plant that will strike root from · 
a cutting -as a vine, for instance; in fact, it 
can be done, if the weights be strictly attended 
to, with seeds, peas, or beans. 

62. - The Pigeon's Nest. 

Shouts of laughter echo from room to room as 
the pigeon flies out of its nest. May be that in
stead of a pigeon you show the trick with a 
guinea-pig - poor little thing l as he goes run
ning about hither and thither, the children after 
him, "Queek l queek l" says he ; and you have 
quite a compassion for the little tailless creature. 
With the pigeon matters are a little better; off 
he flies to the top of the book-case, and cooing, 
looks down upon his little friends with pigeon-

like grace. 
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To perform this amusing conjuration make a 
box, in which is a drawer constructed as in the 
sketch .A, jig. 13. In the engraving the drawer 
is wide open and empty. 

On close examination it will be seen, however; 
that this drawer in sketch .A is but a case or 
outer cover to the real drawer shown at B, which 
slides in and out from the opposite end. At 
the bottom of the box a finger hole must be 
made, so that the nest drawer can be held back 

• while the sham drawer is opened. (See the 
dotted lines in top cut.). The entire box when 

Fig. 13. 

shut up may be about nine inches long, and four 
inches square in width and depth; this size en- ~ 
abies you to grasp it in one hand. 

To do the trick, prooe~a \h~-..-~~~ "'i~~ 
'1'3 
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pigeon or guinea-pig in the nest drawer at any 
convenient time, advance to the company, tell 
them how that eggs were hatched in the time of 
Cleopatra in the Egyptian bakers' ovens (which 
is a fact), and how Mr. Cantello substituted 
steam and India-rubber· in place of the natural 
warmth and softness of the parent bird's wings 
and feathers, with a like effect (which is a fact), 
and further how such wonderful things are done 
now-a-days, that by a new species of jugglery, 
you can hatch eggs into full-grown birds, by the . 
mere "heat of the audience's imagination." Now 
grasp the box in your left hand, hold back the 
nest drawer with the fore-finger, open the sham 
drawer with your right hand, show ~und that 
all may see it is "quite empty," and shut up 
again" to hatch the birds." Now, when opened, 
the nest drawer is allowed to come with the 
other, out the pigeon :flies, and all the rest is 
told. 

53.-ImJWOf'.d Sigllt. 

Sometimes it happens that, either on account 
of a mist, or its being too dark, or not having an 
eye-glass, we are unable to make out a few letters 
or figures which it is most important to know for 
certain. In such case you may make •hift to 
decipher them by placing the tipa of your thumb 

IIIld two forefingers so close u to leave but a 
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IJmall aperture about the size of a pin's head ; by 
bringing this aperture close to your eye, you can 
approach the paper and read the characters much 
nearer than by ordinary vision, and thus make 
out what was before illegible. This make-shif~ 
will be found of great use on many occaaiona. 
A piece of card, or thick paper, pierced with a 
pin, will answer nearly as well, but the~e are not 
always to be had; the tips of the fingen, bow• 
ever, are alway• at hqnd. 

64.- Curloru Ezperiment. 

Take iron :fllinga, three ounces; flowers of sul
phur, two ouncea; bot water one onnce. Mix 
these ingredientB well together in u email a 
vesaelaa will contain them, and put it in a warm 
place. In less than half an hour the ID88I be
comes heated, the water evaporates, and a dry 
black powder will be the result, in which no par
ticle Qf either iron or sulphur can be perceived; 
in fact, a chemical compound it produced, namely, 
.Wphuret of iron. If iron and eulphur be mixed 
tDithout water, no COIJlbination takes place. In 
this experiment the water eft'ects the combination 
by bringing the particles of sulphur and iron into 
s'IJch close contact that they can attract each other ~ 
and unite. It it u it were the bridge by which 
one body puaes over to the other. 
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55.-Spcmgy Uod. 

This substance is easily prepared in the follow· 
ing manner :-A smooth plate of zinc is coated 
with a thick paste of sulphate of lead and water~ 
about an inch deep. This is now placed in a 
vessel filled with a solution of .common salt~ in an 
inclined position~ and just so that the liquid covers 
it, so that, in the decomposition, the salts, newly 
formed, readily ftow oft' to the bottom. Upon 
the sulphate of lead another plate of zinc should 
be fixed. In the course of a fortnight, the lead 
salt is changed into a mass of lead sponge. This 
material is extremely well adapted for receiving 
impressions, for making models and matrices; also 
for galvanic and electrotype purposes. It will 
doubtless rapidly find other applications among 
the arts. Under a powerful press it is converted 
into a flexible plate of metallic lead. 

56.-Fremng Water in a Red-Aot Veutl. 

At the late meeting for the advancement of 
science, Professor Boutigny perfectly succeeded 
in the freezing of water in a red·hot vessel 
Having heated a platinum cup red·hot, he poured 
into it a small quantity of water, which was kept 
in a globular form, as in the other experiments. 
He then poured into the cup some liquid sulphur-

ous acid, when a sudden eva.pon.tiou ensued; and 
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on quickly inverting the cup, there came out a 
small mass of ice. This experiment called forth 
loud and continued applause; and M. Boutigny 
appeared as much delighted as his audience at the 
success of his experiment. The principle on 

. which this experiment depends is this: -sulphur
ous acid has the property of boiling when it is at 
a temperature below the freezing point; and 
when poured into the heated vessel, the sudden
ness of the evaporation occasions a degree of cold 
sufficient to freeze water. 

57.-Beautiful Ornament for a Room. 

Dieeolve in seven different tumblers, contain
ing warm water, half-ounces of each of the sul
phatee of iron, copper, zinc, soda, potaes, mag
nesia, and alumina. Pour them all, when com
pletely dissolved, into a large evaporating-dish, 
and stir the whole with a glass rod. Place the 
dish in a warm place, where it cannot be afFected 
by duet, or where it may not be agitated. When 
due evaporation has taken place, the whole will 
begin to shoot into crystals. These will be inter
spersed in small groupe, and single crystals 
amongst each other. Their colour and peculiar 
form of crystallisation will distinguish each cry&-~ 
tal separately, and the whole together, remaining 
in their respective places where they were de
posited, will display a vel'! ~\~t. -a.~~
Preserve them carefully from. i\ut.\.. 
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58.-A FlJiing TDJ • 

.As it may be an amusement to some of my 
readers to see a machine rise in the air by me
chanical means, I will describe an instrument of 
this kind, which any one can construct at the 
expense of ten ~nutes' labour :-

Fig. 1'. 
a and ·!J are two corks, into each of which are 

inserted four wing-feathers from any bird, eo as 
to be slightly inclined, like the sails of a wind
mill, but in opposite directions to each set. A 
round shaft is fixed in the cork a, which ends in 
a sharp point. At the upper part of the cork h 

.is lized a whalebone bow, having a small pivot-
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bole in its centre, to receive the point of the 
shaft. The bow is then to be strung equally on 
each side to the upper portion of the abaft, and 
the little machine is completed. Wind up the 
string by turning the bow, so that the spring of 
the bow may unwind the corks, with their an
terior edges ascending; then piace the cork, with 
the bow attached to it, upon a table ; and with a 
finger pressed on the upper cork, press strongly 
enough to prevent the string from unwinding, 
and taking it away suddenly, the instrument will 
rise to the ceiling. 

59.- Optical Amruement. 

Pierce a card with a small bole ; and holding 
it before a window or white wall, a pin being 
held between the eye and the card, will be seen 
on the other aide of the orifice inverted and 
enlarged. The reason of this phenomenon, ae 
M. Lecat has observed, is that the eye sees only 
the image of the pin on the retina; and since the 
light which is arrested by the bead of the pin 
comes from the lower part of the window or wall, 
while that which is stopped by the lower end of 
the pin comes from the upper part, the image 
must necessarily appear inverted relatively to the 
object. KNIGHTS, in Foster Lane, City, make 
all sorts of optical lenses, prisms, and galvanic 
apparatus. 
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60.-Parlour Magic. 

If two white pebbles, commonly called "Milk 
Stones," be strongly rubbed together in the dark, 
a considerable quantity of light will be produced. 

. Two pieces of borax have the same effect. If a 
lump of sugar be snapped asunder in the dark, 
a streak of light will also be visible at the instant 
of separation. Common fluor spar, or Derbyshire 
spar, if made hot in an iron ladle, will, in a dark 
room, shine like a star, or a glow-worm. 

" These, to the unlearned eye, 
Show oft like magic ; but grandam Wisdom 
Knows them as recreations of young Science, 
In sportive mood, upon a holiday." 

61.-A Tree without a Root. 

Science sometimes attains curious results, as is 
fully attested by the following experiment made 
by the celebrated Hales. He attached the eastern 
branch of a young tree to its neighbour by 
inarching, and its western branch to another 
neighbour in the same way ; and, after they were 
firmly united, he cut the stem of the middle tree 
from its roots, and thus left it hanging in the air 
by its two inarched limbs, where it flourished 
with considerable vigour. 
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62. -Magic Mirror1. 

An interesting paper was read at a late 
meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, by 
M. Stanilas Julian, on the metallic mirrors made 
in China, and to which the name of " Magic 
Mirrors" has been given. Hitherto all attempts 
by Europeans to obtain information as to the 
process, in the localities where they are manu
factured, have proved failures ; some of the per
sons applied to being unwilling to reveal the 
secret, and others being ignorant of the process. 
These mirrors are called magical, because if they 
receive the rays of the sun on their polished 
surface the characters, or flowers en relief, which 
exist on the other side, are faithfully reproduced. 
The following information has been obtained by 
M. Julian, from an author named Ou-tseu-hing, 
who lived between 1260 and 1341. This author 
says: - " The cause of this phenomenon is the 
distinct use of fine copper and rough copper. If, 
on the other side, there be produced, by casting 
in a mould, the figure of a dragon in a circle, 
there is then engraved deeply on the disc a 
dragon exactly similar. Then the parts which 
have been cut are filled with rather rough copper, 
and this is, by the action of the fire, incorporated 
with the other metal, which is of a finer nature. ~ 
The face of the mirror is next prepared, and ~ 
slight coating of tin is spread. ~""'e't \\.. ~ ~~ 
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polished disc of a mirror so prepared be turned 
towards the sun, and the image be reflected on a 
wall, it presents distinctly the clear portion and 
the dark portion, the one of the fine and the 
other of the rough copper." Ou-tseu-hing states 
that he had ascertained this by a careful inspec
tion of the fragments of a broken mirror. We 
fully expect that Albert Smith will bring home 
in his carpet bag one of these mirrors. 

63.-" Clai"'oyance" ezplained. 

The art of telling the name of an article, the 
number on a bank-note, the colour of a sub- . 
stance, the name of a metal, the value of a piece 
of money, the nature of a precious stone, and 
other things, by a person whose eyes are blind
folded, has been called Clairvoyance, &cond·· 
Sight, or Double-Sight. 

The "Mysterious Lady," and other persons 
pretending to this apparent faculty, have, from 
time to time, appeared before the public for the 
above purpose, causing a degree of astonishment 
in the minds of the audience almost without 
parallel; hence these exhibitions have been de
nominated "Magic," a name which implies an 
effect without a known cause. By a known 
cause we mean that which is patent to the world, 
and not to the individual. 

From t.be time when the Oracles of Delphos 
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were consulted to our own day, man has invented 
things to astonish hi8 brethren ; and until the 
secret of one has been explained, and another 
invented, these mysteries have continued. 

Before science was made a branch of polite 
learning magic had full sway, and was believed 
to be a gift from the Spirit of Evil to those men 
who paid tribute to his Satanic Majesty. Happily 
for the present age superstition has pa88ed away, 
and we are no longer horrified by bearing that 
a "learned judge " bas ignorantly condemned 
such and such a person to be burned for witch
craft, which, unfortunately for the many poor 
creatures who suffered, was the case in the time 
of "good Queen Elizabeth," and even at a more 
recent period. 

Clairvoyance, like all the presumed magical 
arts, astonishes people no more when the matter 
is explained to them. They are then surprised 
at their own dulness and incapacity " to- see 
through" such a simple thing. 

The whole system of presumed "double-sight" 
rests with two persons- one who advances to 
the audience to receive the article desired to be 
experimented upon, and who ailu a question of 
the other; and the blind-folded person, who re
plies. The effect of these questions and answers 
being arranged into a system and order, con
stitute& the whole art of Clairvoyance. 

Every question has a oon~t'>~'\\.~'\\.~ ~""~~~-... 
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~to be perfect, requires a good memory-not 
more, however, perhaps, than that required of 
an actor who lea.rns " a part " in a new tragedy. 
The simplicity of the questions principally mis
leads the audience, being ne other than an ordi
nary interrogation which any one would make; 
moddied only by an undentanding between the 
confederate parties, that the same sentence, differ
ently arranged or put, calls forth a different 
reply, thus,-

Quution. :U it plain or ornamented '? 
~. Ornamented. 

Quatima. :U it ornamented or plain '? 
~,.._,.. Plain. 

We will now give a few illusf!ations of the 
system of questions and answers, premising that 
the same order can be, and is frequently, carried 
out to a very elaborate extent. First, then, we 
have questions relating to colOUI'l!, precious stones, 
metals, wearing apparel, jewellery, numbers and 
dates, money, miscellaneons articles, &e. &c. 

I'OB COLOUU. 

Quution. WIW colour ia it '?- .Annler. Blaek. 
Q. WIW il &be eolonr '?-A. Blae. 
Q. Tell me the eolonr '?-A. Green. 
Q. Hu it a colour '? -A. White. 
Q. Any eolonr '? - ~. Orange or yellotr. 
Q. Name the eolonr?- ~. Brown. 

FOB M&T.U.S. 

Q. What metal '?-A. Gold. 
Q. What il the metal ? -A. SiiTer. 
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Q. Tell me the metal.- A. Copper. 
· Q. Name the metal.- A. Iron or steel. 

Q. What metal is it ? - A. Brass. 

FOB IITOlBII, 

Q. What stone is it ? -A. Jet. 
Q. What is the stone ? -A. Topu. 
Q. Tell me the stone.- A. Emerald. 
Q. Name the stone.- A. Diamond. 
Q. Do you know the stone ? -A. Comelian. 
Q. Ally stone? -A. Amethyst. 

KIIICELLANEOUII ABTICLEII. 

Q. What have I here ? -A. A purse. 
Q. What is this? -A. A toothpick. 
Q. Name this.- A. A pocket-comb. 
Q. This will puzzle you.-A. Court plaister. 
Q. Speak loud. -A. A letter. 
Q. Answer instantly. -A. A handkerchief. 
Q. Has it a colour? -A. White. 
Q. Is it perfwned Jl -A. Yea. 
Q. Tell me now. -A. Keys. 
Q. Is this of any use ? -A. An almanack. 

81' 

Q. What should be done with this?- A. Bum it ; a 
cigar, or cigar-case. 

Q. Do ladies or gentlemen use this ? -A. Ladies ; a 
necdle-cBBe, or pin-cushion. 

Q. Doyouknowthis?-A. Yes-well I remember it-
a cane or walking-stick. 

Q. Now can you tell. -A. A pocket-book. 
Q. Is this for any purpose ? -A. A reticule. 
Q. How do you tell what I possess?- A. By aympatby

aring. 

.lRTICLBII OP JEWBLLEBT, 

Q. Would you like this ? -A. Yes ; a watch. 
Q. Do you admire this ? - A. A brooch. 
Q. Who gave me this ?-A.. A lady--. "\)'t~\.~'-· 
Q. What is now in my hand "t -.A. ~ ~'1.-~\'n.-

G 
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Q. Now, who gave this ?-..t. A gendeman-a chain. 
Q. Tell me, ina&antly, wbogave thia.-A.Aiady-acbain. 

•oB'liY. 
Q. What have I now?- A. :Money. 
Q. Now what have I got?- A. A sovereign. 
Q. Can you tell again ? -A. Half-a-crown. 
Q. Is this the same ? -A.. A shilling. 
Q. Yon say I have money, lint don't tell me the coin.

A. A florin. 
Q. You say I have money ; why not tell me the value, if 

you can see it ? -A. Balf-a-aovereign. 
Q. I cannot hear you.-A.. A bank-note. 
Q. What is its val11e?- A. Five pounda. 
Q. Of what value is it ? - ..t. Ten pounds. 
Q. Can you tell its value ? -A. Twellty pounda. 
Q. How much is it worth ? - ..t. Fifty pounda. 

The above illustrations are sufficient to show 
the plan of simple questions; but as it frequently 
happens that particulars of the articles are re
quired, they then become complex, but are no 
less easily understood than the simple questions, 
because the latter are only combinations of the 
former. Thus,-

U .A.RTICU DEIICJtiBJW. 

Q. 1. Is this for any purpose?-.4. A reticule. 
Q. 2. What colour is it ? -A. Black. • 
Q. 3. What have I here ? -A. A purse. 
Q. 4. Tell me the colour ? -A. Green. 
Q. 5. What have I now?- A. :Money. 
Q. 6. I cannot bear you. - A. A bank-note. 
Q. 7. Of what value is it?-..t. Ten pounds. 
Q. 8. Is this the same?- A. No: a shilling. 
Q. 9. Tell me now ? -A. Keys. 
Q. 10. Answer instantly?- A. A handkerchief: 

It should be understood that tne (\Ue<cti()uet, 
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during the process of eliciting the answers, use• 
such actions as are necessary to call forth the 
replies. After the second question is answered, 
the reticule is opened, and the purse (if any) 
taken out ; the purse is also opened, and the note 
or shilling, as the case may be, is brought forth. 
These being returned to the bag, the keys or 
handkerchief are removed before the ninth or 
tenth queetion is put • 

.AWOTBBB .ARTICLR DII:ICBIB8D, 

Q. Would you like thi1 ? -A. A wacch. 
Q. What il the metal ? -A. Silver. 
Q. Now who gave thie?-A. A gentleman; there il a 

chain attached. 
Q. Of what metal ie the chain made ? - ..4. Gold. 

OTJII:B .ABTICLEI DEICBIBED. 

Q. Do you admire this ? - A. Y e1, a brooch. 
Q. Do you know the stone ? -A. Y Ill, cornelian. 
Q. 111111 it a colour?- A. White. 
Q. Now can yoti tell?- A. A pocket-boolL. 
Q. What ie the colour of the leather ? -A. Blue. 
Q. Speak loud ! (here the book ie opened) -A. A letter. 
Q. The wax-" what colour is it" sealed with ?-A. Black. 

We have now given sufficient explanation and 
illustrations to show the basis of this system. 
Those who wish to practise it must invent a 
vocabulary of their own, or make such additions 
as are necessary to render it· complete. The 
most numerous or various questions are required 
for the " Miscellaneous " articles expected to be 
met with in a large party ; but we · doubt '\\.~\. 

that many of our readers w\\\ 'te.a\\\\'j ~"m~\..\.~ 
02 
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the task ; and, when learnt, it will afford much 
amusement to themselves and friends. 

64. -The Game cif Scissors. 

This game, which is a great favourite of both 
sexes in France, would be a very agreeable one 
to introduce at our English picnic or gipsy 
parties. The method of proceeding is this: -
Various prizes, such as neck-ties, handkerchiefs, 
trinkets, &c., are suspended by means of thread 
from a branch of a tree, or from a line, the ends 
of which are fixed to the trunks of two trees 
standing at a short distance from each other. 
The competitors for the prizes have their eyes 
bandaged; they then, with scissors in hand, ad
vance and endeavour to cut down a prize. To 
render this the more difficult, the left hand is 
secured to prevent their feeling for the object 
which they are attempting to reach with the 
scissors. In order, too, to prevent any friendly 
hint from reaching the ear, a drum, or some other 
noisy instrument should be used (as in France) 
to drown the sound of the voice. Not only on a 
green lawn in the summer, but in a snug room 
during the winter evenings, this amusing game 
might be resorted to ; and, in the latter case, a 
lady might play on the piano Mozart's rattling 
overture to Don Giovanni, which would be a 

good substitute for the drum, while the game is 
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going on. Only one person at a time is allowed 
to try for the prizes, and the time of trial is 
limited, as may be agreed upon. 

65.-Curious Experiment: a Solid produced by 
mi:ring two Liquids. 

In a wine-glassful of water dissolve as much 
chloride of calcium as the water will take up ; in 
another wine-glassful of water dissolve as much 
carbonate of potash as ·will saturate the water. 
If the two transparent liquids be now mixed to
gether in a tumbler, a solid will be produced. 

66.- To t:hange the Colour of a Flower. 

If the stem of a white rose be placed in a 
solution of yellow prussiate of potash for four or 
five hours, and then placed in a solution of sul
phate of iron, the colour will be changed to a 
delicate ·primrose, while the fragrance remains 
unchanged. The pink candy-tuft will change to 
an emerald green by the fumes of tobacco. Purple 
dahlias can be tipped with white, and a scarlet 
dahlia tipped with yellow, by holding the flowers 
over the fumes of burning sulphur. 

67.- The Three Halos. 

The following experiment, which illustru.te% ~ l 
a P\easing manner the a.ctu'lll io"'t"I.N).\.\.o~ ~'\. ~~'to .. • 

o3 
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has been given by Dr. Brewster:-Take a satu
rated solution of alum ; and having spread a few 
drops of it over a plate of glass, it will rapidly 
crystallise in small flat octahedrons, scarcely 
visible to the eye. When this plate is held be
tween the observer and the sun, or a candle, with 
the eye very close to the smooth side of the glass 
plate, there will be seen three beautiful halos of 
light, at different distances from the luminous 
body. 

68. - Vapourgraphic Glalses. 

An ingenious person may afford " no end" of 
amusement to himself and friends by the aid of a 
few dozen magic vapourgraphic glasses, on which 
are invisibly delineated a variety of questions and 
answers of an appropriate character, such as love
questions, conundrums, &c. Real "dissolving" 
views may also be depicted on these glasses, pos
sessing an interest according to their artistic 
value. Glass Valentines may also be made in 
the same way, which may have invisibly im
pressed upon them any written theme, poetry, or 
initials- · 

" Breathe on this glass, and you'll divine 
The portrait of your Valentine." 

These vapourgraphic glasses are very easily made, 
and at a cost not worth mentioning. When 

fioi8hed they have nothing peculiar in their ap-
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pearance to indicate their latent graphic powers; 
hence, to a stranger to the mystery, they only ap
pear like ordinary glaBB. The secret is this : -
Procure a few pieces of window glass, about the 
size of an ordinary playing-<:ard ; then write or 
draw on them whatever may be thought proper 
with a quill pen that has been dipped in hydro
fluoric acid, using this watery liquid just as you 
would ink. After the design has thus been de-
picted upon the glaSB for about two minutes, the 
glasses are to be washed in clean water, and 
polished with a silk handkerchief or a dry soft 
cloth. The drawing or writing will now be per
fectly invisible, but, if breathed upon, the pictures 
or letters become" as clear as noonday." The 
same effect is observed if the glasses be held over 
the steam of hot water; hence their name, vapour, 
or steam; graphic, relating to writing. Hydro
fluoric acid, as it eats into glass, is sold in leaden 
bottles by the laboratorian ch~mists. 

69.-To find the Difference betloeen two Numher1, the 
greater of which is unknown. 

Take as many nines as there are figures in the 
smaller number, and subtract that sum from the 
number of nines. Let another person add the 
difference to the larger number, and taking away 
the first figure of the amount, add it to the last 
figure, and that sum will be tb.~ &.-\!~"t.~"\\.~~ ~\. ~~ 

Q~ 
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two numbers. Example: John, who is 22, tells 
Thomas, who is older, that he can discover the 
difference of their ages ; he therefore privately 
deducts 22 from 99 (his age consisting of two 
figures, he of course takes two nines) ; the diffe
rence, which is 77, he tells Thomas to add to his 
age, and to take away the first figure from the 
amount, and add it to the last figure, and that 
will be the difference of their ages ; thus: -

The difference between John's age and 99 is • 77 
To which Thomas adding his age • 35 

The sum is . 112 
Then by taking away the first figure 1, and adding it 

to the figure 2, the sum is • 13 
Which added to John'a age • 22 

Gives the age of Thomas • • 35 

70. - The Magic Coffee-pot. 

Although the atmosphere may seem to us al
most destitute of weight, compared with the solid 
and liquid bodies of which the earth is mainly 
composed, it nevertheless possesses actual weight, 
and, like all other gases, exerts its pressure in all 
directions alike. It is in this respect especially 
that gases differ from solids and liquids, for the 
latter have only a tendency to press downward, 
while gases in general, from their extreme elas
ticity and the mobility of their particles, press as 
much in an upward as in a downward direction. 
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If it were not for this circumstance, any soft 
object on the earth would be completely crushed 
by the weight of the surrounding air ; for it is 

Fig. 15. 

found that the atmosphere presses with a weight 
of nearly 15 lbs. on every square inch of aU ob
jects on the earth's surface ; . a weight which 
would be sufficient tO overwhelm most of the 
works of nature, if there were ~ot a correspond
ing pressure in an exactly opposite direction to 
counteract its effect. Such being the case, it will 
be readily understood why a tube, open at one · 
end and sealed at the other, may be filled with 
water, and inverted with the open end downwards, 
without the liquid escaping. The uptcard pres
sure of the air (not being counteracted by any 
d(}Umward pressure) acts upon the under surface 
of the water, thus opposing the natural tendency 
of the liquid to fall, and causing it to retain its 
position; but if a hole be made in the sealed. ~'t. 
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upper end, the upward pressure of the atmo
sphere on the under surface will be counteracted 
by the doumtDard pressure on the upper surface, 
(which has now free access to the air,) and the 
water will fall by its own weight. 

The principle and action of the Magic Coffee
Pot will now be clearly comprehended. The pot 
is divided into two compartments, h, c, each of 
which has a pipe (h g) connected with the spout, 
and another leading through the hollow handle 
to the two little openings, e,f. Thus each com
partment has two independent openings. The 
pot being uncovered, coffee is poured through h 
into the one compartment, and milk through c 
into the other, and the corks and lid are replaced. 
Now, if the thumb be placed upon the two open
ings e, f, neither coffee nor milk will be able to be 
poured out ; for the pressure of the atmosphere 
at the spout is not counteracted, and therefore 
keeps both liquids in their respective compart
ments ; but if the thumb be skilfully withdrawn 
from the aperture f and retained on the opening 
e, coffee will obviously escape from the spout on 
tilting the pot ; if, however, f be kept closed, 
and e opened, the milk will escape, and if the 
thumb be removed from both apertures, the milk 
and coffee will issue from the spout together. 
The effect of this trick is very startling, for the 
Coffee-Pot, which at first appears to be empty, 
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may be made to discharge coffee, milk, or coffee 
and milk together at the pleasure of the com
pany. 

71.- To teU a Per1on any Number he mag pri1Jatelg 
..liz on. 

When the person has fixed on any number 
(say 6) bid him double it, and add four to the 
doubling; then multiply the whole by. five ; to 
the product let him add twelve, and multiply the 
amouu"t by ten. From the total of all this let 
him deduct 320, and tell you the remainder ; from 
which, if you cut off the two last figures, the 
number that remains will be the one he fixed on. 

Ezample. 
6 16 92 
2 5 10 

12 80 920 

" 12 320 

16 92 6(00 

72. - Black Peter. 

There is a game, very popular in Germany, 
called Black Peter. A pack of cards is dealt out 
in ·equal numbers to the company, three of the 
four knaves having been previously withdrawn. 
Each person then examines his cards, and pairs 
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ofF as many as possible, casting the pairs into the 
middle of the table. This done, the dealer turns 

· his hand back upwards, and offers to the person 
on his left the choice of a card. This person, 
having drawn one, tries to pair it with one in his 
hand ; and thus he in his turn offers those he has 
remaining to his neighbour. And so the game 
go~s round- it being the object of every player 
to get rid of all his cards, by pairing them ofF as 
rapidly as possible. One card, however,- the 
knave - cannot be paired ; and the person who 
is left with this Black Peter in his hand is the 
loser. The game is a lively one; since every 
player to whom Black Peter is passed endeavours 
to assume a careless air and give it to his neigh· 
hour. 

73. - Hot and cold, Fl'nite and Black, Water in one 
Ve11el. 

Pour cold water into a tumbler till it is three 
parts full ; then put a piece of card to float on 
it ; now pour hot water on the card, which will 
break its fall; the hot water will then remain 
in the upper part of the glass, while the cold 
water will be at the bottom. If we reverse the 
order of this experiment, placing the hot water 
in the glass first, and afterwards the cold water, 
the whole will quickly mix and become of one 
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uniform temperature. If either the hot or. cold 
water be coloured with a little ink prior to the ex
periment, we shall have not only a hot and cold, 
but also a black and white liquid in the same 
glass. The explanation of this- little experiment 
is simple enough. Hot water is much lighter 
than cold water, hence the former willfioat upon 
the latter. Perhaps, dear reader, you can now un
derstand why when cold milk is poured into hot 
tea, it sinks instantly to the bottom of the cup. 

74.- Triplicity of the Year 1857. 

The following are some of the curiosities of the 
figure 3, in relation to the figures of the past 
year: - First, add all the figures and divide the 
sum obtained by the last figure in the year, 
1 + 8 + 6 + 7 = 21 + 7 = 3. Second, add the second 
and fourth figures, and divide the sum by the 
third, 8+7=15+5=3. Third, add the second 
and fourth, then subtract therefrom the sums of 
the first andthird, (8 + 7)- (1 + 5), and the quo
tient will be 9, the second power of 3. Fourth, 
multiply the first and second figurea, 1 x 8, and 
subtract this sum from 5 x 7 = 35, the quotient 
is 27, the thir(l power of 3. 

For duplicity we must look forward to the 
year 1861, which, by the mere addition of all its 
figures, gives the fourth power of 2 (16). 
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THE. REJUINDER. 

7 5.-The Temperance Cup. 

Who hath woe ? Who hath sorrow ? 
Who hath contention ? Who 
hath wounds without cause !' 
Who hath redneu of eyes !' 

• They that t1.rr7 long at the 
wine I They that go to 
aeek mixed wine I Look 
not thou upon the 
wine when it is red, 
when it giveth ita 

colour in the 
CUP; 

when it 
moveth itllelf 

aright 1 
J.T 

the last 
it biteth like a 

.erpent, and stingeth like an adder. 

76. - The Remainder. 

A very pleasing way to arrive at an arith
·metical sum, without the use of either elate or 
pencil, is to aek a person to think of a figure, 
then to double it, then to add a certain figure to 
it, now halve the whole sum, and finally to sub
tract from that the figure first thought of. You 
are then ·to tell the thinker what is the re
mainder. 

The key to this lock of figures is, that half of 
whatever sum you request to be added during 
the working of the sum is the remainder. In the 
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example given five is the half of ten, the number 
requested to be added. Any amount may be 
added, but the operation is simplified by giving 
only even numbers, as they will divide without 
fractions. 

~mple. 

Think of ·' 7 
Double it - 14 
Add 10 to it 10 

Halve it • • j)24 

Which will leave 12 
Subtract the number thought of , 7 

TBJ: biU.IliDD Will be • 15 

77. -A Brown Paper Electrical Machine. 

A simple, cheap, and efFective electrical ma
chine, according to M. Thore, may be made by 
joining the ends of strips of paper about eight 
inches wide, so as to make an endless band, and 
stretching it on two wooden pulleys covered with 
silk, one of which is rapidly turned by a handle. 
M. Thore states that electricity was developed 
by pressing a warm flat-iron upon the paper as it 
passed over one of the pulleys, the warm iron 
taking the place of " the rubber " in the ordinary 
machine, and that the effect 80 produced was 
remarkable. It is also asserted that a machine 
80 constructed may be worked under atmospheric 
conditions which would arrest the action of those 
ordinarily in use. 
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78.- Phosphoric Oil. 

Nothing in the world is more like "bottled 
moonshine "-than phosphoric oil. A light with
out heat 1-astonishing 1-but it is so. The 
light emitted by phosphoric oil is an unearthly 
spiritual kind of light, just such as would interest 
those readers who are expected to read this little 
book. However near we are to its luminous 
influence, it nevertheless always appears to be at 
a distance. As it is probable that light from 
this source will have a practical application in 
places where the common artificial light would 
be dangerous, we shall explain the process of 
making it, for the entertainment of our young 
laboratorians, many of whom· may, perhaps, live 
to see the phosphoric lamp used in dangerous 
mines. For experiment take a thin glass vial; 
about half-fill it with fine olive oil ; then drop 
into it a piece of phosphorus the size of a bean ; 
now place the bottle in boiling hot water until 
the oil is quite hot ; shake it now and then, and 
the phosphorus will dissolve ; keep the vial well 
corked ; then let it get cold. Whenever you 
want a little moonshine, take the cork out of the 
bottle, shake the oil, and there will be light l 

79. - Cards and their Origin. 

There lies a deeper meaning in this game, as 
in chess, than may be generally known or ac-
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knowledged. These four drawings signify the 
four conditions of society, the church, coppe, the 
priesthood; the sword, spada, the nobility and 
military; money, danari, the trading classes, 
burghers; and clubs, bastoni, the lower order, or 
peasantry. Each division runs from one to ten ; 
then follows the fante, pedestrian or plebeian; 
cavallo, horsemen, knights; and Be, the general 
or supreme head ; so the four orders contend 
under the influences of cunning and luck, which 
gives the advantage first to this party, then to 
that, now to the other. The French cards, like 
the German, are later importations and transla
tions from the Italian; we give the names in each 
language:-

Coppe 
Spado 
Danari 
Bastoni 

Creur 
Piques 
Carreaux 
Trefle 

Herz 
Schippen 
Schell en 
Laub 

Hearts. 
Spades. 
Diamonds. 
Clubs. 

At the same period the knight was transformed 
into lady or queen ; the striking coincidence of 
the four divisions of the pack, with the Indian 
castes, encourages the idea of the eastern origin 
of this game, an origin which probably might be 
referred to very distant ages. 

80. - Change of Colou1's. 

Make an infusion of Iogwood in the same 
manner that tea is made; the only ~te<!.<a.\1.\.'-.~\l. \.~ .. 

K 
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not to make it in a metallic vessel. Now pour 
out some of the logwood tea into four wine
glasses; to one of the glasses add a few drops of 
vinegar, to another put in a few grains of alum, 
and into the third glass a few grains of green 
copperas (sulphate of iron) ; in the fourth gla8s 
the liquid may be left of its natural colour, while 
the three former will be changed respectively 
into red, blue, and black. .An infusion of red 
cabbage will change iU: the same manner, and 
becomes green by the addition of a few drops of 
hartshorn. 

81.- The Number Eleven. 

There is a curious property of the number 11, 
which, perhaps, may not be generally understood, 
viz.: -In any multiple qf 11, the sum qf the odd 
digits is equal to tlte sum qf the even, or their differ
ence is divisible by 11. · Thus, in the number 
7975, the sum of the odd 5 + 9= 14, and the sum 
of the even 7 + 7 = 14. Consequently, a number 
divided by 11 leaves the same remainder as the 
sum of the even digits subtracted from that of 
the odd; as, for instance, 9876543 divided by 11 
leaves a remainder (6), and 18 (the sum of the 
even digits) subtracted from 24 (the sum of the 
odd) leaves t.he same remainder (6). Should 
the sum of the even exceed the sum of the odd, 
11, or a multiple of 11, mqst be added to the 
latter before subtraction. .As I nm at a loss for 
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a good explanation of this singular property, I 
shall leave the subject to the consideration of 
some of my more talented readers. 

82.- To make Sulphur Coins. 

Prepare first the requisite moulds of both sides 
of the coin, by pouring plaster of Paris on each 
side alternately. Make a line, or other mark, on 
each mould, to sho,v the position that they are 
afterwards to be placed in, that the heads and 
devices may be in such a position relative to each 
other as they are in the original coin. Then 
melt some sulphur (that is best which has 
been melted two or three times before, so that it 
baa acquired a light brown colour). When ready 
to pour, hold the two moulds at the proper dis
tance from each other, according to the thickness 
of the coin, and with the marks of both in a line 
with each other, and wind round the edge of the 
moulds a strip of card, in such a manner that the 
card shall go very nearly round them; a small 
vacuity only being left at the top. This being 
prepared, hold the card between the fingers and,.. 
thumb, then pour in the sulphur, and as it shrinks 
pour in more, until the space between the moulds 
is full. It will immediately congeal, and, when 
removed, it will be found to have taken a fine im
pression from the moulds, and to have all the 
sharpness of the original coin. Wb.en. ~\<..~"\).. ~'~}.\.,. 
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it may be trimmed with a knife around the edges, 
for sulphur has the property of remaining soft for 
some considerable time after melting. To give 
the artificial coins clearness, and an appearance of 
antiquity, they must be rubbed all .over with 
blacklead, and then the blacklead removed from 
the more prominent parts with a soft damp rag. 
A fine metallic appearance is given to medals 
by varnishing over the blacklead surface with a 
weak solution of dragon's blood in spirits of wine, 
by partially rubbing the blacklead off. The 
moulds must be damped previously to using. 

83. - To Silver the Interior if Glass Vessels. 

The following is the formula from the specifi
cation of the patentee : - One ounce of the spirits 
of hartshorn, or ammonia.; two ounces of nitrate 
of silver; three ounces of spirits of wine; three 
ounces of water. One ounce of this solution is 
mixed with a quarter of no ounce of grape-sugar 
(honey will do, S. P.) and a quarter of a pint 
each of spirits of wine and of water; it is then 
filtered, and is ready for use. It is applied to the 
glass, and the vessel put into water at n. temper
ature of 160° Fahrenheit, remaining in contact 

·therewith till the silvering is effected. It should 
be borne in mind that all the quantities above 
given can be divided, if the experiment is required 
to be tried on a small scale. [The writer :finds 
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from actual experiment. this to answer perfectly, 
and adds that the interior of vessels may be 
" coppered " by an analogous process, using the 
ammoniacal solution of copper in place of the 
silver salt~ other ammonurets of metals also act 
in the same way- thus is extended the applica
tion of the patentee's process. J 

84.- Solid Steel will .float on Water. 

If the blade of a well-polished knife be dipped 
into a basin of cold water, the particles of each of 
these two bodies do not seem to come in contact 
with each other; for when the blade is taken out, 
the water slides off, leaving the blade quite dry, 
as if it had previously been smeared with some 
greasy substance. In the same way, if a common 
sewing needle be laid horizontally on a glass of 
'vater, it will not sink, but forms a kind of trench 
on the surface, on which it lies and floats about. 
This proceeds from the little attraction which 
exists between the cold water and the polished 
steel. It is necessary that both the knife, in the 
former experiment, and also the needle, should be 
dry and clean ; otherwise the effect will not be 
produced. The needle must be carefully placed 
on the surface. 

85. - Ornamental Eggs. 

When eggs are to be ornamented, the vital 
principle is first to be destro1e\\. 'o1 ~om~~~~~ 

B.'S 
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in water for five minutes. Eggs are easily dyed 
of various colours; such colouring substances as 
are soluble in water will nearly always stain an 
egg-shell. When an egg is wrapped up in a piece 
of scarlet cloth and boiled for an hour in water, it 
will have a beautiful rose colour. Eggs may be 
rendered blue by boiling them in water containing 
a little prussiate of potash, and when dry dipping 
them for a minute or so in cold water that con
tains a little sulphate of iron. Turmeric in water 
stains an egg yellow. Sumach, Brazil wood, 
and other dye stuffs, impart various hues, all of 
which may be modified in tint by being dipped a 
second in alum water, salt of tin, sulphate of iron, 
&c. So much for "golden eggs." To produce 
figures in relief upon eggs we have first to draw 
the design, whatever it may be, on the shell, with 
tallow. After the grease has been properly o.b
sorbed, the egg is put into strong vinegar. The 
acid dissolves those parts of the shell that are not 
touched with the grease ; and thus, after the egg 
is finally cleaned with soap, the design, being 
untouched by the vinegar, remains in relief. By 
judiciously using a dye stuff after the acids, and 
before the final cleansing with soap, a white 
figure in relief may be produced upon a coloured 
ground. Again, by drawing a picture with a 
grease crayon, and then placing the egg in the 
dye bath, coloured pictures may be produced 
without the use of vinegar, Pencil sketches u,l)\>11 
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eggs are also very effective, the form assisting 
perspective. These drawings may be :fixed by a 
coating of white varnish. 

86.- Anderson's Scrap·Book Trick. 

When a couple of hats, a basket of flowers, two 
bonnets, a portmanteau, and a bird's cage suddenly 
make their appearance from between the covers 
of a scrap-book, it certainly does at first sight 
seem to be very wonderful; yet if any illusion of 
the public conjurors be less deserving of the title 
of "legerdemain" than another, it is the trick of 
the scrap-book. The whole of this deception is 
explained by stating that the articles produced 
are mechanically constructed upon the same prin
ciple as the gibus, or French opera hat, or the 
caspiato, or folding bonnet, as sold by Mrs. 
Smith, of Regent Street. A bird's cage can as 
easily be made to fold up as the wire framework 
of a hat or bonnet; so likewise can a sham port
manteau or a basket. In the sham portmanteau 
the wirework is covered with japanned cloth, in 
imitation of solid leather. Although a bad stage 
trick, yet an ingenious lad can make it a good one 
to amuse his friends at "the old house at home," 
and cause some merriment at the festive season. 
The scrap-book is constructed like a chess and 
backgammon board, many of which fold up 
hollow in the centre to hold the men\ e.n.d. u.~ 

114. 
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bound at the back to represent a book. When 
the articles are made, which, when wanted, are 
to spring up like "Jack-in-a-box," they are to be 
placed severally in the book; then, after the usual 
cabalistic formalities, each article is to be brought 
forth from time to time. If your grandma is 
looking on very intently through her spec's, it is 
ten to one but that she whispers in your pretty 
cousin's ear, "Bless the boy I I always said he 
was clever ! " 

87.- S!Jmpathetic, or White Ink. 

Writing, with this ink, is not legible until 
acted upon by some chemical agent. It is prin
cipally used for secret correspondence, both poli
tical and private. Prior to the establishment of 
the Penny Postage, it was greatly used to de
fraud the Government, by persons sending intel
ligence thus written upon newspapers. One of 
the simplest forms of its preparation is to dissolve 
one ounce of sulphate of iron (green vitriol) 
in two ounces of thin gum-water. Writing exe
cuted with this fluid is invisible, but is imme
diately developed by brushing the part over with 
strong tea, coffee, or an infusion of nut-galls. 

Another form is a solution of acetate of lead 
(sugar of lead) in water. Writing done with this 
liquid instantly becomes of a yellow colour by 
drawing over it a feather, previously moistened 
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with an aqueous solution of sub-borate of soda 
(borax). 

The chloride of copper, or cobalt, aleo answers 
well for sympathetic ink. It should be used in 
the same way as for "Changeable Pictures," 
described at No. 43, p. 59. 

Writing done with milk, or lemon juice, upon 
paper, is rendered visible by being made very 
hot, but cannot be depended on with certainty. 

88. -Living Cribbage. 

Fifteen players are entered for this game, thir-
. teen are to personify "cards," while two are chosen 
"to play the game ; " each person is to be named in 
this way : thirteen cards, from ace to king are to 
be laid upon a table face downwards, choosing 
one each. Whatever the card be, that in future 
is to be the name of the drawer. Thus, Arthur 
is a king, Emma is a queen, Charley is a knave, 
George is an ace, Septimus is a seven, J e88ie is a 
five, and so on; to prevent error, every card is 
to be placed in the pocket or reticule of its owner. 
Play I The room being cleared, those who are 
to play the game are to stand one at each side at 
the head of the room. All the " cards " stand
ing in a row, they are now to be " shuftled ; " 
this is done by nnybody going anywhere, and 
anyhow; and finally, at a word from the players, 
" Pack the cards!" they ra.n~e '\heln.'@R.\."1\~ ~~ 
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in a row or " pack," without any reference as to 
who or what they are. The players then say, 
" Cut for deal! " Three " cards'' are then to be 
taken by each player, and whatever be at the 
bottom of each " cut" being named, the lowest 
takes the deal. The cards used for the " cut " 
are now replaced, and the whole of the cards are 
again "shufiled," and again ranged in a row. 
This causes a good deal of fun. They must now 
be dealt alternately by the person who won the 
deal, five cards to each player; at the same time 
the " cards " take their place at each side of the 
room. The players now examine their "hands," 
make their choice, retain three, and reject two · 
each for the " crib." The crib are now to take 
seats while the game is played. "Cut for turn 
up I" As there are but three cards now remain
ing of the pack, the middle card is to be the 
"turn up." The game is now played exactly in 
the same way as a regular card game, the court 
cards counting ten. Now for the first fifteen
two I Sequence-three I made when you can. 
Twenty-eight-a go 'I No, three are thirty-one! 
-two holes ; and one for my last card. The 
non-dealer must now count and " take" his hand ; 
this done, the dealer does the same, not forgetting 
his " crib." The score may be kept on a regular 
board, and if two lads are in company they may 
net as " pegs." All the points being taken, the 
whole of the cards are to be again " shufiled " to 
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the tune of Roger de Coverley, if there be a 
piano in the room. Thirty-one ia the winning 
point of living cribbage, and until that point be 
gained the remainder of the game ia but a rope• 
tition of what hae already been explained. "The 
players' " task ia to be perfectly familiar with 
the personified cards, for if either "revoke" the 
game is lost, and new players have to be selected. 
The fun of living cribbage lies in the pantomimic 
action of the "cards," their manner of stepping 
from hand to crib, their quick appearance when 
"played," the ever changing compnny which 
constitutes the "hands," the uncertainty of who 
will be kept in hnnd and who " thrown out" for 
crib, who will be "turn U}>," and when there 
will be "a flush." 

89.- The Parlour Lahoratory. 

Of all the aciencea, operative chemistry is the 
moat populQr, To be delighted and amuaccl all 
the while we arc learning a difficult task eo allures 
us over every lesson, that we may ceue to won
cler how nearly all the renowned chemist."~ have 
in their youth been only "boys fond of experi
ments." That the world may rcllp tho benefit of 
the tnlent of some future philosopher, we shall 
now show how to arrange a complete laboratory 
for a few shillings. The first thing requisite to 
be procured is Q common tab\~ ~\.\\\. 'a. ~.:t.'ilo.""'\~"t. ~ 
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about half a yard wide and one yard long. 
Round the back and sides there must be a ledge 
two inches high, also an inner bar or ledge, be
tween which four dozen vial bottles will stand in 
a single row round your parlour laboratory, for 
such we must now designate what was before 
merely a table. Six of the vials are to have 
glass stoppers i the remainder are to be fitted 
with corks. These bottles will contain the various 
chemicals and tests for future experiments. A 
small retort-stand is easily made with a round 
stick inserted in a six-inch square block of wood; 
some stout iron wire twisted into form will make 
the rings for it to hold flasks, evaporating dishes, 
&c. A lamp is readily constructed out of a short 
wide-mouthed bottle fitted with a bung, through 
which passes a piece of glass tube to receive the 
wick. A small wood box, put together with white 
lead at the joints, is everything that could be de
sired for a pneumatic trough for the manipula
tion of gases, &c. A gallipot filled with kitchen 
grease, into which is inserted a thick bunch of 
\vick, forms an excellent lamp for blow-pipe 
analysis. Blow-pipes arc purchased for sixpence 
each. A shilling spent at the old bottle shop 
will supply the remainder of all the apparatus 
required, such as a couple of oil flasks, a. wide
mouthed bot.tlc to hold half a pint for a gas 
jar, and some pomatum pots ; a common tea
aauccr answers well for our evaporating dish. So 
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now for chemicals-sulphate of iron, sulphate of 
copper, prussiate of potash, nitrate of barytes, 
phosphate of soda, oxalate of ammonia, carbonate 
of ammonia, caustic potash, common salt ( chlo .. 
ride of sodium), gall nuts, sulphuret of potas
sium, are all to be had in portions from a penny
worth to three pennyworth. These are to be 
dissolved severally in distilled water, and put into 
the corked bottles. These form the principal 
tests in the process of analysis. In the stoppered 
bottles we must put sulphuric acid, nitric acid, 
muriatic acid, strong ammonia; these are the 
principal substances used for dissolving metals, 
earthy rocks, &c. In the other bottles we keep 
such substances as phosphorus, sulphur, chlorate 
of potass, nitre, borax, alum, potassium, iodine, 
indigo, chlorine water, lime water, manganese, 
acetate of lead, starch, sugar, alcohol, naphtha, 
oil, &c. In the laboratory drawer should be 
found test· paper, pliers, wire, dusters, and such
like, in various divisions. Numerous experi
ments for the winter evenings may be performed 
with this laboratory, as may be seen on referring 
to several articles in this little book. 

90. - The Protean Ligkt. 

Soak a cotton wick in a strong solution of salt 
and water, dry it, place it in a spirit lamp, and 
when lighted it will give a bright yellow light 
for a long time. If you look through a piece o£ 
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blue glass at the fiame, it will lose all its yellow 
light, and you will only perceive feeble violet 
rays. If before the blue glass you place a yellow 
glass, the lamp will be absolutely invisible, 
though a candle may be distinctly seen through 
the same glasses. 

91.-The Walking Shilling. 

To perform this trick, first procure a long and 
strong human hair, to each end of which fasten a 
small piece of cobbler's wax, about the size of 
half a pea; place one end in the waistcoat pocket, 
and the other hold between the forefinger and 
thumb of the right hand ; then ask one of the 
company for a shilling, and in taking it from 
them press the wax to the under side of the 
money; then place the piece down carefully on a 
table or in a wine-glass. On moving gently 
away, and making (as a feint) an enticing noise 
with the lips, the shilling (being drawn by the 
hair) will of course follow. So again,-by putting 
the piece on the extended hand, and moving the 
arm forward, the money will appear to pass along 
the hand in a very strange manner. You may 
also place the money in a drinking cup, and then 
entice it out in the same way, causing much fun 
and laughter. A little practice is, of course, ne
cessary to perform this legerdemain well; but, 
when done nicely, it causes much astonishment 
and wonder to those who see it for the first time. 
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SO:s'G 
OF 

THE 
DE 

CAN 
T 

ER. 
There was an old dec&D· 

ter, and its mouth wu 
gaping wide ; the 

roey wine had 
ebbed away 

and left 
its crys-

tal aide; 
and tbe wind 

went humming-
humming, 

up and 
down the 

sides it flew, 
and through the 

reed-like 
hollow neck 

the wildest notes it 
blew. I placed it in the 

window, where the blut wu 
blowing free, and fancied that its 

pale mouth sang the queerest strains to 
me. " They tell me- pnny conqueron I the 

Plague has slain his ten, and War hie hundred 
thousand of the very best of men ; but 1 "- 'twas 
thu the Bottle opake- "but I have conquered 
more than all your famous conquerors, so feared 
and famed of yore. Then come, ye youths and 
maidens all, come drink from out my cup, 
the beverage that dulls the brain aud 
burna the spirits up; that puts to shame 
your conqueron that slay their scores 
below; for this has deluged millions 
with the lava tide of woe. Though in 
the path of battle darkest waves or 
blood may roll; yet while I killed 
the bodv, I have damned the very 
soul. The cholera, the plague, 
the sword, such ruin ne\·er 
wrought, u I, in mirth or ma

lice, ou the innocent have bro't. 
And still 1 breathe upon them, 

and they shrink before my breath ; 
and year by year my thousands 

tread the dismal road of Death." 

Ill 
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93. - Experiment to set the Thames on Fire. 

The most miraculous effect may be produced 
by means of the metal potassium, namely causing 
water to bum. When it was first discovered by 
Sir Humphry Davy, the large laboratory of the 
Royal Institute in Albemarle Street could not 
contain the concourse of people who came 
daily to witness its effects ; it caused more asto
nishment than any other substance which science 
has revealed, excepting perhaps phosphorus, 
which was exhibited at every court in Europe. 
We have merely to drop a piece of potassium into 
a basin of water, which, though quite cold, in
stantly bursts into a beautiful and brilliant flame 
wherever the metal is in contact with it, and con
tinues to bum until the potassium is quite dis
solved. Sufficient may be procured from any 
operative chemist for a shilling, to exhibit this 
wonderful effect several times. 

94.-A Recreation. 

The possibility of putting a bulk so large as 
twenty shillings, weighing four ounces, into a 
wine-glass already full to the brim with water, 
may be doubted ; yet, with a steady hand, it may 
be thus accomplished. First, procure a wine
glass, wipe it perfectly dry inside and out, espe
cially round the rim; pour the water gently into 
it from a spouted mug until the glass is full to 
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• the brim; then drop the shillings edgewise gently 
in. Immediately the edge of the shilling touches 
the water, let it falL Be careful not to wet the 
edges of the glass. Spring water answers better 
than soft. Having completed your tuk, you will 
observe, with surprise, how very much the water 
now stands above the level of the brim without 
flowing over; this is caused by the "cohesive 
attraction" of the water being greater than the 
"attraction of gravity." 

96.-T"M Druid'• Flame. 

A very curious effect is produced by burning 
spirits of wine that contains a portion of common 
salt dissolved in it. Objects viewed by the light 
of it while burning appear quite 'different to their 
natural colour. Red seems to be a blue-black, 
and other colours are altered in a like manner. 
The human features are changed in a remarkable 
degree ; the countenance appearing truly ghastly 
and unearthly. The best way to operate is to 
fill a phial three parts with spirit, and add to it a 
teaspoonful of s."llt; twist a piece of cotton or tow 
round the end of a wire, on which pour the liquor; 
ignite it, and the effect is obvious in any place 
where no other light penetrates. The flame of 
burning spirit is coloured after the same mannc>l' 
by many substances ; thus, if in place of common 
salt, as in the above experiment, ~e ~%e ~'U\.'W.~ 

1 
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nitrate, or sulphate of copper, a green flame of 
various tints is produced. Nitrate of strontian, 
or chloride of calcium, colours the flame red. In 
the pantomimes at the theatres we sometimes see 
" flaming swords " used; these are prepared by 
wrapping list or flannel round a sword, and pour
ing on them spirit made in the above manner. 

96.- To halanee a SMUing upon tke Poir.t of a 
Needle, and make it spin on its Edge. 

Take a wine bottle, and cork it well and firm ; 
force the eye of a needle perpendicularly into the 
cork, leaving more than half the needle project
ing up. Now take a good wine cork, and cut a 
slit in the centre of the bottom of it, into which 
place one edge of a shilling ; then stick a fork 
slantways into each side of the cork; now with a 
steady hand place the shilling on the point of the 
needle, and it will immediately find its balance; 
it may then be made to spin round as fast as you 
please, by giving the cork a twist with the finger 
and thumb. 

97.-Fireside Me1meriml. 

Take a gold ring-the more massive the better 
-but your wife's wedding-ring will do, if you 
are so lucky as to have one. Attach the ring to a 
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silk thread about twelve inches long; fasten the 
other end of the thread round the nail joint of 
your right fore-finger; and let the ring hang 
about half an inch above the surface of the table, 
on which you rest your elbow to steady your 
hand. Hold your finger horizontally, with the 
thumb thrown back as far as possible from the 
rest of the hand. If there be nothing on the 
table, the ring will 800n become &tationary. Then 
place some silver (say three half-crowns) hnme
diately below it, when the ring will begin to 
oscillate backwards and forwards, to you and from 
you. Now bring your thumb in contact with 
your fore-finger (or else suspend the ring from 
your thumb), and the oscillations will become 
transverse to their former swing. Or this may 
be effected by making a. lady take hold of your 
disengaged hand. 'Vhen the transverse motion 
is fairly established, let a gentleman take hold of 
the lady's disengaged hand, and the ring will 
change back to its former course. These effects 
are produced by the Od (or animal magnetic) 
currents given forth by the hands of the experi
menters. Instead of silver, you can suspend the 
ring over your left fore-finger with similar results. 

98.-Magic MilA. 

Lime water is quite transparent, aud clear as 
common spring water, but if we breathe or hl~'q( 

12 
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into it, the bright liquid becomes opalescent, and 
as white as milk. The best way to try this simple 
experiment, is to put some powdered quick-lime 
into a wine bottle full of cold water ; shake them 
well together now and then for a day ; then allow 
the bottle to remain quiet till the next day, when 
the clear lime-water may be poured off from the 
sediment. Now fill a wine-glass or tumbler with 

Fig. 16. 

the lime-water thus made, and blow through the 
liquid with a glass tube, a piece of new tobacco
pipe, or a clean straw, and in the course of a 
minute or so, as the magicians say, "the water 
will be turned into milk." By means of this 
pastime, " Wise Men" can ascertain which young 
Jadies are in love and which young gentlemen are 
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not. With a shrewd guess, they present as a 
test a glass of lime-water to the one, and of pure 
water to the other, with unerring effect. 

99. - The Best Card Trick Known. To tell the 
whole pack of Cards, with the hacks towards you : 
also to sort them, after being cut any number of 
times, in the mere act of dealing them out in a row. 

This, undoubtedly, is one of the best illusions 
performed with cards, as it not only brings the 
whole pack into use, but is also legitimately 
founded upon arithmetical principles. It is per-
formed thus : - · 

A pack of cards being distributed on a table, 
with their faces uppermost, they are picked up 
one by one in the following order:-6, 4, 1, 7, 
5, king, 8, 10, 3, knave, 9, 2, queen. Repeat 
the same series for every thirteen cards ; f'our 
times over will of course complete the pack. 

That the above order may be remembered, the 
following words are used as a guide to the 
memory, and which are intended to enumerate 
the cards:-

6 4 1 7 
The sixty-fourth regiment beats the seventy-

5 king 8 10 
fifth; up starts the king; with eight thousand 

3 knave 9 2 queen 
and three men and ninety-two women. 

1.3 
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Hence this trick is said to be done "by words!" 
The pack being arranged, may be handed to 

any of the company "to cut," with the proviso 
that this operation be done whist fashion; that 
is, by taking a portion of the cards off in a mass, 
and placing the lower division on what was before 
the upper one. This done fairly and properly 
may be repeated any number of times, as the 
audience may think fit. You then take the pack, 
and by a feint catch sight of the bottom card ; 
having learned this (and it may be done at a 
glance, in a second of time), you have the key to 
the whole trick. Then commence it by dealing 
the cards out in the ordinary way, but in thirteen 
heaps. Having dealt out thirteen, begin again 
and cover them; then go on as before; when 
finished, there will be, of course, four in each 
heap. Now every heap will contain all four of the 
same denomination, as the four kn·aves in one 
heap, the four sevens in another, and so on. The 
thirteenth, or last heap, will be of the same de
nomination as the one at the. bottom which you 
have contrived to see, and. according to whatever 

·that card is, all the suits will follow, but in the 
reverse order, as the words above indicate; thus 
-suppose the EIGHT was the bottom card, then 
on dealing them out they would be in the follow
ing order:- King, 5, 7, 1, 4, 6, queen, 2, 9, 
knave, 3, ~0, 8; and you begin reciting in the 
mind ·the words you use from that passage in the 
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sentence, working from right to left, whieh the 
card indicates in the above ; you would say -

8 10 3 knave 9 2 
Eight thousand and three men and ninety-two 

queen 6 4 1 7· 
women ; sixty-fourth regiment beats the seventy-

5 king 
fifth ; up starts the king with, &c. Here, of 
course is your starting point. 

The same principle holds good whatever the 
card may be. Ant person asking for a card, all 
four of every suit may be found in the same heap, 
and can be quickly turned up as soon as required, 
with a little practice, to the utter astonishment 
and wonder of the company. 

By taking up the cards in the same order as 
before, but all of one suit, you may easily dis
cover the position of any one card that is de
manded. 

100.- To prove that Air contai11s Water. 

However dry the atmosphere may appear to 
be, it yet contains a considerable portion of mois
ture ; this is rendered evident by the following 
simple experiment. Put an ounce of dry chloride 
of calcium, or of acetate of potash, into a wide
mouthed bottle; weigh it with the bottle when 
the experiment is begun ; leave. the cork out, j 

14 • 
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and place it in any situation free from dust; in 
three days or a week ~aain weigh the bottle and 
its contents, a very perceptible increase in weight 
will then be discovered, which is entirely owing 
to the water that the substance employed has ab
sorbed from the atmosphere. A great many 
chemical substances have this property, such as 
sulphuric acid (strong oil of vitriol), subcarbonate 
of potash, and even chloride of sodium (common 
table salt), but in different degrees. All materials 
having this quality are said to be "deliquescent," 
that is, water attractive. 

101.- Singular Effect of Teara. 

First peruse the " Random Readings" of the 
Family Ilerald; having "laughed till you cry," 
let some of the tears fall upon paper stained with 
the juice of either Mallows or Violets, and they 
will change the bluish tint of the paper to a per
manent green. " Crocodile's tears " answer 
equally as well. 

102.- The Cllriatmaa Tree. 

If you wish to amuse your friends, or "a young 
party," one of the best ways is to provide a 
Christmas tree ; there being no art or mystery 
in their construction, we can set to work and 
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make one easily enough. First provide a young 
fir tree, capable of being planted in a good sized 
flower-pot. This being done, set it upon a box 
or anything else that will give elevation 80 as to 
form a pedestal The pedestal and pot must be 
decorated with leaves of the season, and the mould 
covered· with moss, 80 as to give everything a 
neat appearance. At each branch or prong of 
the tree, a small wax taper is to be fixed upright; 
these tapers should be of as many colours as you 
can get. Suspended to each branch, and at every 
point that is accessible, we are to hang anything 
and everything that we consider will please our 
party. Toys for children, sweets for youth, love 
mottoes and kisses for our " third age," and a few 
crackers for "the fun of the thing." When the 
"company comes," the tapers are to be lighted, 
and preparations made for the fair distribution of 
the good things " growing " on the tree, taking 
care that there is sufficient "fruit" for aU visitors. 
A kind of lottery or wheel of fortune is made by 
numbering a quantity of cards to match your 
company, they being put into a basket or reticule. · 
Each person is to dip a hand into " the lucky bag" 
and withdraw one card. According to the num
ber upon it the rotation of choice from the tree 
is decided. . This plan gives general satisfaction, 
aad few leave your house but will remember in 
after years your Christmas tree. 

Christmas trees had their origin in G~m\.~"--, 
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(the country of Frobel). The author has good 
reason to believe that the first exhibited in this 
country was constructed by him for the amiable 
Mrs. Abel Smith, at the family seat, near Ware, 
in Hertfordshire, just twenty years ago, and from 
that type he has had the pleasure of seeing 
" Christmas trees" become an annual household 
ornament-diffusing "mirth and jollity "-in the 
homes of " Merrie England.'' 

103.- Conjuring a Ring. 

Several very marvellous tricks can be shown 
with an ordinary finger ring, such as passing it 
through the table, through a basin, an ale-glass, 
or a plate, then into a box or nest of boxes, and 
other feats of legerdemain of a similar kind. 
These tricks are so good that they are always 
shown by the professors of magic at evening par
ties, but are never explained ; however, we will 
attempt it. Procure a soft clean silk handker
chief and a sham gold ring; now a needleful of 
black sUk, double; sew the silk to the middle of 
the handkerchief, and let the ring hang from it, 
suspended by the end of the silk, say at about 
three or four inches from the kerchief. When 
the handkerchief is held up by two comers the 
suspended ring must always hang on the side 
facing the magician ; the handkerchief can then 
be shaken, folded, and crumpled up in . the hands 
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so as to make it appear" all fair." Now, to pass 
a ring through a drinking-glass and plate, and 
through the table on which it is placed : " If any 
lady or gentleman will kindly lend me a ring, I 
shall be happy to exhibit the electric and mag
netic action of metallic substances on diaphanous 
bodies and ceramic manufactures, • by showing 
their imperviousness, and the porosity of ligneous 
products of the Honduras."-" Hem I" says 
Aunt Caroline, " what an extraordinary youth I " 
Do not, however, allow yourself to. be carried 
away by any Battery of this kind, but determine 
to do the trick well, and de•erve praise. Take the 
borrowed ring in the LEFT hand, and keep it there; 
pretend to pass it to the right hand, and say, "I 
will place it in the handkerchie£ Who will kindly 
hold it for me while I put the glass on the plate 
in the centre of the table?" While you thus freely 
ask who will hold the kerchief, you will secure the 
most bashful lady or gentleman in the company to 
hold the (your) ring in the handkerchief. " You 
will perceive, ladies and gentlemen, that the 
glass and the plate are now quite empty. I shall 
now place the glass in the plate on to the centre 
of the table, and request the lady (or geut) to 
place the ring and the handkerchief over the glass. 
I particularly draw your attention to the fact that 
you will hear the ring fall into the glass when I 
request it to be released. You will then be 
certain that it is in the glass ; but at my oom.-
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mand it shall pass into this box (show the box 
round), which I shall place under the table. Now, 
miss (or sir) be good enough to let the ring fall 
into the glass. Silence I Ting I You heard it 
fall? "-"Yes I" all must reply except the deaf. 
Presto ! It is now in the box. You lift the hand
kerchief, smboth down your brow with it, and 
put it into your pocket. The audience are now 
left to themselves. They rush to the plate and 
glass-it is not there ; now the box, behold ! it 
is as sound as ever-how it got there Aunt Carry 
could never tell, but you could, for yo~ put it 
there Qut of your left hand when you placed the 
box under the table. 

104.- To Place Water in a Drinking 
Glass nclsrfJiJ pom.u· 

Experiments of this kind are not only amusing 
but instructive; they illustrate what at first sight 
appears to be " the laws of Nature reversed," 
while in truth, when we are familiar with them, 
they teach the" immutability of Nature's. laws." 
The more experiments a boy makes the gteater 
number of rounds will he ascend up the " Ladder 
of Learning ; " and when he is at the top, how 
bright is the prospect before him I All is beau
tiful, wonderful, and lovely. Then can he come 
down, and 

" Find tongues in trees, books in the nmning brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good In everything." 
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But to our paradox. Procure a plate, a tumbler, 
and a small piece of tissue or silver paper. Set 
the plate on a table, and pour water in it up to 
the first rim. Now very slightly crumple up 
the paper, and place it in the glaSB ; then set it 
on fire. When it is burnt out, or rather just as 
the last flame disappears, turn the glass quickly 
upside down into the water. Astonishing I the 
water rushes with great violence into the glass ! 
Now you are satisfied that water can be placed 
in a drinking glass nds!pa po.M.u' Hold the glass 
firm, and the plate also. You can now reverse 
the position of the plate and glass, and thus con
vince the most sceptical of the truth of your 
pneumatic experiment. Instead of burning paper, 
a little brandy or spirits of wine can be ignited 
in the glass; the result of its combu~tion being 
invisible, the experiment is cleaner. 

105.- Musical Flame. 

Fit a good cork into a wine bottle ; burn a 
hole.-through the cork with a round iron skewer, 
and into it fix a piece of tobacco-pipe about eight 
inches long. Put into the bottle about two or 
three ounces of zinc, in slips, such as the waste 
cuttings from a zinc worker; now pour water on 
to the zinc until the bottle is rather more than 
half full; then add about three parts of a wine
glassful of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol); t~ 
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causes a rapid efFervescence at first, but which 
subsides to a moderate and continuous boiling for 
a lengthened period ; as soon as the boiling is 

Fig. 17. 

regular the cork with the pipe through it may be 
inserted into the bottle. If a light be placed to 
the end of the pipe, a flame will be produced, 
which wili continue to bum so long as there is 
any visible action in the bottle. This flame is 
the ignited hydrogen gas (water gas) resulting 
from the decomposition of water by the acid and 
zinc, and as such is an exceedingly interesting 
experiment. Now, to be musical, procure a glass 
or metal pipe about sixteen or eighteen inches 
long, and from half to three quarters of an inch 
in diameter ; place the tube over the flame, and 
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allow the pipe to be about three to five inches 
up the tube, which will act as a. kind of high 
chimney; it must be held perfectly steady and 
upright at a particular distance up the tube, 
which varies a<'.cording to the size of the flame. 
A beautiful sound is thus produced similar to an 
organ pipe. This sound, or " musical flame," 
varies in note according to · the diameter of the 
tube, beiog deeper or more bass as the tube 
is increased in size. By using various sized 
tubes, different sounds are thus readily produced. 
The true explanation of this singular experiment 
remains yet to be solved. 

106.- To discOfJer the Number of Pips on any three 
Cards which a Person has privately taken from the 
Pack. 

It is first to be 3ecrreed that the aces shall each 
count as eleven, the court cards as ten each, and 
the others according to their number of pips. 
Then desire any one to choose three cards out 
of the whole pack; and over each of them to put 
as many other cards as will make, with the 
number of its points, a total of 15 ; that is to 
say, the bottom card to reckon for the number 
of pips thereon, and each additional card as one 
only. After this, take the remaining part of the 
pack in your own hand, and count how many 
cards there are remaining, when that amount, 
diminished by four, will be the number of points j 
on the three bottom cards a.dded t()~e\.\\e"t. 1 
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Ezample.- Suppose the person has chosen a 
seven, a ten, and an ace (eleven). Then over 
the seven he must place 8 cards; over the ten, 
5 ; and over the ace, 4. After this, he gives 
you the remaining part of the pack, which you 
find consists of thirty-two cards. From this 
thirty-two, you deduct four, and the remainder, 
twenty-eight, is the number of pips upon the 
bottom cards. 

Or this trick may be performed by :first dis
carding the four aces from the pack, which will 
supersede the necessity for deducting four from 
the cards that are returned to you, the number 
of cards remaining being exactly equal to the 
number of pips on the three cards first selected. 

101.-All Soru of Cowurs. 

Some very interesting and beautiful experi
ments can he easily performed to illustrate the 
mode of making colours; indeed, many a young 
chemist in embryo has become a world-renowned 
philosopher from the desire to learn the cause of 
the effects so singularly produced. In the fol
lowing experiments all the substances named are 
solid salts, and it is necessary that they be first 
dissolved in pure water. When so dissolved the 
liquid is called a solution of such and such a 
material. Thus, if we take a solution of prus
siate of potash, and mix with it a solution of sui-
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phate of iron, both of which are nearly colourless 
liquids, a beautiful blue will be the resulting 
colour ; exemplifying the method of making 
"Prussian blue." If, in place of the sulphate of 
iron, we use a solution of nitrate of bismuth, then 
a yellow colour is the result; and if these are re
placed with a solution of sulphate of copper, then 
a brown pigment is produced. Again, a solution 
of sulphate of copper and a solution of carbonate 
of soda produce an exquisite green-blue colour, 
the tint of which varies aCcording to temperature, 
that is to say, whether the liquids, before they are 
mixed, be hot or cold. In this way carbonate of 
soda and acetate of lead produce a fine white; 

but with borax (in place of soda) a fine yellow 
is the result. A solution of nitrate of copper 
with one of arseniate of potash produces a fine 
grass-green. And thus different colours may be 
made, almost without limit, varying with the 
salts of the metals employed. 

108. - The real Will-o' -th•- Wisp. 

Into a small retort place about an ounce of 
strong liquor of potash; that is, pure potash dis
solved in water, together with about a drachm of 
phosphorus. Let the neck or beak of the retort 
dip into a saucer of water,. say half an inch deep; 
now very gently heat the liquid in the retort .~ 

with a spirit-lamp until it boils. In a few minutes 1 
K 
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the retort will be filled with a white cloud, then 
the gas generated will begin to bubble at the end 
of the saucer; a minute more, each bubble as it 
issues from the boiling fluid will apontaneou.Zy 
take fire as it comes into the air, forming at the 

Fig. 18. 

same time the philosopher's ring of phosphoric 
acid. Care is required in handling phosphorus; 
but our young chemical readers will, we think, 
not forego this wonderful experiment for the 
want of due attention, for, without proper care 
on their part, we must give up showing them 
wonders, even greater than these. 

109.- To cau1e Water to roll over Paper toitlwatt 
wetting it. 

Take a sheet of writing-paper, and dust it over 
with the powder of lycopodium ; if water is then 
let fall upon it, in very gentle streams, it will 
instantly form itselfinto little round balls, which 
will roll over the paper with uncommon rapidity, 
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and without breaking, producing a very singular 
and curious effect. The same thing may some· 
times be seen when water is sprinkled over a 
dusty floor. This phenomenon is accounted for 
from the fact that the attraction of the particles 
of water for each other is stronger than the at
traction existing between the dust and the :fluid, 
the atoms of which, being free to move over each 
other, assume a spherical form, according to the 
universal law of gravity. + 

110.- Magic Money. 

This conjuring trick is performed thus :
Procure two shillings and a sovereign ; conceal 
one of the shillings in the right hand ; lay the 
other shilling and the sovereign on a table, in 
full view of the audience ; now ask for two 
handkerchiefs ; then take the sovereign up, and 
pretend to roll it in one of the handkerchiefs ; 
but, in lieu thereof, roll up the shilling, which 
you had concealed, and retain the sovereign ; 
give the handkerchief to one of the company to 
hold ; now take the shilling oft' the table, and 
pretend to roll that up in the second handker
chief; but put up the sovereign instead; give 
this handkerchief to another person, and beg him 
to " hold it tight," while you utter " Presto ! 
fly ! " On opening the handkerchiefs the money 
will appear to have changed placee. 

ll2 
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111. - The Ring Suspended by a Burnt Thread. 

Put a teaspoonful of salt in a wineglassful of 
water ; stir it up and place in it some coarse 
cotton, such as Mamma calls No. 16; in about 
an hour take out the thread and dry it. Tie a 
piece of this prepared cotton to a small ring, 
about the size of a wedding-ring; hold it up, and 
set fir) to the thread ; when it has burnt out the 
ring will not fall, but remain suspended, to the 
astonishment of all beholders. Philosophers ac
count for this effect by stating that the salt in 
the thread forms, with the ashes of the cotton, a 
fine film of glass, which is strong enough to sup
port the ring or any other small weight. 

112.- Magical Square Problem • 

.An innkeeper had nine guests, four ladies and 
five gentlemen. Upon making inquiry he found 
that their respective ages added together amounted 
to 342 years, and that the ladies, individually, 
were younger than any of the gentlemen. The 
youngest gentleman asked Mr. Boniface how 
old he was ? He replied that he could form a 
square with the nine persons present, by placing 
three in front, three in the middle, and three 
behind (as indicated below), and that the united 
ages of the three persons in each of the dif-

ferent ranks, or diagonally, "WOu.\\\. "be \\.\.% ~~~ 
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and the age of the gentleman who had put the 
question added together. Also, by omitting 
the youngest gentleman, he could give each lady 
a partner, and the age of each couple, added 
together, would be his age. -What was the 
innkeeper's age ? The age of the youngest gen
tleman, and the place he stood in the square? 
And the individual age of each lady and gentle
man forming a couple? 

Solution. 
0 0 0 35 40 39 Age of innkeeper, 76, age 

0 0 0 42 38 34 of the youngest gentleman, 

0 0 0 37 36 41 who occupies the centre, 38, 

113.- To put a lighted Candle under Water without 
extinguishing it. 

Procure a good-sized cork or bung ; upon this 
place a small lighted taper ; then set it afloat in 

Fig. 19. 

a pail of water. Now, with a t>tR.ao:-s h'i\.~~ \.~~~"t.'\. 
a large drinking-glass over tb.e \~\\'-, \\.~~ ~~~ ""-" 

K.3 
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carefully down into the water. The glass being 
full of air, prevents the water entering it. You 
may thus see the candle burn under water, and 
bring it up again to the surface still alight. This 
experiment, simple as it is, serves to elucidate 
that useful contrivance called the diving-bell, 
being performed on the same principle. 

The largest drinking-glass holds but half a pint, 
so that your diving-light soon goes out for the 
want of air. As an average, a burning candle con
sumes as much air as a man, and he requires 
nearly a gallon of air every minute, so that ac
cording to the size of the glass over the flame 
you can calculate how many seconds it will re
main alight; of course a large :flame require!~ 
more air than a small one. For this and several 
other experiments a quart bell-glass is very use
ful, but being expensive they are not found in 
every parlour laboratory; one is, however, easily 
made from a green glass pickle bottle : get a 
glazier to cut off the bottom, and you have a bell
glass that Faraday would not reject. 

114.- Curious Motions. 

Procure a basin of milk-warm water, throw 
into it half-a-dozen pieces of camphor about the 
size of a pea ; in · a minute they will begin to 
move, and acquire a rotary and progressive mo
tion, which will continue for a considerable time . 

• 
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If no,v, one drop of oil of turpentine, or sweet 
oil, or even of gin (if allowed on the premises), 
be let fall upon the water, the pieces of camphor 
will dart away, and be deprived of their motion 
and vivacity. Little pieces of cork, that have 
been soaked in ether, act much in the same way 
as camphor, when thrown upon water. 

Camphor, being highly combustible, will bum 
if ignited while floating upon water, producing a 
singular effect, reminding one of the lamps which 
the Hindoo maidens cast upon the waters of the 
Ganges as mystic messengers to their distant 
lovers, or to their spirits after death. 

115. -A Leviathan Calculation. 

If 1 pin was dropped in the hold of the 
Leviathan, the first week, 2 the next, 4 the next, 
8 the next, and so on, doubling the number each 
time for a year (52 weeks), the number of pins 
deposited would be 4,503,599,627,370,495; the 
weight of them (allowing 200 pins to the ounce) 
would be 628,292,358 tons; and the number of 
Leviathans, of the tonnage of 22,500 tons each, 
required to carry them would be 27,924. 

116.- Wiljalba Frikelfs Obedient Watch. 

At the festive season, when red fire and blue 
flame add their charm to the pantomime - when 

lt4. 
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the young folks are to have " their party"
when everything that is beautiful, that is lovely, 
that is charming to our five senses, is purposely 
gathered together to captivate the mind, and 
make it love life- when the EYE is gratified 
with the angelic forms that flutter in the ball
room- (the personification of a happy youthful 
dream)- when the OLFACTORY nerve vibrates 
with sweet smells-when the EAR carries the 
sounds of music that plays upon the heart's 
strings a joyful tune- when TASTE pronounces 
blanc-mange, custard cream, and frangipane 
pudding the acme of what is good -and when 
TOUCH, by the clasping hands and kissing lips, 
tells us that they whom we have expected for a 
"whole year" have at length arrived- when all 
these, the five acts of our Christmas drama, are 
enacted in one scene, and that scene happens to 
be in our own drawing-room (Leisure Cottage, 
Twickenham ), we of course must play our part. 
The twelfth cake on the sideboard prophetically 
tells us we must soon "choose our character." 
Our part is that of a MAGICIAN. We borrow a 
gentleman's watch. Does it go well ? Yes I tic, 
tic, tic-tic, tic, tic. Does it go now ? No !
see, the second-hand is motionless I Well, does 
it go now ? Yes I - again we hear the familiar 
tic, tic, tic. How is this? What an obedient 
watch I Now, as it is the holidays, I'll tell you 
how this watch was made "obedient." "When 

you show this trick you mu%t -,q~9."t \\ ~\\\r of 
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well-fitting kid gloves. In the palm of your 
right hand you conceal a small magnet under the 
glove. In your right hand the watch stops from 
the action of the magnet on the balance-wheel; 
in your left hand it continues to indicate the 
time as usuaL Thus, changing the watch from 
hand to hand, M. Frikell makes it " obedient ! " 

117.-Tke Gong Poker. 

Tie a piece of string, about the substance of 
whipcord, round the handle of a poker, leaving 
the two ends about a foot long. Now take the 
ends of the cord, and pass them one over each 

Fig.20. 

ball of the thumb, so that the poker can be lifte<l ~ 
up and suspended between the hands. In. ~~ ~ 
position, place the thumbs ana. ~n.a.~t. (:)'\. ~~ ~ 
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as close into each ear as convenient. If now a 
second person strike the poker, the one who holds 
it will hear a sound very surprising when ex
perienced for the first time, but scarcely audible 
to the striker. If the blow be a sharp one, and 
struck with a hard body, as the back of a knife, 
the sound will be as strong as the deepest note of 
a piano, and if struck a hard blow with a hammer 
the sound will appear as powerful and booming 
as a cathedral bell. If the experiment be made 
with a large kitchen poker, then the sound is 
"stunning," and equals anything that can vibrate 

. from Big Ben. 

118.- Th.e Inexhaustible Bottle Trick explained. 

Some of the illusions performed at the theatres 
are of a very complicated character, and more 
than one ruse has to be contrived to mislead, or 
rather to lead, the audience to think differently 
to what they intend. Tricks within tricks, 
" V eels vi thin veels," as the shrewd Sam Weller 
says, are worked to render perfect one deception, 
and thus it is with the bottle trick. " Wherever 
does it all come from?" says Mrs. Partington. 
My dear madam, that's where it is; you are 
deceived in the least deceptive part of the trick. 
There is a good deal of deception, certainly, but 

not more than one-half of what you fancy. In 
the first place, there are the wme-~\~~io%e%; %\1.~-
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posing them to be filled, they will not contain 
more than one quarter of the quantity of the 
.usual glass; they are in fact what I heard Mrs. 
Thingamy (our charwoman) say they were, re
gular " eight-outs," that is, a quartern, or gill, 
will fill eight of such glasses, Let me see, a wine 
bottle holds nearly eight quarterns; eight times 
eight (for such are the glasses used at the theatre) 
are sixty-four. No wonder poor Mrs. P. should 
say, "Where does it all come from?" when she 
sees five dozen and four glasses filled from one 
bottle ; no wonder that the bottle .is christened 
"Inexhaustible." Secondly, suppose I have a 
bottle to hold a quarter more than an ordin'ary 
bottle; by having it made a trifle larger in dia
meter, and doing away with the false bottom 
which exists in all common bottles, why then I 
could contrive it to hold no less than eighty of 
the wizard's " bumpers!" Fancy a conjurer 
having what a wine merchant has notr-an honest 
bottle. You won't believe it? well, then, here 
you are deceived again; for it is an honest bottle 
that is used. Now for the trick. An empty 
bottle is brought forward (the bottle) ; it is 
washed out before the company, and drained, to 
show that it is both clean and empty ; but it 
wants wiping (of course I) after being wetted. 
So a napkin is handed to the magician, with 
which he wipes the bottle, u. ID.'l.~\\. ~'\.\.~"t. ~~ 

fashion of a waiter as he ca.u; \)'l.\. \u 'U.\.\.~ ~~"m.'"'~ 
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kind of napkin is concealed a weak preparation 
of spirits of wine, sugar, and water, in a bladder; 
and thus, in the face of the audience, he fills the 
bottle without their knowing it. Now, to account 
f-or the different liqueurs. This part of the illu
sion is thus managed. The glasses are arranged 
on the tray, in a definite manner, known to the 
operator; into each glass one drop of various 
flavouring essences is placed, such as essence of 
noyeau, essence of brandy, essences of port or 
sherry wine, lemonade, peppermint, cloves, pine
apple, pears, &c. ; these being filled up with the 
spirits of wine, according to what is called for by 
the1audience, completes the illusion of the inex
haustible bottle. And if still more be required, 
the operator may have concealed in his sleeve a 
bladder of liquid, as easily as a bagpipe-player 
can stow away a bag of wind. 

119.- The Wizard's Chain. 

The very effective illusion of linking and un
linking a set of solid rings, so as to form a chain 
of various devices, has been exhibited by " wise 
men" from a very remote period even to this day. 
This trick is publicly played off at our country 
fairs and in the streets, with as much eclat as ever. 
The conjurer begins the trick by bringing for
ward seven rings, formed of either stout iron or 

brass wire, and about ten 01: twe\'ie \.l.\.~\\.~'1!. \.l.\. 
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diameter. Three of these rings are permanently 
linked by the maker; two others are permanently 
linked; then one solid ring (B), and one (A) left 
unsoldered, making seven in all. When held up 
together they appear to be separate. The rings 

G-O CD (E) 
Fig. 21. 

marked B, C, and D, are placed upon the ground, 
while A is held in the left hand, the joint (indi
cated by the arrow) being concealed with the fore
finger and thumb. B is now picked up, and is 
readily linked on to A ; the same is done with 
C, and then with D. The least practice will 
show that various devices can be formed, accord
ing to what ring of the set is put on to A. 
During the trick it is well to give B or C now 
and then for the company to examine, and as they 
are unable to find any opening, their surprise is 
increased, especially if you say that it would be 
useless to put you into prison in chains, as you 
would soon get out. The nature of the trick 
being known, the performer is not confined to 
any particular number of rings, but may employ 
as many as he can expertly handle. 

120.- Secret Letter- Writing. 

The art of transmitting sec1:et W..~'lli."l,~""\"1..~~ ~ 
as old as tb.e art of writinO' l.tse\i. "\.u. ~~ ~~ 

0 
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of war it has been of great service in all countries. 
Various and ingenious plans have been adopted to 
this end. The following plan is simple, and may 
amuse when we are in the " itch for writing;" 
it is called "corresponding spaces." Take two 
pieces of card-board, or stiff paper, through 
which cut oblong squares at different distances, 
as in the example below ; one of these pieces you 
keep, and the other is to be given to your cor
respondent. When any secret intelligence is 
sent, you lay the card-board upon a paper of the 
same size, and in the spaces you write whatever 
you would have understood, and then fill up the 
intermediate space with somewhat that makes 
with those words a different sense, thus:-

I I shall be I much obliged to you, as reading ~ en

gages my attention ~ present, if you will lend me any one of 

the I nine I volumes of the Family Herald. I trust that you will 

excuse ~ freedom, but for a winter's I evening 1· I ~ 
know a better entertainment. If I 1 tail I to return it soon 

never trust me for the time I to come. I 

So that, if you possess the cut piece of card
board, the only words visible are "I shall be 
alone at nine this evening. Don't fail to come." 

121.- The .£olian Harp. 

During the summer season many persons might 
enjoy the melancholy music ()t fu\11> m%\t\l"'l\.~ll.\.\ 
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we therefore give the following directions for its 
construction :-It consists of a long narrow box 
of very thin wood, about six inches deep, with a 
circle in the middle of the upper side, of an inch 
and a half in diameter, in which are to be drilled 
small holes. On this side, seven, ten, or more 
strings of very fine catgut are stretched over 
bridges at each end, like the bridge of a fiddle, 
and screwed up or relaxed with screw pins. The 
strings must all be tuned to one and the same 
note (Dis perhaps the best), and the instrument 
should be placed in a window partly open, in 
which the width is exactly equal to the length of 
the harp, with the sash just raised to give the air 
admission. When the air blows upon these 
strings with different degrees of force it will 
excite different tones of sound. Sometimes the 
blast brings out all the tones in full concert, and 
sometimes it sinks them to the softest murmurs. 
A colossal instrument of this description was 
invented at Milan in 1786, by the Abbe Gattoni. 
He stretched seven strong iron wires, tuned to 
the notes of the gamut, from the top of a tower 
sixty feet high to the house of a Signor Moscate, 
who was interested in the success of t.he experi
ment; and this apparatus, called the "giant's 
harp/' in blowing weather yielded lengthened 
peals of harmonious music. In a storm this 
music was sometimes heard at \\\.~ ~\.~\:<\.1.)..~~ ~'t 

several miles. 
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122.-Instantaneous Cr!Jstallisation. 

All experiments for the production of crystals 
are both interesting and beautiful ; they show 
that all matter will assume, under favourable 
circumstances, a definite and regular form or 
shape. Crystallisation is a species of vitality 
belonging to, and inherent in, what are generally 
called earthy substances, perfectly analogous to 
the regular form assumed by plants and animallil. 
A certain crystal will produce crystals of a like 
kind (see the experiment" The Seed of Crystal
lisation"), but not of another; just as the seed of 
one plant produces its kind, but no other. Crys
tallisation is the first link of the chain that unites 
man with the "dust of the earth." The slower 
crystals are formed, the more beautiful and 
regular they appear,; but as it is interesting to 
see them form quickly, though not of good shape, 
we give the following experiment, by which a 
liquid is made to become almost solid in an in
stant. Take half a pound of Glauber salts ( sul
phate of soda), crush it to powder, and pour upon 
it half a pint of boiling water: as soon as the 
salt is dissolved, pour off the clear hot liquor into 
a warm glass tumbler, and set it in an undisturbed 
place; now, as quickly as you can, put a table
spoonful of sweet oil on the surface of the solu
tion, and let it stand till quite cold. In this state 

it will remain liquid; but 1£ touc'nei\. -w\.\b. \\. ~\.~~~ 
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of wood, or if anything be dropped into the 
glass, the whole will instantaneously crystallise. 
If a. bottle be quite filled with the hot solution, 
and corked up while hot, it will remain liquid 
when it becomes cold; but when the cork is 
drawn, crystals will be rapidly formed. 

128.-Acoustic or Sound Figures. 

If we strew fine sand or lycopodium powder 
upon a stretched membrane, and very near it play 
upon a flute, violin, or piano-forte, the sand will 
arrange itself into certain definite and beautiful 
figures, which perpetually change with the sound 
produced. To make the experiment, we must 
stretch a thin piece of damp parchment or paper 
(tissue or rice paper answers the best) over the 
mouth of a glass-tumbler, having a footstalk, and 
fix it to the edges with paste or thin glue. ·when 
the paper is dry, a thin layer of sand is strewed 
upon its surface; then, if any sound be produced 
near to it, the sand will assume the most curious 
arrangements. If no musical instrument is at 
hand, a bell will answer every purpose, or a 
tumbler, striking it with a cork fixed on a piece 
of whalebone or cane. When the same figure is 
produced several times in succession, a breath 
upo~ the paper will alter its tension, and cause 
entirely new forms to he developed. If a round 
or square plate of glass be held. nun. -a..\ 'ao."'\\.1 ~'-\.~ 

L 
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parts with a clamp (a lady's table screw-pincushion 
·will do), sand that is strewed upon it will assume 
geometrical figures, by drawing a fiddle-bow 
across the edge, and according to the distance 
from the fixing point so will the figures be. 
Parchment is only suitable for large surfaces, at 
least a foot in diameter. A child's drum will 
answer the purpose,. when the sound is loud and 
powerful. 

124.- Tlte Wine-Merchant and his Clerk. 

A wine merchant caused 32 casks of choice wine 
to be deposited in his cellar, giving orders to his 
clerk to arrange them, as in the annexed figure, 

I 7 I 
7 7 
I 7 I 

so that each external row should count nine, say
ing that they must be all right if he could count 
nine in each row. The clerk, however, took 
away 12 of them, at three different times-that 
is, 4 at each time; yet when the merchant went 
into the cellar, after each theft had been commit
ted, the clerk always enabled the merchant to 
count nine in each row. 

The cunning rogue practised this deception by 
the following stratagem:-

2nd Order. 3rd Order. 4th Order. 
2 5 2 3 3 3 4 1 4 
5 5 3 3 1 1 
2 5 2 3 3 3 4 1 4 

4 absent. -l mor11 a.bs11u\. o\ UI.Q'tll a.'\)~'l\. 
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125.-Imitation of Hoar Frost. 

There is a substance sold by druggists, called· 
flowers of benzoin ; when heated, it rises in fumes, 
imparting to the atmosphere of a room a most 
delightful odour, resembling sweet incense, which, 
in fact, it is ; if the vapour be collected, it will 
crystallise upon any cold object that it touches, 
like the "spangled hoar frost." For our experi
ment, support a small plate upon the edges of 
three wine-glasses, and set a piece of wax candle 
burning beneath it; this will soon make the plate 
hot; now place on it about a teaspoonful of the 
flowers of benzoin ; as soon as the least vapour 
rises, invert over it a large glass, or tumbler, con
taining a sprig of any evergreen, such as holly or 
rosemary ; the small-leafed shrubs answer the 
best; when the glass appears full of smoke, the 
heat must be stopped, and the whole allowed to 
cool undisturbed; when cold, the interior of the 
glass, and the sprig (or other object that has been 
placed under it) will be found covered with the 
beautifully sublimed crystals of benzoic acid. 

126.- To eat a Peck of Paper Shavings, and convert 
thm into Ribbon. 

Shouts of laughter generally arise from the 411 
audience while the magician u sto""'~ \\."'N\\.1 ~ \\.<:)~"'1.\.. "11 
his bottomless throat the hea~'i!> ()'i. ~\\.~e"t. "\)e\<:)"t..~ 

L 2 
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him ; but when he "brings np" yards upon 
yards of ribbon, as a proof of bad digestion, the 
" splitting sides burst with applause." This, like 
all the best illusions, is exceedingly simple; but, 
to carry it off well, requires a little gesticulation· 
and comic spirit in the Illusionist. Procure 
fifteen separate yards of different coloured ribbon, 
of that width as is sold at a penny a yard ; sew 
them together to form one length, joining the 
contrasting colours ; then roll it up neatly round 
itself, and it will be about the size of four half
crowns put together. Now obtain two penny
worth of white paper shavings from a book
binder; shake them up lightly, and they will 
look like a bushel. When you begin the trick, 
take the roll of ribbon in the left hand, which 
with a few shavings is effectually hidden, then 
" set to" and eat your paper; as you feed, by 
pretending w thrust an extra handful down the 
throat from time to time, you can easily manage 
to withdraw the masticated portions unseen and 
carry them down to the ground, as you lift other 
'' tit bits" to the mouth. After this has con
tinued long enough, that is, when your visitors 
have laughed "till their sides ache," the shavings 
nrc now and then pressed up, which gives the 
appearance of diminished quantity; finally a last 
effort is made " to finish it," and you then pop 
the roll of ribbon in the mouth, and throwing 
the remaining shavings on the floor you take 
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hold of the end of the ribbon, and begin to un
wind it; by drawing it gradually from the mouth 
it will appear as though it came from the sto

. mach; the teeth must be kept close enough to 
prevent the entire roll from being pulled out 
altogether. When cleverly performed, this trick 
is one of the best pieces of fun which the magi
cian exhibits. 

127.- To Copy Impressions. 

To take an exact mould of any coin, medal, 
embossed or stamped paper, or, in fact, of any 
device, raised or imprinted (that is, sunk on 
paper), cut a piece of cardboard, say to the 
breadth of half an inch, with which form a ring 
just the dimension of the impression to be taken; 
then pour within the said ring, which surrounds 
the spot, melted fusible metal; the carding will 
prevent the metal from running away, and in a 
few minutes it will cool and take the impression, 
without the slightest injury to the paper from 

· which it was taken. The impression, &c., taken 
will be the same as the original, but reversed. 
Fusible metal is a compound of eight parts of 
bismuth, five of lead, and three of tin, which 
liquefies at 212°, or the same temperature as 
boiling water, and below that if one part of quick- J 
silver be added. • 

L3 
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128.- To Light a Candle without touchiRg the Wick. 

Let a candle burn until it has a good long 
snuff, then blow it out with a sudden puff, a 
bright wreath of white smoke will curl up from 
the hot wick; now, if a flame be applied to this 
smoke, even at a distance of two or three inches 

Fig. 22. 

from the candle, the flame will run down the 
smoke and rekindle the wick in a very fantastic 
manner. To perform this experiment nicely, 
there must be no draught or " banging" doors 
while the mystic spell is rising. 
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129.- To raise Fire hy command. 

A vessel containing a certain white powder ~s 
placed upon the table by the wizard-the man 
who is held in great awe by the juveniles on ac
count of his seeming supernatural powers, and 
yet beloved by them because he affords them 
much pleasure by the exhibition of his talent, to 
say nothing of the bon· bone, apples, oranges, 
almonds, and sugar-plums, which he causes to 
issue from an apparently empty drawer, or hand
kerchief, and upon which they are allowed to 
feast. This said wizard having placed the above
mentioned powder on the table, now advances, 
waving his wand and uttering the magic words, 
"Cassafelto, presto, aldiborontiphoskiphorniosticos," 
when lo I of a sudden the room is lit up with 
a brilliant light, so effulgent that it dims the eyes 
of the spectators I The secret is this: -The 
powder is composed of equal weights of loaf
sugar and chlorate of potash, separately reduced 
to fine powder and then well mixed together. 
This is placed in some vessel, such as a cup, or 
in fact anything that will prevent the fire from 
injuring the table. When this powder is touched 
with the least drop of sulphuric acid, it will in
stantly burst into a flame; if, therefore, the end 
of the glass rod be' dipped in the acid immediately 
before use, it will, on being b-rou~~\ \.'\\.~ ~'\\.~ 
with the detlagrating powd.e-r, C'C\.U~ \.\ 'U;) '\.~\Rl. 

L4 
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130.-Hearing with the Teeth. 

That faculty which we call "hearing," can be 
as well conveyed to the mind by means of the 
teeth as the ear. Curious as this assertion may 
appear, it is easy to prove it by the following 
simple experiment. Lay a watch upon a table, 
glass side downwards; then stand so far from it 
that you cannot in the ordinary way hear the 
ticking. Now place one end of a. small deal stick 
(say six feet long) upon the back of the watch, 

Fig. 23. 

and grip tbe teeth to the other ; with the fingers 
close each ear, to exclude a.\\. e1.temu -n.l)~; \\\.~ 
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beat of the watch will then be as audible as if 
placed against the ear. All other sounds can be 
conveyed in the same manner, no tpatter how 
long the stick is; for instance, if one end is put 
upon a pianoforte in a sitting-room facing a 
garden, and the stick is thirty or forty feet long, 
extending to the farther end of the lawn or 
walk; if the instrument is ever so lightly played, 
"the tune" will be instantly distinguished by 
any person applying the teeth to the opposite 
end of the stick. See Fi9. 23. 

131.- To Stand an Egg upright. 

The unceremonious manner in which the 
Great Navigator performed this feat, by breaking 
one end, is familiar to all who have read th~ 
anecdote of" Columbus and the Egg." Evidently 
at that time it was considered impo8aible to stand 
an egg on its point. Such, however, is not the 
case. By taking an egg (a long one is the best), 
and well shaking it, so that the yolk may be 
broken and mixed with the white, it can be 
balanced, by any one with a " steady hand," upon 
its" broad end. A piece of glass, or slate, or any 
smooth and even surface, is best adapted for this 
experiment, called the Sentinel Egg. ~ 
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132.- To pau Six Halfpence through a Tahle. 

When this trick is well done it is one of the 
best " table moves " that can be sho~ for the 
amusement of "a small party." Rivet six half
pence together by passing a copper wire through 
them. In this condition, when placed upon a 
table, they appear to be only a few coppers piled 
in a heap, and no person will have any suspicion 
of their being fastened together. Now make a 
little card tube, about two inches long, and just 
large enough to slip easily over the halfpence ; 
thus prepared, when you are about to" show the 
trick," proceed thus. Take the riveted halfpence 
in the left hand, and the tube, or cap, as the con
jurers call it, in the right hand. Advancing to 
the company, show them the cap to see that 
" all's fair," explaining at the same. time what 
you are about to do. On receiving back the cap, 
place it over the halfpence in the left hand. Now 
borrow the money required from the audience, 
and exhibit it upon the table ; then take with 
your right hand the cap, and with a little pressure 
the riveted halfpence with it, and place it upon 
the table. Now, with the left hand pick up" the 
browns," and put them under the table with a 
jingle, and " Presto ! " commaud them to pass ! 
Then gently lifting up the cap, the company see 
your halfpence upon the table, which they mis

take for their own. The trick is completed by 
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repassing the money through the table in a 
similar way ; that is, by placing the cap again 
over the halfpence and pressing it; thus removing 
the riveted money without 8U8picion, especially 
if you immediately direct the audience to examine 
the table and see that you have not injured it by 
your" electrical expe~t." 

133. -Houdin'1 Ink and Filh TrU:k e:rplained. 

This illusion, which was the cause of so mnch 
wonderment to the audiepce at the St. James's 
Theatre, is thus performed. A large goblet is 
produced, capable of containing two quarts, appa
rently full of ink. A small quantity of the illk 
is taken out with a ladle, and being poured on to 
a white plate, is handed round to the company, 
thus satisfying them of iUI inky nature. A 
cambric handkerchief is then covered over the 
goblet, and being instantly withdrawn reveals 
the glass now full of water, in which swim gold 
and silver fish. The trick resUI -first, with the 
goblet, which in reality has a black silk lining 
kept in its place by a wire ring ; and is, as it 
were, a bag without a bottom, fitting close (when 
wet) to the sides of the glass : in it is placed the 
water and fish. The second part lies with the 
ladle, which has a hollow handle, capable of con-~ 
taining enough ink to induce the audience to 
think that it was got from the la.r~e 'b~~ ~~'-~ 
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them ; as the ladle lies on the table, the ink re
mains in the handle ; but, when elevated, it rune 

Fig. 24. 

by a small aperture into the bowl, and being in
stantly poured on the plate, misleads the sense of 
vision. The final part of the trick is placing the 
handkerchief over the glass. The operator can 
withdraw the black silk lining unobserved with 
hie finger and thumb at the same time that he 
removes the handkerchief, in the folds of which 
the silk is hidden. The audience are now suffi
ciently diverted with the fish to enable the ope
rator to conceal the handkerchief, &c. 

134.-A Colour that appears and di8appears by the 
Influence of tlte Air. 

File up a piece of copper of about the size of a 
farthing; the filings thus obtained put into a 
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well-stoppered bottle ; now pour on the filings 
one or two ounces of liquid ammonia, or strong 
hartshorn, and a beautiful blue colour will quickly 
be produced. If the bottle be now stoppered 
the colour will presently disappear ; but when it 
is unstoppered the air gains admission, and the 
colour soon re-appears in its cerulean beauty. 
This simple experiment may be repeated several 
times. 

135.-CuriOtU Phosphoric Experiment. 

Procure a clean oil flask, and fill it about three 
parts with water ; now drop in half a drachm 
(one sixteenth of an ounce) of phosphorus ; then 
hang up the bottle in such a manner that you 
can place a lighted lamp under it. As soon as 
the water is warm, streams of fire will dart from 
the bottom of the water, resembling sky-rockets; 
some particles will adhere to the sides of the 
glass representing stars, and will display brilliant 
rays. These appearances will continue till the 
water begins to simmer, when immediately a 
beautiful aurora-borealis begins, and gradually 
ascends till it collects to a pointed flame ; then 
blow out the lamp, and the point formed will 
rush down, forming beautiful clouds of fire, roll
ing over each other for some time ; and as these 
disappear, a beautiful hemisphere of stars pre
sents itself. After waiting a minute or two, li~th.~ 
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the lamp again, and the same will be repeated. 
The stars may be increased by alternately light
ing and blowing out the lamp several times con
secutively. The liquid in the flask will allow of 
several repetitions of the experiment. 

136. - Curious Multiplication. 

ByEle11en.-Add together its two extremes, and 
place the sum between them. Ex. 36 x 11 = 3( 9 )6 
- (three hundred and ninety-six) - the figure 
included by brackets being the sum of 3 and 6. 

By Five.- .AJly number of figures that you 
may wish to multiply by 5 will give the same re
sult if divided by 2, a much quicker operation; 
but you must remember to annex a cipher to 
the answer when there is no remainder, and when 
there is a remaind~r, whatever it may be, annex 
a. 5 to the answer. Multiply 464 by 5, and the 
answer will be 2320 ; divide the same number 
by 2, and you have 232, and as there is no re
mainder, you annex a cipher. Now take 357 
and multiply by 5, the answer is 1785 ; on di
viding the first sum by 2 there is 178 and are
mainder ; you therefore place a. 5 at the end of 
the line, and the result is again 1785. 

137.- The Game of Shacrow Buff. 

The old English game of blindman's buff is so 
well known, that the mere mention of its name 
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will be sufficient to convince our readers that it 
is the origin of Shadow Buff, much played on 
the continent ; and from the fun it affords, well 
worthy of taking a prominent place among out 
family Christmas sports. The game is played as 
follows: -First of all we hang up a sheet or 
table-cloth against the wall, whereon to "cast the 
shadow." In front of the sheet, and eight or 
ten feet from it, we are to place a lamp or one 
good light upon a table, in order that the shadow 
or profile of any person standing between the 
light and sheet may fall thereon. The company 
being assembled, "Buff" is chosen either by vote 
or lot, or is peradventure a volunteer. Buff has 
now to sit upon a very low stool about four or 
five feet from the wall, and look steadfastly for 
the "coming shadow." The merry company 
now pass in procession between the light upon 
the table and Buff, who forfeits if he turns his 
head in the least degree. As the profiles pass 
before him, he must name successively the person 
to whom the image belongs. The mistakes he 
makes occasion much merriment, especially if 
each person whose turn it is to " cast a shadow" 
endeavours in every way to disguise his identity; 
by stooping if tall, tip-toeing if short, by grimace 
or contortion ; putting on a long mask nose, and 
doing other funny things. However, as some 
persons invariably "cast their shadows before," 
Buff guesses right at last; and he who till now 
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helped to make the fun must take his turn upon 
the stool to be made fun of. 

The following excellent letter has been received 
by the author : -

Sm, - Our Christmas party were delighted with 
your excellent new game of Shadow Buff. The me
tropolitan and provincial press seemed equally pleased 
with it, for I observed that many appropriated it to 
their collllll08, although they did not mention its 
source. Now, sir, excellent as the game is, I have 
the presumption to improve it; for instance, when 
the sheet whereon to cast the shadow is hung up, 
instead of placing it against a wall (as you mention), 
allow me to suggest that it be suspended between 
folding-doors, or placed across a room, like a curtain, 
in order that Buff may be placed behind the sheet, 
instead of sitting in front. By this means the com
pany have a better chance of disguising themselves ; 
and the task of naming the shadows is rendered a 
little more difficult, as Buff cannot then so well hear 
the rustling of silk dresses, &c., which materially aids 
him to guess "Cousin Kate" from "Uncle Harry," 
though she has his coat on and be her mantle. 

You spoke of " artificial noses," and as some of 
your readers may think of such things only in sur
gical cases, it may perhaps be as well to mention 
that such can be had, " warranted to fit," and in great 
variety, at most of the toy-shops - "Aquiline," 
"Roman," "Pug," or "Ruby."-Yours faithfully, 
WlLLIAX ALLEN, Laithfield House, Sheffield. 
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138.- Rotatory Paradox.- Exhibiting practically 
the interesting question of the Rotation of the Earth 
O$ rendered Wible by the Pendulum. 

The following simple experiment illustrates 
completely the rotation of a table or plane placed 
on the surface of the earth : - Fill a small basin 
or cup nearly full with water, on which float a 
round piece of paper about the size of a crown 
piece, the paper having a line ruled acro11 it to 
better indicate the result. Then place over the 
top of the cup a knitting-needle, or any other 
straight body, in such a direction that when the 
cup is taken up by the band it sl1all point to the 
person holding it. Now, let the person holding 
the cup in one or both hands turn round, or 
revolve on his own axis. The result will be 
most striking, and the paper will evidently ap
pear to turn round. What does all this show ? 

The person holding the cup represents the 
axis of the earth. The cup itself represents a 
table or plane on the earth's surface ; the needle 
represents the meridian of the same plane, con· 
stantly pointing to the pole of the earth's axis; 
whilst the piece of paper represents the pendulum. 
But the experimenter will probably say, the piece 
of paper evidently revolves, whilst the cup or 
table, with the meridian, remains stationary, or 
at least is constantly pointing in the same direc
tion. The paper m· pendulum does not revolve in 

}{ 
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the smse imagined: if it turned on its centre, the 
line ruled across it would not point constantly in 
the same direction, but would alternately point 
to every part of the room. Now, instead of 
taking the cup in the hand, and turning round 
with it, let it be turned round on its axis as it 
stands on the table. The paper will remain 
stationary, and the line drawn across it will con
stantly point in one direction. In the latter case 
there is nothing paradoxical; the cup is actually 
turned round, and the paper is fixed; but, as 
regards the motion of the paper on its centre, both 
cases are alike, the only difference being, that in 
the former the cup has two motions- one in a 
large circle or orbit, and the other on its centre, 
the paper partaking of the orbital motion only -
whilst in the latter case the cup is made to tum on 
its axis, whilst the paper remains stationary. But 
if it is not the paper or pendulum, it must be the 
needle and cup, representing a table placed on 
the surface of the earth, which revolves. 

The rationale is simply this: The water in the 
cup being quite free, and almost without friction, 
remains stationary; consequently, the paper 
floating on its surface partakes of its immobility : 
the fact of the line across the paper being always 
in the same direction, or in planes parallel to each 
other, is evidence of this. What deviation takes 
place in the position of the paper arises from the 
friction between the water and the surface of the 
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cop, which tends to give the water a circular mo· 
tion with itself. 

The foregoing experiment is not intended 
1trictly to show the motion of a table placed at 
latitudes intermediate between the pole and the 
equator, it simply exhibits how a body revolving 
with the euth, like a pendulum, without friction, 
will apparently have a circular motion, whilst, in 
fact, it ie the eartMs surface which revolves, not 
only round the axis of the earth, but also round 
the axie of its own plane ; and it is this latter re
volution that gives the apparent circular motion to 
the.pendulum.-W. L.-Ilhutrated London New8. 

139.- WMch il tll.e Boiled Egg 1 

Boil an egg hard; when quite cold place it 
among a dozen, or any number of others, " the 
more the merrier." Now ask your friends to tell 
you which is the boiled egg. This they will be 
unable to do from outward appearance ; indeed, 
there is but one way to ascertain it with certainty~ 
except that of "peeping at the inside," which is 
by spinning them. Those which are unboiled, 
and semi-liquid inside, will spin with a sort of 
waddling motion, w bile the boiled, or solid egg, 
will spin like a top, and even " go to sleep. " 

140.-Geometrical p,.ogru.wn. ~ 

What would one hundred ships come to at one•f ., 
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farthing for the first, two farthings for the second, 
four farthings for the third, and eight farthings 
for the fourth, and so on to the ,last ; or just 
simply multiplying by two? 

Answer. -£557,750,707,053,344,041,463,074,442 18•. 7id.. 

Which would run thus : - 557 quadrillions, 
750,707 trillions, 53,344 billions, 41,463 millions, 
7 4,442 pounds, 18 shillings and seven-pence 
three farthings. 

Now this amount of sovereigns, if weighed, 
would produce 3,557 trillions, 83,590 billions, 
327,449 millions, 123,418 tons weight. .!nd 
such a weight of gold would load one hundred 
thousand ships as large as the Great Britain, 
of 3000 tons; and not only once, but 11 billions, 
523,611 millions, 967,758 times over, and then 
we should have nearly 50 million tons left, so 
that the overplus would load 16,600 more ships 
like the above. 

But I am still afraid that I have not brought 
it into the mind's eye as forcibly as I could wish. 
A better idea of the number of large ships may 
be formed when I say, that if they were put into 
a straight line a-head of each other, they would 
reach from Liverpool to New York ·and half-way 
back again; and all those ships loaded nearly 
twelve billions of times over, simply from the 
product of one hundred, at one farthing, two 
farthings, four farthings, and so on, is certainly 
very amazing. So mu~h for simple progression. 
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141.-Eatable Candle-Ends. ' 

Take a large apple and cut out a few pieces in 
the shape of candle-ends, round at the bottom and 
flat at the top, in fact, as much like a piece of candle 
as possible. Now cut some slips from a. sweet 
almond, as near as you can to resemble a wick, 
and stick them into the imitation candles. Light 
them for an instant to make the tops black, blow 
them out, and they are ready for the trick. One 
or two should be artfully placed in a snuffer-tray, 
or candlestick; you then inform your friends that 
during your " travels in the Russian Empire," 
you learned, like the Russians, to be fond of 
candles; at the same time lighting your artificial 
candles (the almonds will readily take fire and 
flame for a few seconds), pop them into your 
mouth, and swallow them one after the other. 

142.-Tile Crowning Puzzle. 

First place ten draught men in a row thus, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Now the difficulty is 
to lift a man up, and passing over two each time, 
and no more, to crown the · next to them, con
tinuing thus until they are all Kings. In pass
ing over a King it is to be reckoned as two men ; 
thus, for instance (not that this is any explanation 
of the puzzle- that is for our young friends to 

K3 
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solve), suppose we place the 6th on the 3rd, 
it must pass over two men; and then the 4th on 
the 2nd, we pass a King (two men); here will be 
two crowll8 effected, but the puzzle completed 
must have five crowns and no men. Remember 
well, that it is required to pass over two, but 
never more nor less than that number. 

Ezplanation.-Place the 4th on the 1st, the 
6th on the 9th, the 8th upon the 3rd, the 2nd on 
the 5th, and the 7th on the lOth. 

143.-Tke .Acroltic and Telutick. 

The word acrostic in its derivation includes 
various a.rtincial arrangements of lines, and many 
fantastic conceits have been indulged in. Gene
rally the acrostic has been formed of the first 
letters of each liqe ; sometimes of the last; some· 
times of both ; sometimes it is to be read down
wards, sometimes upwards. An ingenious variety, 
called the Telestich, is that in which the letters 
beginning the lines spell a word, while the letters 
ending the lines, when ·taken together, form a 
word of an opposite meaning, as in this instance-

U Iiibe and UDtie are the same - 10 say yo U. 
N ot in wedlock, I ween, hu this unity bee N. 
I n the drama of marriage each wandering gou T, 
T o a new face would fly- all except you and I
E ach eeeking to alter the ~en in their ecen E. 
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144.- Three Liquors in One Glass. 

Make a strong syrup of white sugar in water ; 
colour it, if you think proper, with a little burnt 
sugar, or it may remain bright. Into a tall 
champagne or ale glass pour some of this syrup, 
about one-third up. Now, very carefu'Oy pour 
in some milk, as in the experiment with the magic 
egg; use a spoon to break its fall ; the milk will 
then float upon the syrup. When this is done, 
proceed in the like manner, using port wine for 
the third liquid, which, in its turn, will float upon 
.the milk. 

Now you can undert:ure to drink either of the 
two lowest liquids before the wine, which task 
would puzzle some people, but is, in fact, very 
easily managed. With the aid of a straw each 
liquid may be sucked up, as the Americans do 
"sherry cobbler." To give some magical effect 
to the performance, a fourth liquid may be added, 
namely pure rectified spirit; a table-spoonful is 
enough; which, being ignited, gives to the whole 
a singular and enchanted appearance. . 

For variety, the syrup can be used white or 
coloured; plain, or flavoured with essence of 
almond or lemon. Instead of milk, for the 
second stratum, use water, plain or flavoured; 
and, for the third stratum, take sherry wine in 
lieu of the port. 

Several glasses thus prepared, and brought ~ .... 
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upon a tray into a room where there is company, 
will cause much amusement. A straw should be 
handed to the visitors with each glass. 

145.-Boy's Marbles. 

There is something ingenious in the manufac
ture of these toys. The greater part of them are 
made of a hard stone found near Coburg, in 
Saxony. The stone is first broken with a hammer 
into small cubical fragments, and about 100 to 
150 of these are ground at one time in a mill 
somewhat like a flour-mill. The lower stone, 
and which remains at rest, has several concentric 
circular grooves or furrows ; the upper stone is 
of the same diameter as the lower, and is made 
to revolve by water or other power. Minute 
streams of water are directed into the furrows of 
the lower stone. The pressure of the runner on 
the little pieces rolls them over in all directions, 
and in about one-quarter of an hour the whole of 
the rough fragments are reduced into nearly 
accurate spheres. 

146.- To cover Lace or Net wit/a Copper. 

This beautiful experiment can be performed by 
any person in possession of a simple gahanic 
battery. First make a saturated solution of sul
phate of copper in a vessel large enough to con
tain the lace that is to be experimented upon 
fully stretched out. Next stretch the net or lace 
upon a copper ring; then dust it well over with 
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the best black lead, using a camel-hair brush to 
rub it intO every part. This black lead acts as a 
conductor to the electricity, when the net is 
attached to the battery. In :fixing the apparatus, 
the ring and net are to be attached to the wire in 
connection with the zinc end of the battery, and 
then perfectly immersed in the copper solution. 
A piece of copper attached to the wire in con
nection with the copper end of the battery must 
also be inserted in the decomposing vessel, facing 
the net, but not touching it; this not only acts 
as a. conductor, but also maintains the solution of 
copper of a. permanent strength. In a short 
time the copper will be found to creep over the 
whole surface of the net. If desired, it may 
afterwards be gilt or silvered by the same process, 
provided that gold or silver be substituted where 
copper was previously used. We have little 
doubt but that this " experiment" will eventually 
be of the greatest service to commerce and the 
arts. 

147.- The Galvanic Battery. 

If a. piece of zinc be put into weak hydrochloric 
acid in water, it decomposes the acid. This acid 
is a compound of hydrogen gas and chlorine. 
When the zinc touches the acid, the chlorine, by 
its greater affinity for the zinc, leaves the hydrogen 
and unites with the metal ; the hydrogen being 
then free, rises in bubbles through th.e li(\.~\\.. "'\.\. i 
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now we put into the same acid a piece of copper 
which has a wire fastened to it, and if' with this 
wire we touch the zinc, then the experiment 
assumes quite another aspect. The solution of 
the zinc takes place as before ; but instead of the 
hydrogen gas appearing on the surface of the zinc, 
it now comes off on the copper. If the plates of 
metal thus employed are very large, and the wire 
used to connect them is very small, the wire be
comes hot. This of course is a new and unex
pected feature. An examination into the cause 
of this effect shows that a current of electricity 
passes through the wire as long as there is any 
acid or zinc to act upon each other. If a wire be 
fixed to the zinc, and another wire to the copper 
be brought eo as to dip into a second vessel of 
acid, it will be found that one wire will be dis
solved, while the other will emit hydrogen as in 
the original case. In fact these two ends of wire 
possess different virtues and chemical qualities. 

148.-Rosin Bubble1. 

The method of making soap bubbles is suf
ficiently familiar not to need description: rosin 
bubbles are made in a similar manner. A tobacco
pipe is to be dipped into melted rosin, not hotter 
than just to liquefy it; when the pipe is blown 
through, bubbles will be formed of various sizes, 
from that of. an egg down to a small bead ; and 
from their metallic lustre and reflection of the 
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different rays of light, they have a pleasing ap
pearance. They generally assume the form of a 
string of beads, many of them perfectly regular, 
and connected by a very fine fibre of rosin. U n
like soap bubbles, those prepared in this way 
have sufficient permanence to bear touching with 
a gentle hand, and with care will remain perfect 
for a lengthened period. 

149.-To Dip tke Hand into Water witkuut Wetting it. 

Dust the surface of a bowl of water with Lyco
podium (club-moss), also rub a little upon the 
hands ; a piece of money, or other object, may 
then be removed from the bottom of the bowl 
without wetting the skin. Lycopodium appears 
to have a repulsive power to water, which, in the 
above experiment, is remarkably illustrated. If 
a small portion of this substance be placed in a 
quill or roll of paper, and then blown over the 
flame of a candle, it bums like a flash of lightning, 
and is used at the theatres to produce that effect. 
Lycopodium can be had at the herb-shops in 
Covent Garden. 

1.50.- The Seed of Cryatallilation. 

Dissolve three ounces of sulphate of soda 
(Glauber salts), and two ounces of nitrate of ,.11 
potash (saltpetre), in five ounces of boiling boil' 
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water ; divide the solution into two bottles ; in 
one place a small crystal of saltpetre, and in the 
other a crystal of Glauber salts; allow them to 
cool slowly, when it will be found that saltpetre 
only will crystallise in one bottle, and Glauber 
salts in the other, growing up from the crystal 
seed that was put in. 

151.-Imitation Coral. 

An ingenious person can make up, with ar
tificial coral, a great variety of useful and orna
mental articles, such as work· baskets, liqueur 
bottle-stands, card-racks, candle ornaments, &c., 
all of which have a novelty in appearance, and 
are at the same time very pretty. To prepare 
this coral, procure small branches of shrubs, peel 
the bark off, and dry them ; they are then to 
be dipped in melted red sealing-wax ; to every 
quarter of a pound of which should be added, 
prior to the melting, one ounce of bee's-wax, 
which will render the mixture, when cold, less 
brittle than sealing-wax by itsel£ Twigs of the 
black-thorn are the best kind of wood to em
ploy for this purpose. Small articles should be 
fashioned before they are dipped, but larger ones 
require the twigs to be dipped first. After they 
are finished, they should be held before a gentle 
fire, turning them round till they are perfectly 
covered and smooth. 
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152. - Crystal Ornaments. 

Take one ounce each of alnm, of Epsom salts, 
of white, of blue, and of green vitriol, of Glauber 
salts, and of sulphate of potash ; after they are 
well crushed, mix together these seven salts, 
and dissolve them in as little boiling water as can 
be used to perfectly melt them, which will be 
about a pint ; now place the mixture in a warm 
situation, where it cannot be affected by dust, or 
where it will not be agitated. After due evapo
ration has taken place, the whole will begin to 
shoot into crystals. Their colour and peculiar 
form of crystallisation will distinguish each crystal 
separately, and the whole together will form a 
beautiful and pleasing object, which, when in
tended for preservation, should be placed under a 
glass shade. Any druggist will supply the ma
terials for this experiment for about sixpence. 

153.- To Change Water into the Colour of Blood! 

This announcement may, at :first, appear rather 
startling, but, after a brief explanation, it may 
be accomplished without the slightest difficulty. 
Privately prepare a concentrated solution of the 
" sulpha-cyanide of potassium," and also wash a . 
plate with a strong solution of per-chloride of 
iron. The solution of the potassium (being per .. 
fectly colourless) cannot be distinguished· from 
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water ; and to heighten the effect the plate ought 
to be a white one. Fill a wine-glass with the 
11olution of potassium, and when the plate is quite 
dry throw the contents of the glaBB quickly on it, 
when the apparent water will be instantaneously 
changed into a deep crimson liquid, resembling, 
as near as can be expected, " the blood of a 
wizard." 

154.- The Chemical Barometer. 

Take a long narrow bottle, such as an old
fashioned Eau de Cologne bottle, and put into it 
two and a half drachma of camphor, and eleven 
drachma of spirits of wine ; when the camphor 
is diBBolved, which it will readily do by slight 
agitation, add the following mixture :-Take 
water, nine drachms; nitrate of potash (saltpetre), 
thirty-eight grains; and muriate of ammonia (sal
ammoniac), thirty-eight grains. Dissolve these 
salts in the water prior to mixing with the cam
phorated spirit ; then shake the whole well to
gether. Cork the bottle well and wax the top, 
but afterwards make a very small aperture in 
the cork with a red-hot needle. The bottle may 
then be hung up, or placed in any stationary posi
tion. By observing the different appearance which 
the materials assume, ae the weather changes, it 
becomes an excellent prognosticator of a coming 
storm or of a sunny sky. 
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155.- Scraps for the Curious. 

If a tallow-candle be placed in a gun, and shot 
at a door, it will go through without sustaining 
any injury; and if a musket-ball be fired into 

. water, it will not only rebound, but be :flattened, 
as. if fired against a solid substance • 

.A musket may be fired through a pane of glass, 
making the hole the size of the ball, without 
cracking the glass ; if the glass be suspended by 
a thread it will make no difference, and the thread 
will not even vibrate. 

Cork, if sunk two hundr~d feet in the ocean, 
will not rise, on account of the pressure. of the 
water. 

In the .Arctic regions, when the thermometer 
is below zero, persons can converse more than a 
mile distant. Dr. Jamieson asserts that he heard 
every word of a sermon at the distance of two 
miles. 

156.- The Game of Natural History. 

This amusing and instructive game is thus 
played:-The players sit round a room, or stand 
upon a lawn, in any position they please ; one 
throws a ball at any of the other players, and calls 
out " .AIR I" The person hit by the ball has then 
to call out by name one of" the fowls of the air;" 
if he fail to do so while any of his companions 
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counts twenty, a forfeit is to ·be paid, and the ball 
passed with the word " FIRE ! " The one now 
hit need not reply to this, but throwing the 
ball quickly to another, exclaims "EABTHI" or 
"W A.TER I" just as he pleases; if " EARTH I ,. 

be named, the player struck with the ball must 
name aloud some " beast of the field," or thing 
that "creepeth upon the earth ; " if" W A.TER! ,. 

be called, then some "fish of the sea" must be 
named, or forfeit. " FIRE I" is again called, and 
thus the game goes round. The same thing is 
not allowed to be named twice during the con
tinuance of the same game. The game may be 
varied by making the subject of the call rmner
alogy, botany, chemistry, &c. 

157.-Coloured Firea. 
CBUISON. GREEN. 

Parts Parts 
by Weight. 

Sulphur ........................... 8 
Carbonate of Strontia ......... l2 
Chlorate of Potash ............. ao 

by Wetaht. 
Boracic Acid................. ... 5 
Sulphur ....................... .... 8 
Chlorate of Potash ............. 35 

YELLOW. WBITE. 
Sulphur............... ............ 8 Saltpetre .. .......... ............ . 30 
Dried Soda ........ ....... ....... 12 Sulphur ... ,. ...................... lO 
Chlorate of Potash ............. 30 Charcoal... ...................... 1 

BLUE, PURPLE. 
Burnt Alum ..................... 6 Chlorate of Potash •.••.•.•••••• 30 

Sulphur ......... .. .......... ...... 8 
Chalk ....... ...................... 12 

Carbonate of copper............ 6 
Sulphur ........................... 8 
Chlorate of Potash ............. 30 

ORANGE, 
Chlorate ofPotash. ............. 26 
Sulphur ........................... 7 
Chalk ............................. 16 
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It is necessary to remark that the materials 
are to be powdered separately, in a mortar, and 
finally mixed with the hand. Each material that 
is employed must be perfectly dry. As these 
mixturee are liable to spontaneous combustion, 
do not keep them ready made. 

1.58. -Dissected Leaves and Skeletons of Plants. 

The leaves are put into rain water, and allowed 
to remain without an exchange of water until 
decomposition is carried to the requisite extent 
that they may be freed from their cuticle and 
pulpy matter. After macerating them for a short 
time in fresh, clear water, they may be bleached 
by immersion in a diluted solution of chloride of 
lime (one-sixth chloride to five-sixths water). 
They must be well washed from this fluid when 
sufficiently . whitened, and quickly dried before 
the fire or in the sun. Care must be taken not 
to allow the decomposition to be carried too far, 
or the fibrous structure will become injured also, 
nor inust the specimen remain too long in the 
chloride, or injury will likewise ensue. Leaves 
with strong fibre should be preferred. The 
fibrous parts, the seed vessels, and the calyxes 
should be cleared with a fine camel hair brush. 
When the pulpy matter adheres too strongly, it 
may be removed by a stream of water poured 
upon it, assisted by a small brush tool. When 
the skeletons of plants are thus prepared and ~ 

N 
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arranged in a group, they form an elegant and 
instructive ornament. Such delicate fabrics of 
course require a glass shade for their preservation. 

159.- Ezperimentfor producing Lifling Creatures. 

Make a thin paste by boiling a little of the 
best flour in water; when the paste is cold, stir 
in a few drops of vinegar; now set the jar con
taining the ingredients where the temperature is 
equable, A.Dd at summer heat. In from four to 
seven days the paste will be found teeming with 
vitality, and on examination of a drop with a 
powerful magnifying glass, such as .a Stanhope 
lens, living creatures will be seen moving about 
with the contortions of an eel. In England, 
during July and August, this wonderful experi
ment rarely fails. The paste, when made, should 
be about the consistence of thin gruel 

160.-Leatht!f' Modelling. 

According to the rule of the day, the custom 
or fashion of the period, ladies amuse themselves 
in various ways. At one time it is "tapestry," 
at another "embroidery," then "bead purses," 
and " bead reticules," " papyroplastics," or mo
delling in paper, then "crochet;" and so the 
fashionable amusements change. It is certainly 
due to the ladies' taste, patience, and energy in 
such amusements that we have handed down to 
us those splendid pieces of needle-work now 

• hanging at Hampton Court, and many other 
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trophies of their handy work. Well, the present 
fashion is " leather work ; " and as the adage 
says, "nothing like leather," let us hope that 
some good will be derived from it. There is 
little doubt but the general taste for the proper 
adaptation of ornaments in our homes will be 
improved, and that many lasting works will be 
constructed. Leather is a very durable material, 
and ornaments made of it may be expected to be 
handed down " from generation to generation." 

To teach the art of leather modelling is beyond 
our capacity ; but, nevertheless, we may perhaps 
not uselessly convey a few hints relating to it. 

The best description of leather for modelling 
is that known as Basil and Skiver leather, taking 
care to choose it soft and free from blemishes, of 
a light colour and even texture. In modelling 
flowers and fruit all the small work is best done 
with skiver, while for the larger work basil is 
used. All leather used is first wetted, and then 
shaped and formed while in this state. The only 
tools necessary are a few punches for striking 
out small leaves, a leather cutting knife, scissors, 
a small hammer, a veining tool, a few brushes 
for applying the various colours and. varnishes 
used in finishing the work, and a little liquid 
glue for putting the models together. When the 
various leaves of flowers are not cut out with a 
punch they may be copied thus:- Sketch the J 
design upon cardboard, then cut it out very • 

li 2 
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neatly, and place a piece of basil leather (pre
viously damped) quite flat upon the pattern, or 
rather place the pattern upon the leather, then 
trace the design (from the outer edge of the 
card) with a hard blunt point, such as a blunted 
darning-needle, or any like-fashioned tool. Those 
who can draw will sketch their patterns upon the 
leather at once," and thus expedite the process. 
The leaves are veined by the veining tool; they 
are then to be bent and shaped . into the form 
that they are to take in the finished model. 
When the designs thus made are thoroughly dry, 
they are hardened by being brushed over with 
what is called stiffening. This is made of a 
strong solution of parchment size, or of a solution 
of Australian gum and shellac in spirits of wine. 
As most of the models arc done in imitation of 
oak carvings, to which the colour of the leather 
renders it particularly applicable, it is usual to 
stain the work with what is termed oak staining; 
to make which is attended with some trouble. 
It is therefore better to procure it ready for use 
at shops where such articles are sold ; for in
stance, at REVELL's, 272, Oxford Street, may 
be purchased not only the materials, but instruc
tions for using them. 

The leather flowers are painted of the various 
colours required by the application of fine 
powdered colours mixed with white of egg or 
distilled vinegar, or weak gum-water, according 

r. to the colour : aftet the-y have been applied with a 
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:fine brush, and the colour is dry, they are to 
be varnished with a quickly-drying pale varnish. 

The judgment and taste that are required to 
group the various flowers, such as the convol
vulus, hops, passion-flowers, camilla, jessamine, 

·daisy, roses, ivy, vine, and oak leaves, &c. &c., 
must depend entirely on the artistic skill of the 
modeller. The objects best adapted to be made 
are brackets, watch-stands, card-racks, picture
frames, baskets, and such-like ornaments. Ske
leton frames are required to construct brackets, 
to which the ornaments are attached with small 
pins, tacks, and the liquid glue previously men· 
tioned. Tendrils are made by winding a strip 
of moistened skiver over a stout wire, each 
end being fastened so that it does not fly off; 
when dry the tendril may be drawn off the 
wire, and glued in the position required. With 
these hints we leave our modellers to become 
workers in the practical art of leather modelling. 

161.- Potichomanie, or Gla1s Ornamenting. 

About forty years ago, it was the fashion for 
ladies to amuse themselves " and pass their time 
away," in cutting out flowers, birds, and insects, 
from odd pieces of chintz ; then by the exercise 
of a little ingenuity, they fastened them into the 
interior of bottles; :finally the bottles were :filled 
either with chalk, salt, or any white material, to 
form a ground to the fanciful picture '\!1:00.."'-~~~ ' 

N3 
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Such bottles, the handiwork of grandmamma, 
when she was a girl, are still to be seen here and 
there on the high mantelshelf. This art- if art 
it can be called- has recently been revived, and 
slightly improved, under the title of "Poticho
manie." At the shops where fancy goods are sold 
will now be found all the materials required,
vases in transparent glass, of classic forms, Etrus
can and Pompeiian, curious designs, Chinese 
figures, flowers, reptiles, &c., printed in colours 
upon paper ; gum, varnish, brushes, &c. As of 
old, the designs are cut out of the paper, varnished 
at the back, and then gummed into the interior 
of the glass vessels. Instead of using bottles, 
vases expressly made for ornamentation are now 
manufactured; hence the results, when complete, 
are forms worthy of the work. The designs too 
are very superior to the old chintz patterns, being 
now printed upon paper, with all the improve
ments of design and brilliancy of chromo-litho
graphy ; the effects are more pleasing, especially 
as gilding is introduced into many of the pictures. 
Mter the pictures or designs are all fastened into 
the vase, a ground colour is applied, the shade of 
which should harmonise with the subjects. The 
ground colour being poured into the vase, a 
rotatory motion is given to the potiche, for the 
purpose of diffusing it equally over every part. 
The ground colour is prepared with flake white and 
varnish, thinned with turpentine, tinted either with 

chrome, ultramarine, 'Btune."W\c"- i,U.~n, Prussian 
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blue, or carmine with chrome, &c. After the 
ground colour is perfectly dry, the vase or potiche_ 
should be lined with a coating of plaster of Paris, 
made with water as thin as cream. Being poured' 
into the vase, it is run round it in the same way 
as the ground colour, by turning the vase until 
the plaster sets, which takes plaee in a few 
minutes ; this gives weight and solidity to the 
vessel. If the vase is required to hold water for 
cut flowers, the plaster lining must be saturated 
with good drying linseed oil. Taking all things 
into consideration, potichomanie is as likely to 
improve the taste of those who pursue it, as 
crochet, leather-modelling, and such-like amuse
ments. 

A friend sends the following: -In order to get 
_the ground colour to dry quickly, he dissolved 
an ounce of white shellac in two ounces of 
spirits of wine ; and this formed a varnish which, 
when mixed with the ground colour, dried hard 
in less than five minutes. Another who has had 
fourteen years' experience in the varnish trade, 
remarks, that although the above-mentioned 
varnish will dry, as described, yet it possesses 
no body whatever. "It will," he continues, 
" chip and scratch with the slightest friction ; for 
instance, if a vase were filled with artificial 
flowers, the wire or wooden end on which they 
were fastened would be quite sufficient to produce 
scratches. Although · hard or spirit varnish.e~~. 

K4 
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should not be used, yet oil varnish is most proper, 
namely, cabinet varnish, which possesses great 
body, and dries extremely hard in about two 
hours, but sets almost immediately, thus prevent
ing colours from running. For vases intended to 
hold water for fresh flowers, I should recommend 
the colours to be black, red, or green, and thus 
mixed : - One half gold size (japanner's ), one 
half oak varnish, and gently heated for two hours 
before the fire to further harden it; it will then 
resist cold water for years. It is not advisnble 
to use gold size with any colours except those 
above-mentioned, because it changes them to a 
dingy hue." 

Novel use of the PeiforatifJ11S from Postage Stamps 
in Potichomm1u. 

There are thirty-four perforations required 
round each stamp; the weight of each cannot 
possibly be expressed in our language, but the 
total produce amounts to no less than 15 cwt. 
There is a story told that when these perforations 
were first produced a sample was sent to & cele
brated botanist, and palmed off to him as being 
"a seed;" however, after it had been duly" com
mitted to the earth" the trick was found out. It 
is very difficult to find anything that is entirely 
useless. Until very recently, however, the per
forations from postage statftps were considered of 

no value whateyer; but MY. "'B.Y..-..Y..\..\.., ()f Oxford 
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Street, has not only made them useful but orna
mental, as a ground colour for the potichomanie 
vases. After the designs are fixed into the vases, 
liquid gum is poured in, and the vase turned round 
so as to cover all the vacant spaces. The per
forations are then thrown in, and as they adhere 
to the glass an effect is produced, closely resemb
ling polished porphyry, or granite. 

162.- The Card Chain Puzzle. 

The engraving which surrounds 
this little article represents a chain 
formed of links cut out of one card. 
There are no joints in the links, 
nor is there any paste, gum, or 
adhesive material used in their 
formation, but they are fairly cut 
from a single card. 

Solutiotl of the Card Chain Puzzle. 

Take a· card, say four inches long and two and 
a half inches wide, or of any other size thought 
fit; but the larget the card the better it is for 
practice. Draw a light pencil line from A to B, 
and another line from C to D, at about a quarter~ 
of an inch from the edge of your card. Now Ia. 
the card in water for a sb.()"tt \\.m.~ \ '0.'\.\.~"'t. -.a~ 
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split it down from the edge with a pen-knife, a8 
far as the pencil line, and then put the card aside 

A ••• B 

Fig. 26. 

ot) 
: 
' 

until it is perfectly dry, when you will resume 
your task as follows : - with a sharp penknife 
cut right through the 1traigltt lines indicated in 
the engraving, but only half way through the 
dotted lines, as that is the split portion of the card. 
The figures show the bar of each link of the chain. 
Thus I and 1" belong to the same link, and are 
connected at the top and bottom, the latter by the 
upper half of the split ; and the former by the 
under half of the split; the links 2 and 2" are 
also connected in the same way, and so on to the 
end of the chain, until every link is released, thus 
forming a cable, which, if not useful for any me
chanical purpose, will at least ~erve to amuse. 

163. - What a Glassful of Wat.er will hold. 

It is generally thought that when a vessel is 
full of water, any solid substa.l.\ce \:m.m.~u~~ \."n.. \.\. 
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will cause it to overflow, and such 'vill be the case 
if the substance is not soluble in the water; but 
the philosophic truth, that in diseolving a body, 
you do not increase the volume of the solvent, 
may be proved by a simple and interesting ex
periment. Saturate a certain quantity of water, 
at a moderate heat, with three ounces of sugar ; 
and when it will no longer receive that, there is 
room in it for two ounces of salt of tartar, and after 
that for an ounce and a drachm of green vitriol, 
nearly six drachma of nitre, the same quantity of 
sal ammoniac, two drachma and a scruple of alum, 
and a drachm and a half of borax - when all these 
are dissolved in it, it will not have increased in 
volume. 

We should observe that the salts used are to be 
" anhydrous;" that is free from the water, which 
they take up by crystallisation. Nearly all salts 
can be rendered anhydrous by exposure to a high 
temperature which dries out the water. It is 
interesting to observe that during this operation 
nearly all metallic salts lose their colour; the 
sulphate of copper for instance is blue in its crys
talline state, but . becomes white when "anhy
drous." 

Another, although somewhat of a similar ex
periment, may be shown thus. Fill a goblet with 
fine cotton wool, now take out the cotton and re- · 
place it with water " to the b1:\.m: \.~~"\). ~~~ 

gently let the cotton down. \n.-ro \.n~ ~~\.e"\: ~"'\).~ "-: 
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will be found that the glass will hold both water 
and cotton at the same time; thus it is twice full 
at one and the same time. 

Note.- In this latter experiment, it is neces
sary to cleanse the cotton from the natural grease 
always adhering to it, by first boiling the cotton 
in an alkaline ley, such as soda or potash in water, 
then drying it and combing it out into its snowy 
form once again. 

164.- Science in Sport: The Law of Force. 

If a stick be taken and tapered off to the ends 
equally from the centre, and the stick itself be 
not too thick, and if it be then placed with its 
tapered ends resting on two wine-glasses, a good 
smart blow being struck on its centre, will break 
it in two without damaging the wine-glasses. 
The cause of this involves a curious principle of 
the law of force, of which there are many illus
trations well known to every one. The blow 
being given very quickly and evenly, and the 
substance which strikes having a rapid motion, 
it is suddenly arrested in its downward course by 
the stick across the wine-glasse,s, and it passes 
through it, or breaks it, because there is not time 
enough for the momentum of the blow to spread 
along the stick and break the glasses. Another 
illustration is firing a candle through an inch 
board. If a gun be loaded with powder, and a 
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candle just fitting the barrel be inserted in place 
of a bullet, and the gun fired against a door or 
other piece of wood, the candle will pass through, 
leaving a clean smooth hole, because when the 
candle comes to the door, it is evident something 
must give way, and as the candle is moving so 
fast, it actually has not time to break, and the 
wood is perforated. 

165. - The Punng Funnel. 

This magic instrument consists of a small fun
nel, placed in a larger one, and united to it only 
at the top, thus forming an open space a a be. 
tween the two. 

The handle being held in one hand, and the 
opening c being stopped by a finger of the other 
hand, the funnel is completely filled with water, 
so as to allow the liquid to flow over from the in-

c 

Fig. 27. 

terior into the space a a. The thumb is then 
placed upon the · aperture b and the finger with- 4 
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drawn from c, when all the water in the inner 
part will of course run out, but the liquid con
tained in the outer compartment a a will be re
tained by the pressure of the atmosphere at c, 
which is not counterbalanced by any correspond
ing pressure at the upper surface. 

However, immediately the thumb is removed 
from the aperture b, the air will enter it and find 
its way into the compartment, and the pressure 
being thus counterbalanced, the water will all be. 
discharged from it. It will thus seem as if the 
fresh supply is derived from some magic or in
visible source. In showing a trick with it we 
induce one of the company to drink out of the 
funnel, and then cause the liquid to flow out of 
his elbow or his ear, to the gt·eat delight of all 
the boys and girls in the room. 

166.- An Antimonial Experiment: Singular 
Experiment with Amorphous Antimony. 

When antimony is deposited by the electro
plastic process from a solution of tartar emetic 
in ordinary chloride of antimony, the properties 
of the deposited metal are very differ~nt from 

r those of the antimony of commerce, and it also 
differs from the same metal that is deposited from 
tartar emetic and tartaric acid in dilute hydro
chloric acid. Mr. Garl exhibited to the Pharma
ceutical Society the following antimonial experi-
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ment. The little bar of antimony held in his 
hand was made hollow, and in that hollow space 

. water was placed. On striking one end of the 
bar with a hammer, a sudden molecular change 
occurred in the metal, attended by an elevatio~ 
of temperature so great that the water boiled, 
and the metal passed from the amorphous to the 
crystalline state. The allotropic antimony is 
made by dissolving one part of tartar emetic in 
four parts of chloride of antimony. Operate with 
an antimony anode, and a Smee's battery. 

167. -Enigma. 

What is that which is now in my hand ? I 
bought it yesterday and brought it home, yet I 
have never seen it I The shopkeeper that sold it 
to me had never seen it I None of the passers by 
ever saw it, though it was in the centre of his 
window for more than a week ; indeed, it travelled 
from the merchant abroad, and through various 
hands, before it came to mine, yet has never been 
seen at all. I will now show you this visible
invisible thing ; and, after I l1ave shown it to 
you, it may never be seen again. This was the 
Enigma Harry proposed to his Aunt Mary, which 
she, not being able to solve, "with all her learn
ing," he enlightened her by cracking a Nut, hold
ing forth the kernel, and then swallowing it. The 
good old lady's sides shook, as she gave Harry a ~ 
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new florin, with a promise that it should be re
peated every time he brought her " a nut " that 
"~he couldn't crack." 

168.-Ice made in a Drawing-Room. 

The operative chymists sell small glass vessels 
which are called test tubes; they are of thin 
glass and hold from one to four drachma, and are 
very useful for the purpose of trying small ex
periments. The following is a simple and singular 
method of freezing water. Ask mamma to lend 
you a jam jar, fill the same with powdered sul
phate of soda, now pour on the saline material 
as much muriatic acid as will render it semi-fluid, 
then fill a test tube with water as cold as you 
can procure, and , put it into the centre of the 
chymical mixture; let it remain at rest for ten 
minutes or so; finally, take out the tube and wipe 
it dry ; you will find the water frozen. To get 
the ice out of the tube dip it for an instant into 
warm water, the cylinder of ice will then fall into 
your hand. · 

169.- To Prove that Sugar is a Compound of Char
coal and Water. 

Place about half an ounce of powdered white 
sugar in a glass tumbler, then pour upon it as 
much strong oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) as 
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will cover it, and stir the mixture with a piece of 
wood, or a glass rod. In a minute or so the 
sugar will blacken ; the. mixture will become ho't ; 
steam (that is, water) will be evolved, and char
coal be deposited in the glass. This " sweet 
experiment" is an apt illustration of the sim
plicity of composition of organic substances pro
duced by plants. Sugar, starch, and gum, pro
duce similar effects when treated in the same 
manner; they are, in fact, all compounds of char
coal and water, in different proportions. 

DYMOND, BoLTON, and Co., 146, Holborn 
Bars, are first-rate makers of pure chymicals. 

1"/0.-Pyroteclmy, or Fireworks. 

The word pyrotechny is derived from two 
Greek words, which signify fire and art; it was 
originally used in a military sense, and implied 
a knowledge of the art of using gunpowder in 
warfare. In the present day pyrotechny is under
stood as fireworks for the· display of devices and 
colours of a burning substance, used as signals of 
distress or joy. All fireworks are composed 
principally of gunpowder; that is, saltpetre, 
sulphur, and charcoal, in different proportions. 
For pyrotechnical displays the gunpowder is used 
in the form of a fine flour, commonly called 
meal powder, while for the "shooting iron" the 

· gunpowder is formed into fine grains, like seed .. 
The mere difference in the mechanical state 

0 
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of the ingredients causes a great difference in the 
way it burns. In the grain, as ordinary gun
powder, it" goes off with a bang;" but in the 
meal it merely burns with a " fizz.'' Thus a 
rocket is filled three parts with meal powder, and 
the end or fourth part with grain powder; and it 
is this latter which explodes when the rocket is 
high in the air. The mathematical part of pyro
techny consists in calculating the size of the 
aperture, as well as the length and diameter of 
the several parts of what is called a piece ; and 
if this be not done with the greatest nicety, the 
various subdivisions of a piece do not take fire 
at the appointed moment. In works upon the 
subject various tables are given, in order to facili
tate these calculations; the weight of the poise 
stick, and its length have also to be regulated to 
suit the size of the tube and weight of the rocket. 
The various colours that are so exquisitely shown 
in fireworks, consist of-strontian, an earthy sub
stance found at Strontia, in Scotland ; this pro
duces brilliantmm•on; salts and oxides of copper 
produce blue and 9reen ; zinc and antimony yield 
blueish white ; iron :filings and borings make fine 
" stars ; " camphor and benzoin yield " odorous 
fumes" and "white :fire." The "golden rain" 
is dried hard wood sawdust. Great skill is of 
course required in mixing these ingredients, 
especially so as regards the disposal of them in 
their right places. To produce a given effect the 
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case is sometimes filled three parts with meal 
powder, and the fourth with plain gunpowder, 
miXed with pellets made of the coloured fires 
described at 157. 

171.- The Gun or Pistol Trit:k Ezplained. 

Every science has its difficulties and its puzzles. 
The comet, says the " Times," has proved the 
very crux to astronomers ; in like manner has 
the Gun and Pistol Trick been in the schools of 
magic. This illusion seems to combine in itself 
all the difficulties and problems of observation 
and calculation-it is the most inscrutable leger
demain l Yet, when you know how " the trick 
is done," and the problem is solved, nothing proves 
more simple and easy. Here is the solution:
The Pistol Trick is done with real powder, real 
bullets, and a real pistol; the deception rests 
with the magician's wand-the ramrod. This 
wand or ramrod is made of white metal or of 
polished iron. On one end is very nicely fitted 
a tube, like a telescope tube, or a vetj long thimble. 
When the tube is off the rod, there will, of course, 
appear a little shoulder or projection: the other 
end of the rod must be made to resemble this 
exactly. We will premise that the magician is now 
about to show the illusion, the little tube is on 
the wand in his hand unobserved. 

A pistol is now handed round tG the audience 
0 2 
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and examined; one of the company is requested 
to put in the powder: this being done, the magi
cian now puts in the wadding and rams it down 
witlt his rod; in doing so he dexterously leaves 
the tube or long thimble inside the pistol barrel. 
"It is not mechaniquel" says he, and can now hand 
round his wand for examination. One of the audi
ence now holds up the pistol and any of the 
company place into the barrel the marked bullets ; 
a little more wadding or paper is now required, 
which the magician rams down ; in doing so, the 
rod slips on to the tube, which, in fact, now forms 
an inner lining to the barrel, and into which the 
bullets have fallen; the tube fitting tight on to the 
rod is now withdrawn with it from the pistol, and 
thus the bullets are now readily got into the hand 
by pulling off the whole from the rod. The magi
cian can now again offer the rod for examination to 
any of the soeptical. "Prepare to fire," says he; "I 
will9o and fetch a leetle plate to catch de pullets/" 
then, returning, he requests the marksman with 
the pistol to " Fire I" Bang II and the bullets fall 
from the illusionist's hand into the plate. 

172. - The Torn Card Restored. 

This trick deserves and always receives an 
encore; you will therefore be careful to attend 
to the hint given in No.4. To those who wit

ness this illusion for tb.e m%\. \\m.~, \.\\.-e. '1). \!~n:~ct 
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climax to the Magic Art, and in effect surpasses 
every other ; we therefore reserve it for the 
finale of our evening's amusement. 

To restore part of an article that has been de
stroyed, appears more inexplicable than to re
produce a whole one, because when anything is 
restored whole, many persons will imagine a 
duplicate is shown in place of the original; but 
when, for instance, a card is promiscuously torn, 
and the tearer retains (as he thinks) one of its 
pieces, and finally sees the remainder made whole 

Fig. 28. 

snving and except the piece retained, it does 
certainly require "a puzzling ca.~" t~ ~\~~ ~~ 1 
mystery- but here it is \ 

0 3 
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To exhibit this pleasing trick, we take a pack 
of cards, asking one of the company to choose 
one, they do so; we now request them to tear up 
the chosen card, with regret and trepidation of 
" spoilin~ the pack " thi~ is done ; we now say, 
put the pieces into this chest (jig. 28), this 
being done, we shut and lock it. Oh I I wish 
you to keep one of the pieces ; and opening the 
chest again, say- Take out a piece ; now close 
the box and give· some one the key, place 
the box on the table and then de1iver a three 
minute lecture on the " Origin of Magie; " how 
practised by the Egyptians 4000 years ago ; 
fall out with the astrologers and charlatans 
of the Merovingian and Carlovingian periods ; 
fall in with the alchymists and searchers for 
the elixir of life ; then by a few selected 
figures in rhetoric connect the whole with the 
modern discoveries of gas, photography, and 
steam; revert to the oracles of Delphos; the 
superstition and witchcraft of the medi.eval ages ; 
and finally conclude with an allusion to the tele
graph and Atlantic cable. By this time it is 
meet that the card should be restored; so open
ing the chest it will be found complete all but 
the piece retained by the tearer. 

This trick is prepared thus : - First we have 
a pack or part of a pack of cards, all of one 
suit • (~n entire pack is not necessary, for twenty 

• See No. s. 
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cards or so are always enough to induce an audi
ence to believe that you have an entire pack). 
We now tear out a corner of one of them, and 
put the card with its corner out on to the fall .A. 
(jig. 29), then place the fall to the back of the 
box, holding it there with the catch B ; this 
catch is of wire, and passes up the corner of the 

• 

Fig. 29. 

chest from the ball-foot bent at right angles as 
in figure : it is made to slide easily, like a minute ~ 
bolt that can be slid with one finger. 4 

0' 
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Now we place the corner of the card on to 
the fall D, and then fix that to the back of the 
chest in a similar way by the catch E, which is 
worked from the opposite corner, the chest will 
then appear "all square" as in .fig. 28. When the 
trick is shown the person who tears the card is 
to place the real pieces in the bottom of the 
chest, then during our act of shutting and locking 
it, we release the catch E by pressing on it with 
the middle finger, the box being at the time 
held in the left hand, this lets the fall D drop on 
to the real pieces of the torn card, covering them 
up as it were with a false bottom, which in reality 
it then becomes. . The corner piece previously 
placed on to the fall D is of course now exposed, 
and if a hand be put into the chest, this piece is 
sure to be withdrawn, because it is loose and 
easily taken hold of; a few pieces of real card 
glued flat on to this fall is useful for appearance 
sake, should the "wicked eyes " want to look 
in the box. 

Fig. so. 

We now say- " We -w\\1 be~in the trick ! " 
(.t;ou know it is half don.e), an.U. \he'U. i\\."\1.\\\'U.¥:. 'U\.~ 
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box again, release the catch B; the fall A now 
drops forward on to the bottom of the box, and 
exposes the card entire save and except the piece 
previously drawn,.fig. 30. · 

Having requested the company to see that 
the two pieces " match," you retire with all 
the unassuming grace of an ADEPT IN THE 

ART OF CHYMICAL, NATURAL, AND PHYSICAL 

MAGIC. 

" Lookers-on feel mo8t delight, 
That least perceive the juggler's sleight; 
And still the less they nnderstand 

The more they admire his sleight of band." 
. Hudibrus. 

THE END. 
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eootly, or more ~ollcate tbAJI In the 
reign or Elluooth. Ala. r01100t1, bow· 

:~8dtlll'tu~~~~~'M.~.~~::;t\:,~~ 
l•n~. mutt be attributed the r.d lbal 
I h- wlou follow It ao o trade maintain 
a myaiOrl ua ...,recy about tbolr pre>
«'!!ieo and lbere 0110 be little doubt 
that 1t lho bortlculturloto er England 
were In truotA!d in tloe method or ool-

~~·~~· hod:r'ram~~,.O~~,; ~~~:d~ 
1)1flng up, to vlo wltb the mort. ftr.Uhed 
oldll or our Coutlneutal nehthboura. 
Mr. Piuoe bAI enteretl inlo tllo oonol
rloM1tlon of the anQJIKll with mo1L eom· 
mend~blo e&rneotn""•• and be polnlt 

~"l:!eb"!.~ tf.'~~~~;!£ 1:t. o'ftf.~,;! 
arod Al10 tho moet appra.od me bodi 

~~~":~~~"t'~'fg1'~~3~g'~~.; 
the topic to which II moro lrnmodlaW!y 
r .rcra, IUld ... th 1utbor 11 by pr 1'01· 
okm Ill\ aoal,yL!cal tbomlat,ltiJ bon !air 
to oddthal hebao brolljfbla~aotlllllounl 
or ad ot!ft lmowled«o to beAJ' upon lb 
queetlon. Many tudlt'loo1 ~- have 
been added to thfa edition, .. well •• 

~~~r::.:a~~n: ~~~~UJo:c:::rc .. ~ 
Jll~ne .. a ~taldng loolorll<tor 1D 
the on or porfum"'Coua.o Cfllcut. .. ,.. 

London: LONGMAN, BROWN, a.uU. C0.,"2e.'um.\.(),..'<.u ~ • 



THE REV. G. R. GLEIG'S 

SCHOOL SERIES. 
A NEW SERIES OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-BOOKS: 

EACll BOOK (IN MOST INSTANCES) COMPLETE IN ITSELF, 
PRICE ONE SBILLING, INTENDED TO COMPRISE A. 

COMPLETE COURSE Oil' ELEli[ENTARY 
EDUCATION, 

Projected and edited 

BY THE REV. G. R. GLEIG, M.A. 
Chaplain-General to the Forces, and Prebendary or St. Paul's • 

.ASSIST.ED BY EMINENT SCHOLARS AND TEA.CHERS. 

PROSPECTUS. 

THE object of this School Series is to produce a succession 
of little books, containing l'ROGRBSSIVII lessons suitable to 
the capacities of every description of learners. In My First 
School· Boo!c, the pupil, after being made familiar with the 
shapes of letters, is taught how the union of letters produces 
words, and how words awaken images in the mind. He 
next learns, in Simple Trutka, to connect words of one 
syllable with grave ideas. His third step is to My Second 
Sckool·Boo!c, which contains a vast amount of information 
on " Common Things," systematically arranged. He then 
proceeds to The Firlt Book of History, which sets forth, in 
words advancing from one syllable to four, an outline of the 
annals of his native country. After this, the histories of 
the Britis/1 Colonies, of British India, of Greece, Rome, France, 
and Modern Europe, are successively placed before him ; 
while from the Sacrtd History he acquires the knowledge of 
those great truths on which all Christians are agreed. 

Meanwhile, the principles on which language is universally 
based, as well as the peculiar features of his own, are made 
clear to the pupil in the E.rplanalory Grammar; and a con-

London 1 LONGMAN, BROWN, al\1\. CO., "\!a~'"'"''~"~-... 
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cise History of tlte English Languag6 enables him to trace his 
own tongue from its source to its present state. He is next 
made acquainted with the laws whioh regulate the move
ments of nature, in Treatises on .dstrQ11omy, Hydrostatics, 
Hydraulics, Pneumatics, <tc., E.rperimental Chemistry, Ligkt, 
Heat, Magnetism, Electrici~v. and the Steam Engint!. In the 
department of the Exact Sciences, namely, in Arithmetic, in 
Geometry, in .J.lgebra, and in Mechanics, the pupil is gradually 
set forward in a right course. 

The Series further contains Elementary Treatises on Geo
graphy, both general and particular. The C!tild'a First Book 
of Geograplly is a collection of easy reading·lessons. The 
book of General a~ogrophy sets forth the great distinguishing 
physical features of the various regions and countries of the 
globe ; while the Geo.qraphy qf the British Empire explains all 
that appertains, physically and politically, to Great Britain 
and its dependt'ncies. The lland·.J.tlas of General Geograplty 
(sold for 2s. 6d.) is composed of 29 full·coloured Maps, 
compiled by Mr. M'Leod. Mr. M'Leod's Class-.J.tlas of 
Ph,v4icttl Geo.qrapAy (also sold for 2s. 6d.) comprises a set of 
full-coloured Maps, Sections, and Diagrams, exhibiting the 
natural features of every region of the terraqueooe globe. 
In writing, Mr. M'Leod's Graduated Series of Copy·BDoks 
leads the pupil forward by easy and progressive steps. 
Mr. Isbister's Treatiae on Book·kefJJing is the cheapest and 
most concise extant ; and a set of eight forms of Account
Books (priee 6d. each), by Mr. Isbister, has reoently been 
added to it. The Series also now comprises a Book of llealt11, 
giving a descriptive outline as well of the human frame as of 
the ordinary causes which tend either to invigorate or impair 
it ; and a book of Domestic Economy conveying sound ele· 
mentary knowledge on all that relates to food, clothing, and 
the management of a small income. A short History of 
Moder11 Europe, a concise account of the Engli1h Coutitution, 
an introduction to ..Jgricultu•·al Ohemi1try, and a simplified 
work on Natural History, are nearly ready ; and the Series 
will be completed by a Book qf Biography, containing 
sketches of the careers of individuals who have risen by their 
own merits, and exercised a powerful in1luenoe over their 
fellow-men, 

That the publio in general has not been indifFerent to the 
merits of these works is proved by the very wide ciroulation 
to which moet of them have already attained. or the 
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Grammar there have been sold above 30,000 copies; of the 
Hutory of England above 30,000 ; of other Hi.ttoriea, collec· 
tively, upwards of 100,000 copies ; of the Treatises on 
Natural Philosophy, collectively, above 20,000 ; of the Geo· 
graphical. Works, collectively, nearly 50,000; of the A.ritA· 
metic above 15,000; and of the Copy-Books, colleetively, 
nearly Oue Million :-And the projector and publishers beg 
to state that no paind will be wanting on their part tG make 
their SCHOOL SERIES still more worthy of public faiOur, 

I.i1t of the Works already Publi1hed. 

A GRADUATED SERIES of NINE COPY-BOOKS, 
mainly on tbe Method of Mullutiiser; with e»gr.aved Copy-heads, 
conveyiug useful Information, Historical, t>eograplucal, and 
Scientific. By WAL'rB& M'LBoo, F.R..G.::!. Obion&' ~to. price 
Threepence each Copy-Book. 

MY FIRST SCHOOL-BOOK to teach me .Reading and 
Writinl{. By W. M'Laoo, F.R.G.S., Head Master ol the Model 
Scbool, and ~laster or Method, Royal Military Aaylum, Chelaea. 
18mo. price Siipence. 

MY SECOND SCHOOL-BOOK to teach me Reading 
and Spelling. By W. M'LBoo,F.R.G.S. 18mo. price OneSbllling. 

SIMPLE TRUTHS, in Easy Lessons; being an abridged 
Scripture History, arranred u a First lleadiflg-Book. 18mo. 
price Sixpence. 

DOMESTIO ECONOMY ; or, Housekeeping, Manago· 
ment, Cookery, and Domestic Expenditure, aimplifted for Schools 
of Industry and Ad~ It Leamera. 18mo. price Une Shilling. 

A MANUAL of ARITHMETIC; contairring a Graduated 
Series of 1,750 Question• for Elementary lnstr11ctien. Hy 
W. M'Lson, F.R.G.S. 18mo. price One !lbilliag. 

EXPLANATORY ENGLISH GRAMMAR for Begin· 
nera. By WALTER M'Lsoo, F.R.G.S. 18mo. price Oue Shilling. 

*•* Or, for the convenience of Elementary Schoola, in Four aeparate 
Parts :-1. and !II. One Penny each; II. l'ourpence; a11d IV. 
Sixpence.-Aioo, Dtjlllittom, for Home Study, One Peany. 

HISTORY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, tracingit from 
its Celtie and Anglo-Saxon Source to the end of the Eighteenth 
Century : with Sl Specimens of Eminent Writers. For the use 
of Pupil Teachers and the Higher Classes in Schools. By JoHN 
EowARDI. 18mo. price One Shilling. 

The CHILD'S FIRST BOOK of GEOGRAPHY, arranged 
in a Seriea of Easy Reacling-Lessons. By W. Huoass, F.R.G.S. 
Wit.ll Woodcuta. 18mo. price Ninepence. 
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GEOGRAPHY of the BRITISH EMPIRE. For the 
use of Beglanen. By w. Huoaae, P.R.G.S., Lecturer at the 
Metropolitan Tra!Diug Inetjtution, High bury. l8mo. price 
One Shilling. 

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY. For the use of Beginners. 
By WILLIAM Huoass, F.R.G.S. Jl!mo. price Oae Shilling. 

HAND· ATLAS of GENERAL GEOGRAPHY: Com· 
prising 29 full-coloured Maps, and containinl!' nearly every Place 
mentioned in the Geognpbical aad Historical Wort. of the 
Serf.,. By W. M'Lsoo, F.R.G.S. 18mo. prlee Ia. half.bound; 
or sewed, 21. 6d. 

CL.A.SS·A.TLAS of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY: Com· 
priaing liO coloured Mapa and 10 Section• and Diagram a; Jlreceded 
by explanatory Letterpreaa, forming a concise Synopaia of Physical 
Geography. By W. M'Lsoo, F.R.G.S. 18mo. price 16. half· 
bound; or aewed, 21. 6d. 

QUESTIONS on !I'LEOD'S CLASS·ATL.A.S of PHY
SICAL GEOGRAPHY in Glrip'• Scllool Serle•. By the Rev. 
T. BoWMAN, M.A., Vice. Principal of Bishop's College, Ikiatol. 
l8mo. price Oae Sbillinlf. 

" A uoeful aerleo of queatlona- or /lntereat aa a branch of education 
eerlca of aol\jccta rather. Physical demands. The pobUcatlon of a tex~ 
~Phft Ia a moot Important cub- book BUchu thill must greatly tend 
attent~n ~ =~:fc~~~ · ~i~';~J with tbla4r~"i~ool 
The BOOK of HEALTH. By RoBERT JAliJIII M.unr, 

M.D., M.R.C.S.E., Author of .tl Gtlide to tie KMfiJUdgeiJftlte 
Hea~..... 18mo. price One Shilling. 

FIRST BOOK of HISTORY-England. By the Rev. 
G. R. GLEJO, M.A. 18mo. price 2L 6d. cloth; or, in Two Parta, 
price Ia. each. 

The BRITISH COLONIES. Forming the Second Book 
of History. By tlie Rev. G. R. Gu10, M.A. l8mo. price 
One Shilling. 

BRITISH INDIA. Forming the Third Book of History. 
By the Rev. G. R. Gu1o, M.A. 18mo. price One Shilling. 

SACRED HISTORY. Forming the Fourth Book of 
History. By the Rev. G. R. GLBIG, M.A. 18mo. price 21. 6d. 
cloth; or, in Two Pam, 11. each. 

IDSTORIC.A.L QUESTIONS. PaT I. On the Histories 
of England, Briti•h India, and the British Colonlea, and on the 
Sacred Hutot'll. 18mo. price 11. 

IDSTORY of ROME. By the Rev. R. W. BBOWNB, M.A., 
Professor or Cluaical Literature in King'• Collqe, London. 
18n•o. price One Shilling. 

HISTORY of GREECE. By the Rev. R. W. BROWNB, 
M.A., Profeaaor or Cluaical Literatllft In Itlnc'& Callep, Loadoll. 
l8mo. price One Shilling. 

London: LONGMAN, BROWN, a.u~ 00., '\!a.~~~ .... 
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IDSTORY of FRANCE. By Capt. A. C. GLEIG, Ass~tant
Inspector of Military Schools. I8mo. price One Sbilling. 

MECHANICS and the STEAM-ENGINE. Simplified for 
the lnatractlon or Beginners, and elucidated with DiiiiP.Tllma and 
Woodcuta. By THOMAS T.t.TB, F.R.A.S., late of Kneller Train
ing Coll"'fl!. 18mo. price Is. 

ASTRONOMY and the USE of the GLOBES. Simplified 
for the Instruction of Beginnen. By T. TATB1 F.R.A.S. With 
Woodcnta. 18mo. price Is. 

HYDROSTATICS, HYDRAULICS, and PNEUMATICS. 
For the uae or Beginners. By T. TATB, F.R.A.S. With nume
rous Woodcuta. I8mo. Is. 

LIGHT and H.EAT. For the use of Beginners; in which 
the Principles or the Science are familiarly explained and illus
trated by numerous Experiment• and Diurams. By T. TATB, 
F.R.A.S. I8mo. with Woodcuta, price One Shilling. 

ELECTRICITY. For the use of Beginners; in which the 
Principles of the Science are familiarly explained and illustrated 
by Experiment. and Diagrams. By T. T.t.TB, F.R.A.S. 18mo. 
price One Shilling. 

MAGNETISM, VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY, nd ELEC
TRO-DYNAMICS. Fortheuse of Beginners; in which the Prin
ciple• of thoae Sciences are familiarly explained and illuatrated 
by numerous Experiments and Oi&jiTams. By T. TATB, F.R.A.S. 
18mo.with Woodcuts, price One Shilling. 

OUTLINES of EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY. Sim· 
plided for the Instruction of Beginners, and illustrated by Dia
gram• and Wood Engravings. By T. TATB, F.R.A.S. 18mo. 
price One Shilling. 

ELEMENTS of BOOK-KEEPING by BINGLE and 
DOUBLE ENTRY, with Practical Explanations and Exercieea 
on the moat uaetul Forms of Buaine... By A. K. lsBISTBB, 
M.A. 18mo. price Is. 

ISBISTER'S SET of EIGHT ACCOUNT-BOOKS by 
SINGLE and DOUBLE ENTRY, adapted to the above Blemftu 
of Book-ktqhtg. Oblong fto. price 6d. each Account-Book. 

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA for Beginnel'l!. By W. J. 
RBYNOLD81 M.A., ·Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea. l8mo. 
price Ia.-ANSWERS, price Threepence. 

The FIRST THREE BOOKS of EUCLID'S ELEMENTS 
of GEOMETRY. B_y T. TATB, F.R.A.S. With Diagrams. 
18mo. price One Sbilling. 

Worb in Prepantion. 
A. BOOKofliiOGRA.PHY. /AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. 
BOOK of NATURAL HISTORY. The ENGLISH CONSTITUTION, 

The HISTORY o!HODERN EUROPE. 
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lti11 Acton's ltodem Cookery 
for Private Familieo reduced to a 
Syotem of Easy Pr110t\oo In a Serlee of 
carefullv-teoted &ce\pte In which tho 
Prlnclplea of Baron Lle'l>lg and other 
eminent writer• have been B8 mnch as 

r.:r~ae :EEU.~:~r~~~~-; ~U:Ys· 
Plates, comprlsma 'n Figures, and 150 
W oodonts. Fcp. 8vo. ?a. ed. 

Acton'• English Bread-Book for 
~~:~¥. .. ~§~ ~!•:."J.r of 

Aikin'a Select Works of the 
Drltloh Poets from Ben Jonson to 
Beattie. New Edition; with Blogra· 

r~\1~~.a¥r~~;~~t ~:;:~ss:o~~~-e-
Arago (!'.)-Biographies of Dis· 

tlngulshed Scientific .Men. Translated 
~ Admiral W. H. S><YTHPD.C.L., 

M~~i' ~J t~~~TBtf~T,0~~: 
F.R.A.B. 8vo.l8s. 

Arago'a lteteorolo~ Elaaya. 
::~~~ 1¥=\'..~n wrd:t~: ~:;.~: 
lntendence of Lleut..COI. E. s .. Bll<B, 
R.A., Treasurer and V.P.R.B. 8vo.l8o. 

Arago's Popular Astronomy. 
~-·~~~~~Ti"~.c~t.re:.R~&. ;~:t'~ 
BIIRT GnuT, 'M.A., F.R.A.8. In Two 

· Volumes. VoL. I. Bvo. wltlt Plateo a.nd 
Woodcuta,2lo.-VoL. II.Ia In the preas. 

Arnold. - lterope, a Tragedy. 
~ ~l~~"~A:~~~ r-:,v;~~ct~:: 
Fcp.Bvo.~. 

Arnold.-Poems. By ltatthew 
ABI<OLD, FIRST SBRIB8, Thin! 
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. ~. ed. SECOND 
8ERIB8, price 511. 

Lord Bacon's Worka. A Jfew 
~~Lt;o~,r1.~·~to,~·~~i~!~MY.ff~; 
Cambfldgo; J. SPliDDn<G. M.A. or 

L~w.t:rA.a~~~~ .. ~=&~~,.La~~ 
ond lnteFellowof~rinlty Colll!lre, Cam· 
bridge. VOLI I. to ill. vo. 181. oa.ch; 
VoL. IV. LIB.; aud VoL. V. I o. com-
y~,;:!~JJ; ~~ ~~~~~u:i:':~"'Plical 
VoLS. VI. and VII. comprl•e B.1.col<'a 

Llterarv and Prof"rio"al Workl. VoL. 
VI. prloo 181. now ready. 

Joanna Baillie's Dramatic and 
Poetical Work•: Comprlsl.ng Playa of 
the PB8olons, Miscolleneouo Dram .. , 
Metrical Legends, Fut,tive Plec.,., anu 

~~~e~ P~ .. l.if~~d\~~~{~.r ~=~ 
crown Svo. 21•. cloth; or 428. morocco. 

Baker.- Eight Years• Wander-
~W&f~ ~~ ~:'·l!~~fr.~: Esq. 

Barth.-Travela and Discoveriea 
lnNorthandCentra!Arrlca: Belngthe 
Journal of an Expedition undertaken 

- under the &Usploos of Her Britannic 
.Malesty's Government In the Ye&rll 
1840--1866. Jly H:onrBnT!f~ Ph.D .. 
D.C.L., &e. With numerousJn&~and 
Illustrations. 5 vola, Bvo • .£5. 5s. cloth. 

Bayldon'i Art of Valuing Rentl 
and TID-, and Clalmo of Tenants 
npon QulttJng Farms, at both .Micbael
mu and Lad)' -<lay ; B8 revloed by llr. 
DoxALDSOII". &wnth Bditlmo, en
larged and ada-pted t<> ~\~.. ~..
Tt.me. \\"{_ \\o,.TA "\\,.,,.._.,., ~ 
Agentan<l.'llt.\~. '@. ... <>.~"\.""-'l!A... 
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6 NEW WOBXS AND NEW EDITIONS 

Black's Practical Treatise on 
:~~·rr::~~ ~·;\~ F.,~,:; 
for Public Brewe_rs, and lniV\letiDns 
for Private Famllie8. Bvo. lOs. 6d. 

Blaine's Bneyolopeedia of Rval 
~·~t!tm~r~~tgr 
Hunting, Shooting, Fls~ ~ 

~-tt.~:!~tf:..~l'fh ~~ 800 
Woodcut Illustrations, including 20 
Subjects now addod from DesignS by 
John Leech. . 

Blair's Chronologioal and Jlia. 
ror!cal Tables, from the Creation ro the 
Present Time : With Addlt.lons and 
Correctlono ftoom the moet anthent.lo 

ft~~~~ .::~u.=:: &':"Crt'!\'~~ 
the ExOdO ro the Temple. Under the 
revision of Sir H:lli"JlY ELLis, K.H. 
Imperial 8vo. Sls. 6d. half·morocoo. 

Boyd. - A :Manual for Naval 
Cadets. PubU.hed with the sanCtion 
and approval of the Lords COIIllDII
alonere of the Admiralty. By JoRif 
M'NIIILL Bon>, Captain, R.N. With 

~~~-~o.<i"~~~: and l'.'l6 

Bloomfield.-The Greek Testa. 
ment: with oopious Eng_U.h Notes, 
Cr!tl~hllologlcal, and Explana!;oey'. 

~~ stuS:~;.t::!d~~:,~.0fB~t~ 
Rev. I!. T. BLOOJ<WIIILD, D.D., F.S.A. 
~~M~~~~Ila_revlaed. 2 vola. 8vo. 

Dr. Bloomfield'• College .t School 
Edition of the Greek Teetament : With 
brlefEngU.h Noteo, ciJ.Ielly Phllololdcal 
and ExPlanatory. Seventh Edition ; 
with .Map and Illdex. Fcp. Bvo. 7s. 6d. 

Dr. Bloomfield'• Coll.,e .t Sohool 
Lesiron to the Greek Teotament. New 
Edition, revised. Fcp. Bvo. pr!ee lOs. 6d, 

Bolll'D.e'a Cateohilm of the Steam 
Engine In Its various A~Ucationo to 
1rfiriee, M.llla, Steam Na ou, Rail· 
wa.~·s, and Al!rlculture : th Pract.lcal 
Instructions for the Manufacture and 
Matl"BB'ment of Enginee of every e\ ..... 
F ourtlJ Edition, enlarged; with Ill\ 
Woodouts, Fcp, 8\"o, lla. 

'Bo111'D.8. - A Treatise on the · 
Steam ~· in Its Ap_plication ro 

=~.-BiL~Wn~~~.u~ 
~~O~If ~"r"t!A~~- Jr~di::J 
Engravings, &ro. 27s. 

Bo111'D.e.- A Treatise cnr tlre 
Screw Pr7111er : With various Sug. 

r~~~.o c~~~ro;r.!eni;uu!~. J~~ 
20 large Plates and numerous Wood 
Engravings. ,to, 38s, 

Brande'& Di.otio:aary of Seien~ 
l'i~'We~p~,l, c;:':JP'=Jt 
Prlnclp!'eo of every Branch or H'IIDUID 
Know!~; with the n.rtvallon and 
Deanit.lon of all the Tormo in pnera1 
uoe. Third Edition, reviled and oorreot· 
ed; withnumeronoWoodcutl. Bvo.OO.. 

Professor Brande's Leotlll'ell Oil 
Organic Chemistry, as~.!'!!"\\.~':!!!!" 

t~p=~~~: 
the Preservation orWood, Tannin!!, 
&c. Edited by J. BOOPIPIBJI', lii.B. 
Fcp. Woodcuts, 7~. M. 

Brewer -An Atlal of lliatorJ 
:'!t~Fu:~,: ~·. ~~~ 
sent Time : Comprising a Berloo of 
Sixteen Coloured lllape arranaed in 
Chronological Order, With Illuotratlve 
Memo~ the Rev, J. B. Buwm~, 

~d. Roy~~~~~~.t 
Brialmont. -The Life of the 

Duke of W elllngron. From the French 

g~r:r'fh~ ~~:~":'~:~~ 
datlons an~ Aadit.lons. ~ the Be9. 

g.: t~e GF';,~ !t·~~~-Oeo'f"~ 
Paul'o. With :Mapa, Plans, and Por
traits. Vou. I. and 11. Bvo. price 301. 

VoL. III. c..,..,~tio11) Ia in prepara\loo. I 
Dr. T. Bull'1llini1 to Kcnhen n 

~~= ~~~:=~:!:'fn4f: 1 
Lying-In Room: With an Hrooomre Gf I 
PopulAr Errors in counexion With thoee 
suijje~, &c.; and Hints n-Nurelaa. 
New Ea1t1on. Fcp. 8vo. 6a. 1 

Bull. - The Katernalllan&Re
ment or Children in Health and lib· 
ease. By T. BuLL, :M.D., forme~V 
Phyolcian·Accoucheur ro the Fins~ 
11\\\\.w\t..rj ""'1.\W.tt<m. New EdiU..n. 
"Fo\1. 'il,a, '0~. 

- - ----------------·-- --- -
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Brodie.-Psychological Iuq'QL. 
r1ato, In & rli!S of E s Intended lo 
lli1111tnte the lnftuenae of tho Pbylical 
Orpu\Mt!oo on the Menta! l'llellltl ... 

~~IrE~:,~~ .• !~~~D, llar!.. 

Bunsen. - Lyra Gel'IXIanioa. 
Tttn.olated B-omtlleGennnnbY 'tn:&-
1IIB WIIUWOl'Tit. J!'VU. $41titnt ot 
tbe FIXIF.r nlliB, Hym111 or tho 

undAyo and l"<!t!tlv&lli oftboCbrl.ltian 
Year. xCONl> S.nas, the Ohrlstlan 
LifO. F"P· vo. fie. oll!h rl••· 
• .. • T'bet.telec:t.iouof'German.H~Nhal'tl 

=~b;~!::sC:.'=~:J':~m= 
TolUID.H to 

Theologia. Germanica. ; Which 
tett.eth forth D>IUIY Wr Uneamenta or 
Divine Tnllll, and wth very lo!\y and 

1f:a"Z~~~r~~~ .. J'=oi-.:~: 
With a l'rclllct by tba Bev. OJuaas 
Kuro!LaY · WJd o. I.ettcr b.r :B11ron 
B11!11Ullf, Third Edition. Fcp. vo.llt. 

:BlUlllen.-Egypt'• Place in Uni
venat History: An Hhlorlcal Inv .. tt· 
f,tlon,lnl'lveBool<l. ByDaronO.C.J. 

rroU:.s~:~ 8·~~.-n eib!'il. ao":"~ 
:!'!Aq., lLA. W!lh ~ !UUIItru.tlono. 
VoL. I. vo. &. : Vor.. 11. 5vo. :so.. 
VOLB. llL IV. IL!ld V. COID['t.eUng lb" 
work, an In l.ba - · 

:Bilhop Butler'• Bketclh of Jlo. 
iWD and Ancient Geogral)by. New 
:F.dltlon, l.borougbl,)< re_v~ with 111oh 
Al l'lltiODJ lotnldu..d u COiltinuaii..Y 
PI'OI!TMII<"e Dl verleo 1111d tba Joed 
Inform:. n have .rendonMI ~
Poo~ Svo, 7o. lld. 

:Bilhop Butler'• General Atlu 
orllodornand.Anclent~by: oom· 
prlli.D.If FUty-two fllll-ootmll'ed MaD~ : 
with complete lndloea. ow Edltfood 
:~ll~~";.,~."1&,~lt.f.'ll~ 

:Burton.-Fint Footateps in East 
A~; or, lUI ExplonLtlon af llarer. 

l%mfi~JU~/· ~v?JOriJ.~O\ltA~ 
CQ\onteU Plllte. YO. 188. 

Burton.-Penona.t NILITative of 
a PUorrlrnalle 10 El MMIInab anlll\loccah. 
By lUotian F. llVK'tO~ Onptnln, 

~~~.t.~1ciu~~w. ~;.oc:;r. 
cut~. ! vola. ero,•u vo. 2&1. 

The Co.binet Lawyer: A Popular 
~~~el&.~l~~ ~,ri~ ·~ 'ti~?a:·c:} 
uw Terml! wdma. St:l t and 
JudlolalAutl<tuitlel: Oone~Tab!elof 
Ala aed Tu.ot~, tamp Du~loo. lbcle 
Lleen.oell,and ~Hone Out!..,; Poot· 
om Bltnllatlon•: Rod Prison DiJcl
mino. 17th lldiU~>U, oomprlab~g the 
J>ubllo Act of tbe Seoalon ll16!1. I'rp. 
svo. 101. 0<1. 



8 NliW WOBXB Alm NliW EDITIO!(S 

Calvert.- The Wife's Kanual; 
~~v!':Y~~~~g~l"& :~ro~P."t~ 
~~d~ ~~V11~Tth~t,;th<>.:;'~ 
the style or Qo<.... Blleabetl'o Prall.,._ 
Book. Crown Svo. 101. 6d. 

Catlow's Popular Conchology; 
or, the Shell Cabinet arranged accord· 
1w< to the :Modem Syatem: With a 
de1alled Account of the Animala, aud a 

ll:'~~ ~:n~~~~~l ~u 
~~~~~~tlic> ~~ts~dl~~~·sv~~~~ed; 

Cecil. - The Stud Farm; or, 
Hlntaon B~ HonM fort~ 

:~e 'i!':e"J~d ~f e ~Ho~ and 
Hunten, Landed Proprieton, and Te
nant Farmen. By Cllcn:.. Fcp. 8vo. lie, 

Cecil's Stable Practice; or, Kinta 
on Tralnlngrorthe Turf, theChaae, and 
the Rood; with Obeervatione on !lacina 
and Hunting, Waatirur, Race-Biding, 
and Handlcappbu< : Andrealled to all 
who are oonoorne<l In Racing Steeple
Chasing, and Fox-Hunting. Fcp. 8vo. 
with Plate, lie. 

Chronicles and Kemoriala of 
Great Britain and Ireland during the 
:Middle tf.'::• publilbed by tho authority 
~~ :f,;. 1fi,.;'f:.,'fJ,~~J. ~~Direction 
Capgrave's Chronlcle orEng'land,edlted 

by the Rev. F. C. HnrGliiTOll', M.A. 
Boyal8vo. 81. 6d. 

Cbronloon Jolonuteril de AblnRdon. 
edited by the Rev. J. 8Tl1Vl111'8011', "li: • .L 
VoL. I. royal8vo. 81. 6d. 

Lives of Edward the Confe110r, edited 
by the Rev. H. R. LlTA1fD• M.A. So. 6d. 

Monument& Franclacana, edited by the 
Rev. J. s. Buwn, M.A. l!o. 6d. 

Fuclcoll Zlzanlorum ~ri Joban· 

~~~. ~~~~:.'ii.1. t;:. J:f. the 

Stewart's Bulk or the Croniclll of 
Sootland, edited by W. B. Tll'llll'lllTLL, 
Barrioter. VoL. I. royal8vo. So. 6d. 

Johannll Capgrave Llber de Illuetribua 
Henriclo, edited by the Rev. F. C. 
Hllr&B.TOll', :M.A. Boyal8vo.l!o. 6d, 

~~..=.atl:n~~lf;at'~~~~ '1. c. HilfGBITOll', M.A. 10.. 6d. 

Elmbam'e Hletorla de Jolonuteril S. 

Ae~~.J=~"t-.fl~ ~ \he 

CoiiJlolly .-Ria tory of the Royal 
Sappen and Miners: lncludlns the 
Servlceo or the Corps in the Crimea and 
attheSicgeofSebaetopol. ByT.W.J. 
Coll'lfOLLY, trtermaster of the Royal 

~~latee. ";! v?J.~~. ~:-_ttb 17 

Conybeare and Howson's Life 
andEplatleo of Saint Paul : Comprising 

:n:f~t>l~':,!.\..,I!~?r ~~~e ~=:.0 
~:u~ ~~~':~1i:t,..O~~; T= 
~~ l~~l:.aq"::2re'!o~1~o.sT.'.~~ 
•. • The Original Edition, with mont nu

merou IUu.tn.Uona, in 2 YOla. 4to. price &S.. 
-maraloobehad. 

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of 
Practical :Medicine : Comprising Gene
ral Pathology, the Nature and Treat,. 
ment of Dl88oioes, :Morbid Structures. 
and the Dlool'dero especial!~ Incidental 

~~~L~e~~~~~d ~-:,~:~ere.: 
proved Formulie of the Joledlclnea 
recommended. Now complete In 3 vole. 
8vo. prioe £5. llo. cloth. 

Biahop Cotton's Inatructiou• in 
the Doctrine and Practice or Chr!sU· 
anlty. Intended as an Introdnotlon to 
ConArmatlon. 6th Edition. 18mo.le. 8d. 

Crel)''s Bnoyolopllldi& of Civil 
Enidneerlpg, Historical, Theoretical, 
and" PractlCBI. Illustrated by '!P:OVanlli 
ot 8,000 Woodcuts. &rotod ~ 
reviled; andutendedln a Supplement S :MetropolltanWate...Snpply' 

of Towno, Railway~ Cubical 
Propo on, Brick and Iron U>not.ru.,. 
~\rooli'''"'" Y\18, Tubular Bridsea 
&e. 1\'<a.'ll\o. • 

----------------
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Croue. - Jlemorials, Scienti1io 
FI!t~~~YEgfiA;~ng:,ei{~~:;s!~~ 
Poet 8vo. 9o. &!. 

Crowe.-The History of France. 
~~:.:.~~ ~~t~t ~v~'ff.: In Five 

Cruiklhank. -The Life of Sir 
John Falotall'. Uln•traled in a Series 
of Twenty·rour oriKiual Eo;cbingo by 
Geo\'118 Cruil<abank. Aooompollied by 
an imaginarr lliograpby or the Knlaht, 
b)' Ronn II. llaoUGil. Royal 8vo. 
pi'ke 1111. 8d. cloth. 

Lady Cust'• Invalid's Own Book : 
A Collection or Heelpea from various 
llooka and varioWI Countrieo. Soeond 
EdiUon. Fcp. 8vo. Ill. &!. 

The Bev. Canon Dale'• Domestic 
Lltur 10' and Fatnlly Chaplllin, in Two 
Parte: P .. KT I. Church!Serviceslldapted 
for Domestic Use, with Prayers for 

~~ern!~·0~r ~:"n::kp~~~d~~: 
II. an appropriate !Sermon for !>very 
Sunday In the Year. !Second .Edition. 
Poet ,to, 21•. cloth ; 8la. 8d. calf; or 
£1, lOe. moroooo. 

Txs r .uur.'l CRA.PLUJif, 121. 
SeparateiJ { Tw• DoxiiTlC LlTVaca, 

IOI.Od. 

Davies.-Algiers in 1867 : Its 
t=~~~~~t~1~.;:,~a.an;!r~~~rc: 
EDKIIeb Invalids; with datal!• of Re-

=:~~u:~!"~ ~rT~~~~~.~~ 
'W'l~:.{. ~~:S~o~O.~· L. Umas, 

Delabeche.-Beport on the Geo
logy of Cornwall, Devo'B and West 

r::.~~{v!tl~~:~~pJieo ... .:;,.~rw~: 
cuts. Svo. 141. 

Davy (Dr. J'.)-The Angler and 
~d F~~:~~ 0Jx~~:~~y 'if~'gt,; 
D .. VY, lii.D., ~'.R.S., &c. Fcp. 8vo. 81. 

Bv IM •a ... .Autllor, 
The Angler in the Lake District; 

~;!r.~~'G. ~!~~~::~~~~~~ 
berland. ~'cp. Hvo. 68. &!. 

De la B.ive'a Treatile on Elec
t r!cUyln Theory and Practice. Trans· 
lated for &be Author by C. V. WuJnm, 
F.K.tl. S volo. ~vo. Woodcuts, £:1,1;\s. 

Abbe' Domenech's Kiaaionarr 
Adventure~ in TeUI and lllexloo : A 
Personal Narrative of Six Yean' So
journ In thooe Regi.one. Translated 
from the Freneb undar the Author'• 
auperlntendenoo. Svo. 10.. &!. 

The Eclipse of Faith; or, a Vill.t 
to a &liJri0110 Sceptic. 9th E<UUoa. 
Fcp.Svo.!o. 

Defence of The Eclipse of Faith, 
by its Author: lie~~ ~oln<ler to 

~~~i.~~7f~t1W~~ 
Crltlclom on the Character or Christ; 

r_n~~~."':/Cteit:~:~ ~~an~ 
EdUjma, reviled. Poet s~o. 6o. 6d. 

The Englishman's Greek Con. 
cordance of the New Testament: Being 

~:i.'::~~~ ~...!k v:~h~o~~~ 
Texte; including a Concordance to the 

~~h ~~OgU!~~!:::~"iJ.~T~: 
tion, with a new Index. Royal8vo. Us. 

The Englishman's Hebrew and 
Cbaldee Conoordance of tbo Old T81ta
ment: lle!ng an Attempt nt a Verbal 
Connexion between the O~lnal and the 

~&1~rt.~~~~·~..:;~ a~a~~:: 
Oceurrenooo, &c. 2 vola. royal 8vo. 
£S.lSo. 6d.; larp paper, .U.lu. 8d. 

Ephemera'lllandbookofAngllng; 
~~~~ll.~~nsw~"'::.; 
=~J!.il~n;~~"i.re~: "'T~ 
Edition, corrected and linpro,·ed; with 
W oodcutl. Fcp. 8vo. 5a, 

Ephemera'• Book of the Salmon: 
The~, Prlnclpieo, and Practice or 
fu·FIIhiiUi for Salinon; Lilts of good 
!Salmon F!Iee very good River in 
tba Empire; th I tiiotory or the 
Salmon, itl r!bed, and tbe 
beet W&J of art a llreeding it. 
Fcp. Svo. with ooloure Plateo, 1". 

Fairbairn.-1Jutul Information 
for Emrineers : Being a Serieo or z
turea delivered to the Working Eng!· 
neers of Yorl<ah!re and Lancaeb!re. 
By WILLU>< Fuaa..taN[ }'.R.S., 
F.G.S. a-nd EdUion; w th Plats• 
and Woodcutl. Crown 8vo. lU•. &! • . 

Fisoher. - Francis Bacon ot 
Veruiam: &.U.tlc Ph\.1._,.,.,,, =~ ,._.. 
tfjo~~~~~~~{~~~~ 

·----------------------------------------------------
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Forester. - Rambles in the 
Island!l of Conica and Sardinia: With 
Notlceo of their History, Antiquities, 
and present Condition. ~ THO>UII 
Fousna. With coloured Map; and 
numerous Llthograpblo Blld Woodcut 
Illustration• from Drawings made 
during the Tour by Lleut.-COI. M.A. 
Biddulph, R.A. Imperial Bvo. !!!!a. 

Garratt.-ltarvels and ltysteries 
of Instinct· or, Curlceltieo of Animal 
Life. By GBOil&B 'GABIU.ft, &CO'IId 
Bdition, improve<!. Fop, Svo. 41. 6d. 

Gilbart.-A Practical Treatise 
on Bankirur. By J U<BB WILLUll 
GILBABT1 I!':R.S., General Manage!_ l!f 
the Lon a on and W eotmlnleter B~wo.. 
8fztlo Ectitlon. 2 vole. 12mo. 1611. 

Gilbart.-Logio for the llrtUlion: 
a Familiar Expooition of the Art of 
Reaoonlng, ByJ, W.GILBAKT,F.R.S. 
5th Edition; wlthPortrait.l2mo,8o,6d, 

Gleig.--Eseaya, Biographical, 
Historical, and Miloellaneouo, contrl· 
buted chiefty to tile .Bdi4obtwglo and 
Quarterl!lllmllnll. B.v the Rlv. G. R. 
GLBIG, li!.A. Chap!a!D-General to the 
Forcee, and Pfebendary of St. Paul's. 
II volo. cvo. price 2ls. 

The Poetical Worlu of Oliver 
Gold!lmlth. EdltedbyBOLTO!<COB1fl!T, 

t.%. 1H:~:edbv ~~~~gr~r~'f:'• 
Etchirur Cfub. Square crown 8vo. 
cloth, 21111.; morocco, c. 168. 

Goaae.-A Naturalist's Sojourn 
In Jamaica. By P. H. GoasB, Eoq. 
With Plateo, Post 8vo, 14s. 

Greathed.-Lettera from Delhi 
~~-~'1-~JJ~g~~~·ro.~~~~HBD, 

Green.-Lives of the Prince•es 
of England. By Mro. MABY AI<!<B 
EYBRBTT GREEN, Editor or the utter• 
of Rol/a! and l!!U8trioou Ladia. With 
numerous Portraits. Complete In 6 
vole. poot Svo. lOs. 6d. e>eh. 

Gumey.-Bt. Louia ancl Henri 
IV.: ll<iing a Second Serl.eo oC Hiatc>
rical Sketehea. 1Jy the Rev, J omr H. 
GUR!I'BY, M.A.. Fcp. Bvo. 68, 

EveniDRReoreatlo .. ; or, Bamplel 
from tli.e Leeture-&oom, Edited 117 
Rev. J. H. GUlllBY. CrownBvo. Do. 

·Gwilt'1 Bnoyolopa!dia of Afthi.. 
teeture, Hletorlcal, TbeoreUaal, IIDd 
Practical. By JOBBPH Gwror, With 
mon tiMm 1,000 wood Engravlnsa, from 
Designs by J. 8, Gwwr. Bvo. Do. 

Hare (Archdeaoon).-The Lite 
or Luther, In Forty-eight Hiotorical 
Enin'avlnga. By G17!1UT KGne. 

~ ~nxJ'i~~~J.BbyW:= 
Fcp. 4to. 1!88, 

Harford.--Liteof Jl:ichaelAqeJo 
Buonarrotl: With Tratlllatlona of 
many of hle Poems and Letten • abo 
Memoir& of 8avonaroio, RapJ:uwl, and 
VlttorlaColonna. By Jolll<8.1Uai'Om>, 
Eoq., D.C.L., F.R.I:I. Seeond Edlttcm; 
reviled; with 26 Plateo. I vola, Svo.llll. 

muatratiolll, .Architectural aad 
Pletorical, of the Gen\uo of llllehael 
Angelo Buonarrotl. With Deecrlptionl 
of the Piatee, by the Commenc!More 
CANUlA· c. R. CooKBBBLL, E~ ... R.A..; 
andJ.8.&aroRp,.Eoq.,D.C.L.,c.B.S. 
Folio, '13o. 6d. hllll'-boWid. 

Harrison. - The Light of the 
~f'l'li.or~~~o;,thd~~~ 
M.A., Domestic Chaplain to $he 
Ducheao of Cambridge. Fop. 8vo. Do. 

Harry Hieover'a Stable Talk 
and Table Talk; orN Spectaelee tor 
;~~~~.o~~::;rt~·l!4e .• ,. Edluoza, 2 

Harry Hieover.-The Hunti!lg
l' ield. Dy HARRY HIEOVBB. With 
Two Plates. }'cp. 8vo. 5o. half-bound. 

Harry Hie over. - Praotiea!. i 
Horoemanohlp. &COIId BtU&n: with j 
2 Plates. Fcp. 8•o. 5o. half-bound. ; 

RarryHiecwer.-The Pooat a4 · Grey1on.-Seleotione from' the the l:ltnd; or, Practical Hlnte on the 
~Jft~'nndt'h~"l~~~o~o?::J";f;~~s~.f Mauagementofthe~table. By Hu.ar 

' Faith. :Wow Edition. Crown Bvo. 7o. Ot!. HIBOV.KB, Fcp. Bvo. Portrait, Do. 

I Harry Hieover.-The Stud. 1W 

/_ 
Grove.-The Correlation of Phy- Practical Purpoeeo and Practical 'illen : 
simi Fort'l's. Ily W, R. Gaovl!, Q.C., lie\t\~ a Guide to the Choice of n Hon. 
M.A. Third I:.'ditlon, Bvo, 7s. \ t~t u.• ""~'" \~" \~~ "\"lW, Fcp, Do • 

.. ---------- ---- --
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llasaall--A Xiatory of the Bri
tloh Freshwater Alg1ie : lncludlml: 
Deoeriptlono of the Dellllllde&l ana 
J>\at<>D!acem. By Aa"ll11R HILL H~,. 
SJ.LL, M.D. I vols. Bvo. with 103 
Platet, .Ill. Ule. 

llaasall.--Adulterations Deteot
ed; or, Plain Instructions for the Dis
oovery of Fraudeln Food and Medicine. 
By AJI.,RVJI. HILL H~SULLi:! M.D. 
Lond., A!la!Yat of Tfu Lancoe anltary 
Commlsalon, and Author of the Reports 

~~etatre ~~~~~ r~~J~ 
(whioh may aloo he ~~ In Svo. price 
281.) Wltli llll6 Illnatranons, ~ved 
on Wood. Crown 8vo.l7e. oa, 

Col. Hawker'• lnltruotiou to 
~~~.r=~:.' "f.i~~ffu~r~ 
vised 1Jy the Author's Son, 1\llllor P. 
W.L. H~WK:sa. With Portrait, Plates, 
and W oodcnts, 8vo. lila, 

Haydn'• Book of Dignitiee : 
Containing Rolle of the Otllclal Peroon· 
lljJea of the British Empl!e, Civil, Ec· 
clealastlcal, Judicial, MUitary1,Naval, 
and Munl01peJ, from the Earuelt p.
rloda to the Present Time. Togt!ther 
with the Soverell!ne of Europe, tr.m 
the Foundation of their ree8f:'ve =: b~~:U::'t~v~~~ob ty of 

The Rein of Cheveleigh : A 
~!"Jvo.B:fi.?M." .ua:s AliBon. s vola, 

Sir .Tohn Keraohel'• Outlines of 
Astronomy. Fifth Edition, revised 
and oorrected to the exlstin~ state of 
:,~ro~~:'t~~~~4~.; w h Platee 

llint1 on Etiquette and the 
~·;l:~~~~eil.,:,. wi~tl:m~1;"~ 
(with Addinons) by a Lady of Bank. 
Fep. Svo. liB. 6d. 

Kolland.-lledical Notes and 
Rellectlona. ]jySir H:sNBYHoLL.um, 
M.D., F.R.S., &c., Phyolclan in Ordl· 
nary to the Queen and Prlnce•ConBOrt. 
Third Edition. 8vo. 18s. 

B:olland.-Chaptera on Kental 
Physiology. By Sir H:sNar HoLUJrD, 
Bart.1 F.R.S .. &c. Founded obleft.y on 
Chaptere contained ln Metllca! Notu 1 

=~=. b~0~r~~~eiuthor. 
Kooker.-Xew Garden•; or, a 

Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic 
Gardena of Kow. By Sir WILLl.UI: 
J~CJ:SOif HOOKB.!'I K.H., &:c" Dire.,_ 
tor. With many woodcute. lomo. 8d, 

Rooker'• Ku11eum of Eooaomic 
Botany ; or, Popular Guide to the 
Uoefllf and Remarkable V~ 

~~~~~:-0~fJ~:.Ml'3:."o':'~ the Royal 

Kooker and Amott's Briiith 
Flora; oomprlolng the Ph111nogamoas 
or Flowe~ Planteh and the Ferns. 

~:;~~ono; ~d ".!~!~~UW and 
Illustrative oflhe UmbelllferouoP= 
the Compoolte Plants, the G._.., an<! 
the Ferna. 12mo. with 12 Platee, Ua, • 
with the Plateo ooloured, 211. ' 

Horne's Introduction to the 
CrU)cal Study IUld Kuowled~~ of tho 
Jtol;t Scrlpturot. 'l'tntlll EIIillo1t, re
vised, l"Orreoted, 1wd broul!ht down to 
tho)!reoent time. EUJ~d by the Ilev. 
T. ll.utTWJU.o H01n•:s, B.D. (tho 
.Author); Uw llcv. S.uro:sL Dumsox 
D.D. ot Lbe Unlvenllty of lJ.Q!Je, nnil 
LL.D. i n.nd s. PllJl)H.A.VX TaawrLL:zs, 
LL.D. Wl~h 1 MaJJO IUid 2!VIJmettes 
nnd Fn<.'6lmllet. ~ volo. 8vo, £:1.l8a. 6d. 

Korne.-A Compendious Intro
duction to Lbe Study of the Bible. J!y 
the Rev. T. HJ.R,..BLL Hoa~r:s, B.D. 
New Edition, with Mapa, &c. lllmo. 98. 

Koekyns.-Talpa; or, the Chro-l 
nlcleo of a Clay ~·arm: An .\gricnllural 
Fragment. Hy CHA..N ·I)~ '' R:BN 
HosiYNs,Eoq. FourthEd'tion. With 
~11~~~~~~~~~~~~·\.).'"~'~' 

~------------------------------- - ---
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Row to Nurse Sick Children : 
*'~;:.,~~ ~~t:l. ?o~~lclc tocr!ft~ 
dren ; but oontabilng Directions of 
service to all who have the charge of 
the Young. Fcp. 8vo.1o. 6d. 

Howitt (A. K .)-An Art-Stu
dent in Munich, By Al<lfA IIIABY 
Howrrr. B vola, poet 8vo. Us. 

Rowitt.-The Children's Year. 
By IIIABY HoWirr.' With Four lliua
trationo. Square 18mo. 51. 

Rowi tt. - Ta.llangetta, the 
Squatter' a Home: A Story of Auatra· 
ll&n Life. By WILLUH HOWlft. 
B vola. poet 8vo. 18o. 

Rowitt.-Land, Labour, and 
Gold; or, Two Yean In VIctoria: With 

l~t ~Y ~~~i .. :.n~o~~~:~'::A 
Edition. 2 vola. crown Svo. 101. . 

W.Rowitt'sVilitl toBemarkable 
Place8: Old Halla, Battle-Fields, and 
Scenes illuatratlveofStrlking Paso~ 

~'&.~r~~~~~~~~~~ ... ~.:.~ 
Utm. 2 vola. square crown Svo. 25s. 

William Howitt's Boy'a Coun-
b'lw~~klio ~~t!~e b~:lJ':~~ ~~x~ 
hlbltlngall t~eAmuaements, Pleasures, 
and Purauita or Children In the Coun
try. With 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6o. 

Rue. - Christianity in China, 
Tartary, and Thlbet. By M. l'Abb<! 
H112., formerly Mlsaionar_l' Apostolic 
In o.;nlna. VoLs. I. and ll. Svo.lllo.; 
and VoL. Ill 101. 6d. 

Rue. - The Chineae Empire : 
A Sequel to Hue and Oabet'a Jf!IW1!q 

~~6~~~~a(~~~~xf.~\~~U:I:; 
tollc In China. S.C<Jnd Edition; with 
Map. 2 ,·ols. Svo. 24s. · 

Hudson and Xeunedy's Ascent 
of Mont Blnnc by a New Route and 
Without Ouldeo. &C011d Edition, w\tn 

Plate aud Map. Post 8vo. 5o. 8d. 

Hudson's Plain Directions for 
Jlaklrur Wills in confonnity with the 
L&w : With a clear ExJM)Bition of the 
Law relating to the distribution of 
Penonal Estate In the case of lntee-

:rtUl~o=~t ;'~~~v:t,~h 
Hudson's Executor's Guide. 

New and Improved Edition; with the 
Statutes enacted, and the Judlelal 
Decialona pronounced olnce the last 
Edition lnoorporated. Fcp. avo. Oe. 

Humboldt's Cosmoa. Tranalated, 
~::,~ A~~:.:-:· r,ut~rtrt.b:r 1::..~: 
Half....Crown each aewed; So. 8d. each, 
cloth ~or In poot Svo. 12a. each, cloth. 

-:,olem!I-~.:tr~i. ~: ~~~~.'~~ 
~~~ ir~~ ~~·:.Ot,~di:·d'~; 
18mo. 7a. 6d. cloth. 

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature. 
Translated, with the Author's autho
rity, by Mrs. SJ.DINB. 18mo. prlce8e.: 
or Iii 2 vola. So. 6d. each, cloth; lla. 6d. 
each, sewed. 

Rum~hreya.- Parablea of Our 
Lor illuminated and ornamented In 
the a le of tho Ml11ala of the llellal .. 
aance by H . N . Ht11ll'HilBYB. Squa"' 
fcp. Svo. 2b.ln monlve carved co\·ere i 
or SOl. bound In morocco, by Hay day. 

Runt.-Beaearchea on Light in 
Ita Chemlcnl Relation• · embracing a 
Consideration or all the 'Photogt'aytlc 

~~"rcitu~ft.~~~J,l,.~U.::,~ ~oJ: 
cuta. Svo. 101. 8d. 

Rutohill.lon. - I111preuiou of 
W eotem Africa : With a Report. on the 

f.:'."YN·~~T's~~~t:r'T. ~'H~t:g:~~~ 
soN! ~oq., British Consul for the Bight 
orB al'ra and the Ioland of Fernando 
Po. Post 8vo. Sa. 6d. 

Idle.-Rints on Shooting, Fiah-

~'b.!"ire~w~~r~~~~~h'!::.~r..~~ 
~~~:~.e~xperlenoeo of C.IDLB, Esq. 

ltn. Jameson's Legends of the 
Salnt.l o.nd Martyn, n.ot represented In 
Christian Art : Fonning the FIRST 
SBRIEB of Sacrtd and U!lendarv Art. 
Third Edition; with 17 Etchlngo and """'"'ol.T. <>{ \~ Woodcuts. 2 vola. 
~"\;),,'~."t~ el,()~\\ %"\\), ·~\,_ ~-
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lllra. :Jameson's Legends of the 
llodonnm. u reproiWllltea In Obri. Uan. 
Art: Formlnl. l!Jc TDUD 11»0:8 of 

~"tu a~rreoe;:!~?et~ ;0~~~ 
27 Et<:lilngo••u\1611 Wood EngrAvlnp. 
Squuo crown 'O. - • 

lllra. Jameson's Commonplace-
~~ <gr1~~,'!'th!:,jJl~~~~i.1111:.:."d 
Edillo11, rovlac<l and ccmooted; wllll 
~,!f~~U:. Md Woodcut.. Crown Svo. 

Jtlrs. Jameson'a Two Lecturea on 
tho Eml)loym~nt of Womoo : -
1. Stne.u of Cll.Aaln, Catba11c a.nd Pro

tll:'~tant.1 A brDIId a.nd at. 1-Jome. &l!corul 
BdjllDh, "lth ni!W rn.or.ce. Ftp. tno.h. 

1' 1i:~:~wo'::'~h: ~~i'E:!.~lo~m~~~no1 
Womt.n. Vcp. &•o. 81, 

Jaqnemet 'a Compendium of 
Chronolos:r : Omllllnlng tho moot lm· 
portru\t nille! of Gencrnl Hlttory , Po
U!J""J Jo:ool IMllcal. Wld Literary, 
from the reatlon of ihe World to the 
end or tho Yl!llr l&U. P01t 8vo. il. 6d. 

.Taquemet'a Chronology for 

=t~~ ~~~a~~~~~ ~~:r"'\',;~.; ~~~mr: 
cal, Jo:ccloollll\lcul, ond Literary, from 
the Ori!J\llon or ll•• World to Ill• cod of 
lbo Yeor 1857. Fcp. vo. a.. Od. 

Lord J'l!fl'rey'a Contributions to 

i?,;~, E::~~~:f~'t:.U06::-Vot..~7 ~/);\; 
Portrait tu:ul Vi.~o:nettc. Sqnaro eroW'It 
~vo. 211. doLl• : or 301. coif.- Or In 
3 \'ol•.llvo. prl"" ,1:41. 

:Bi1hop Jeremy Taylor's Entire 
~::J '~~~r ~;~r""ll~h·~h~Ill~:: 
Cn.un&l'.loa Eualf, Foll'ow of Orl•l 
Co!Jei!e, Oxford. Now t'Otnvleto In 10 
voll. Svo. 101. Od. oGCh. 

Xexnble.- Tho Saxons in Eng. 
laud: .A Hlator.v of tho EngU•h Corn· 
monwe.o.ILh till the 'onqucot. lfy J.M. 
K.I!"ll:ULE', M.A. ! vol1. Bvo. ~15. 

Xeith .Johnston'• Dictionary of 
Geography Deecrlptlve Pbyolcal, St.cv 
tlatlcaJ.: arul Hllltorlcal: ~rmlng a com· 
plete G'eneral Gazetteer of the World. 
"""""" BtUtio11. thoroughly reviled. 
In 1 vol. of 1,800 -· oomprlolng 
about GO,OOO Namea or Placea, llvo. 861. 
cloth; or bal!·boond In russia, '1•. 

Xeateven.- A Kanual of the 
Domeatlo Practice or Medicine. Dy w. B. KB8TltVBlf, F.R.O.S.E., 1100. 
Square pelt Svo. 7o. 8d. 

Kirby and Spenoe'a lntroduotion 

~ .. ~If~~~,.; ~h::~~t~o~p~r~ 
lng an Account of Noxious anu Useful 
lnaecta, of tholr Metamorphosea, Food, 
Stratagema, Habitations Socletlea, 
Motlono, N oleea, H z;bernatlon, lnatlnet, 

~x .:=!"to~: o~!l~t~~~~'l.¢.;:~; 
ofthe work. Crown Svo. 5o. 

Lardner' a Cabinet Cyclopll!dia of 
Hlatory, m:r.;apb,y, Literature, the 

~i"M':.tr~~~~· A ~:~l~a,~rtl~~~l 
Worn by Ellllll!lfT WBITBKI, Com· 
)!lete In 1:12 vola. fcp. 8vo. wlth Vl1!118tte 
Tltleo, price £19. 191. cloth lettered. 

v.ru:'n.~v~~kas.:;";~~v~ •. ~~.·~~:J~ 
Volume, cloth lettered. 

Kn. R. Lee's Elements of lfa-
~ HI~~ ~~~n~1~e 1-'il:,"i&\~~ gf 
Claa~cat.lon, ~tenperaed with am\11-
lng &nd Instructive Account• of the 
moot remarkable AnlmaiJ. New Edi
Uon; Woodcuto, Fop. 8vo. 7a. ed. 

The Letters of & Betrothed. 
Fcp. 8vo. price Go, cloth, 

Letten on llappineaa, addreued 
to a ~'rlond. By the Aothor of IAtur• 
to •11 Ul<kM1011 ~. Fcp. !lvo. &1. 
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Dr. 1ohD. Lilulley'• Theory and> =% ~f ~t':!~cl~ ~t! 
t!ono of ~enlng upon Phmoloi!loal 
around• : Belnll: the Seeond "Editkm·of 

l!':~bCII'gf~·~~~~ll· 
Dr. 1ohD. Lindley's Introduction 

to Botany. New Edition with oorreo
tlorul and oop!ouo Addii'tons. 2 vol11. 
81'0, with Pldes and W oodoutl, 268, 

Linwood. - Anihologia Oxoni-
ensls, oive Florlleglum e Luaibuo poet· 
icls dlvenormn Oxonienaium· GriBCia 
et Latlnls decerptum. Curante G11loi· 
llLKO LII<WOOD,IILA. 8\'o,l41. 

Lorilner's Lettel'l to a Young 
)laster llarlner on oome Bublecta oen
nected with his Calllug, Fcp, 8yo, 
prlce5s. 6d. 

Loudon's Bnoyclopatdia of Gar-

=~ 3"m'£"~~e ~c'Jit:'e~ 
Aboriculture, and Lan~Pe-oarden• 
lug. With 1,000 W oodonto. Svo. 50s. 

Loudon's Enoyelopmdia of Tr
and Bhrnba, or ..tllormoM •t Pfotlctfce· 
-Brlta1t11fcooM &bridnd: Containing 
the Hardy Trees and Bhrubo of Great 
Britain, Native and Foreign, Bclenti-
1\cally and PopularlY Descr!b<id. With 
about 2,000 Woodouil. l!vo. 50B. 

Loudon's Enoyclop!Bdia of Agri
culture : Comprlalnll: the Theory and 
Practice of the Viluatton, Trlinsfer, 

=.;,~u~• l:':I~er~'!.n~; 
thO Cultivation and Eoonomy of the 
Animal and V ..mabie Produi:tlona· of 
Agriculture. With 1,100 Woodouto, 
8¥o. Slo. 6d. 

Loudon'sEncyclop.diaofPlants: 
Comprising the Speciftc Character, 
Description, Culture, Hlstory,Appllca
tion lri the Art&, and eveg othar deo 

~l: ro:;Jcy~·& .. '":~f ... a11wW1~ 
upwards of 12,000 W oodcuta. 8vo. 
price £8. ISs. 6d, 

llrl. Loudon'• Lady'• Coutry 
Companlo'l\. or, How to Entor a 
Country. LII'O Rationally. Fourth 
Edition. Fcp. avo. sa. 

lll'l. Loudon's Amateur Oar-
!tn.~;h~~ng:r&v'::iJ!gn~l g:;::eint~ 
Garden. Beeond Edltl011 reviaed. 

• CroW1l8vo, with W oodoute, 7a. 6d. 

Low's m.menu of Praltieal 
Agriculture • oomprebendlnll: the Cul
tivation of Pi&iiu Hwiban~ 
~~';.,;>"~"::." ~- N~d jh~tton; 
wttb:I!IOO Woo4ento. 8\'o.ila, 

J[aaaulay. - Speechea of the 
BiahtHoo.LordlllAOAl1LU, Corrected 
by 'HomBLJr. 8\'o. 12a, 

Kaoaulay. - The History of 
England from the AC081111ion of Jameo 

M:vJ'i. t~.:i~~tl~~n'v~~-!tci 
II. 8\'o, 828.; Vols. III. and IV, 88o, 

Lord ][aoaulay's History of~
land from the Aooesaion of Jo.meo fl. 
New Edition of the ftrst Four Volumeo 
of the Octavo Edition, rvv'-1 lllld 
oorrected. 7 vols. poet 8vo. eo. each. 

Lord ][aoaula:y'e Critical IWl 
Historical Euays oontrlbutetl to The 
Edinburgh Beview. Four Editions :-

1. A Lua.&.&T EDITIOJf (the BigAIA), ia. 
I ~Is. 8To. prlee 801. 

2. C:~:~nv~.L~~~ 
8-fo. price 211. elos.b.; or b . calC. 

3. A.D.other Naw EDtrroJe, la 3 •ols. tep. 
8To. price 211. cloth. 

'· ~!·e:o~~;~::.r~.m 2 na11. 

Jfaoaulay. - Lay• of Anoilnt 
Bome with I~rv and the .boloGda. By 
the R:Bht Hon. Lord MAOAl1L.I.Y, 

~elii~ 6d~~~~~'f~·J:~r:~: 6d. ~; 

Loudon's Encyolopeedia of Cot- Lord][acaula:y'a Laya of Ancieat 

~~~· ~~!"~Ji~~~te~~·~~ ~ial ::lhf~o'::~:"t~fe,a.~ 
~~~~-nos~~-~~ more than 2,000 ~ro. ~ ~~f' !ch:l!: ~~'J:; 

morocco. 

Loudon's Hortu :Britannicua ; II or, Catalogue of all the Plan to found IIi llac Donald.-Poema. :By George 
Great Britnin. New Edition, correct.ed M~c DoNALD, Author of WU.Wn aNd 

----b-~· -Jl_"'_·_L_o~::N __ . _s_v_o_.s_t_•·_~ __________ lV __ \~-~ ___ . _~_~_~_.%_,_~._1_•·--·----------~ 
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J[ac Donald. - Within and 
Without : A Dramatic Poem. By 
GBO:&GBlllACDOlfJ.LD, Fcp.8vo.48.6d. 

Mae Dougall. - The Theory of 
War lllwrtrated by numerous Examples 
from History. By Lieutenant-Colouel 
MAc DouGALL, Commandant or the 
8ta1l' College. Becona »iitfon, revised. 
Post Svo. with Plans, 10.. 6d. 

Jlae Dottgall.-The C&mpaipl 
of Hannibal, arranged and crltloolly 

~~~~d~~~~n';;s.:lr.~; ~e 'lt;ffe~~= 
Col. P. L. MJ.o DoueJ.LL, Commandant 
of the StalfCollege. Post Svo. 7a. 6d. 

K•Dougall. - The Eventful 
Voyage of H.H.DfMxlrJe1118~ RA!oolllW 
eo tu Arctic Bogiom ;,. -~ell o.f Sir 
.JoAn Franklin and tM Ht..ing OrlltDI 
o.f H .M. Dilcovrv Ship Erebua and 
Terror, 1852,1853, 1854. By GBO:&GB F. 
M'Do11GJ.LL, Master. Wllob a coloured 
~.!f::O~t~~~~ 21:. Lithography, 

Sir J' amea Jllaekintoah'a Jllileel
laneous Works: Including his Contri· 
butiouo to The Edinburgh Review. 
Complete In One Volume; with Por· 
trait and Vignette. Square crown Svo. 
218. cloth ; or SO.. bound In cal!: or In 
S volo. fcp. Svo. 2Is. 

Sir J'amea Jfaokintoah'a lliatory 
of England from the Earliest Times to 
the tina! Establishment of the RA!form• 
ation. 2 vola. Svo. !Is. 

Kaeleod.-The Elements of Po
litical Eoonomy. By H:&tfltY D11lf:N"ING 
MACLBOD,Berrl.ter ... t-Law. Svo. 168. 

· Macleod. - The Theory and 
Practice of Bankiru<: With the Ele· 
mentary Prlnclpleao1Cnrrency 'l_rlces, 
fr~hr'::~~~~~:,~Jr.atla~ 
Z vole. royal Svo. 80s. 

Jll 'Cullooh' 1 Dictionary, Prac-
&,~~ore!::'Sl, ~!.!'~~~av'l! 
gation. Ihustrat<!d with Mapa and 
Plans. New Edition, corrected; with 
Supplement. 8Yo. 008. cloth; half· 
russia, 55s. 

K'Cullooh's Dictionary, Geo
graphical, Statistical, and Hlstorioal 
of the var louo Countries, PI""'!,!, ana 
principal N a turn! ObJecte In the world. 
Illustrated with Six large Map•. New 
Edition, revised. 2 ,·ola. Svo. 63s. 

)l(aguire. - Rome; its Ruler 
and ito ln!tltutlona. B)' J Olllf FluJrCIS 
MAGtn1111, M.P. With a Porttalt of 
Pope Plua IX. Post Svo. 10.. 6d. 

llr1. Jlarcet't· Convenatiou on 

::=lJ:~~~loo ~~:ut.!'.'l,~ 
plamed. Thirteenth Edition, enla~ 
~g, ~=-j,llth M Plates. cp, 

Jllrs. llarcet'• Conversation• on 
Chemistry, In which tho Elementl of 
that Science are famillarly explained 
and illustrated by Experlm.ento. New 
Edition, illlprovea. 2 vola. fcp. 8vo.14o. 

Jllartineau. -Studies of Chris
ti~: A lleries of Original Papen, 

~:aTI:~~ec~:ri rv~~·ia~11.AJOS 

lllarttneau. - EJideavours after 
the Christian Life : Disooureea. By 
JJ.Ja& MJ.JrlfllllliJ.11, 2 volo. post Svo. 
price 7o. 6d. eaob.. 

Jllartineau. - R:YJilDI for the 
Christian Church and Home. Col· 
lect<!dandedltedbyJJ.JO&llABtll1111J.11, 
Eleom&t" Eclitimo, 12mo. Sa. 6d. cloth, 
~~: ~t reo::.ition, SZmo,11, 6<1. 

Kartlneau.-Kileellanies: Com
prising EBSays chielly religious and 
t'Ontroverlial. By J J.KB8 MJ.B~na.A.11, 
Crown 8vo. 91. 

Maunder's SoienWJ.c and Lite
rary Treasury : A new and Jl9pular 
Encyclo~ofSclence and the Belle8-
Lettres ; Including all Branches of 

~~h"L!i..~~~'ll:t~e~cp":'::~~~ 
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Maunder'• Treasury of Natural 
~~~~a 01\r~r.'1"fnD1~S~.~t~: 
V.oo_!_';'F.\rul Ch..,...,terlstloa t tw dll· 

~~~.~~~~J~n~~= ~1~~ 
I~.7~?~:""~b~~~UI~ 
Odnornl Economy ot ~be AnimAl king
®m. WIU1 1100 Woodcuts. Fcp. l tll. 

Maunder's Rittorieal Treuury; 
S'.:'Uf:.~o~lv=•~il!~ntr~~~~ 
bud Modtnol ILnd n Series !J )r.'""te 
~~-:~.~~ th~~~rru~~~.·~oa 
b~i~~<';:"11o~1li:~irtll,.,~{:~:."~!\:~~ 
t.owt.o, t.helr Ilollglon, AIMnero, and 
eu.tom., &<>. )'cp. Svo. 101. 

l'llaunder's Tre11.1ury of Geogra. 

~hfo~~":l~· .~~~:,!·.=~.:~: 

1amea Montgomery'• Poetical 
Works: OoUcctlvo Edltloo: "'"h ~ 

!,r;:.~v!:!ut&.~bJ:!':~u;P~~i 
ond Vignette. 8qWltll crown <O. 
IOo. Gd. cloth; mor<JCC:O, 211.-Qr, In' 
volo. Cep. 8vo. wllb Platea, 1 . 

M:oore.-The Powez: or the Soul 
over the Jlod;r, considered In rel tlon 
to Henlth and Mnrnlo. fly 0 GJLGli-
Moon, M.D. ep. 8vo. Go. 

ll<>Ullt or Every Oouutry 1n tiro World: 
l'reClldcd by on Introductory Outllue Koore.-Man and his l!lotives. 
~~blenq~~;o:i:rlb~·~:~; gl~~ By GEOBGB Moollll, M.D. Fcp. 8vo. &. 
ami Lnnguoge oxblbltcd by dlllbront 
Nnrlon• 1 an<\ a VIew- of tho Re\otlo"" Koore.-The Use of the Body in 
or G~phy to Attronom~ ILDd the rolatlon to the Mind. By G. Moou, 
~?'~u.K m:~=· F.~&~.·~V!U~~ M.D. Fcp.SVo.O.. 
M•v•nnd 16 tool !'Lito~. Fcp.Svo. l O.. I Moore.-Memoira, 1ournal, and 

Merivllle. - A lliatory of the i Ooo:r<•pondenc:e or Thomllll llooro. 
Rornono under tb Empire. By tho · Edited by the Right lion. LoliD JORI< 
Ro••. OH..uu.l!s ~lliRIT.U.B, B.D., tote RUUIILL, M~. With PorL-ml and 
Fello"or t...Tobn'tOoUoge, Orunbrldgo. Vlgneltet. 8\0ll!. ponlh>o • .£.l.u, 
svo. with 111•1'1· Th. ... , ., ·--·w- t.. 
Vo.o. I .,.d II. «>mprl>lnJtho Hi•lArrJ to Om• ! .... oore I ..:Oeti~ Or..., : 

tl>e YoU or IoJI•• c. .. .,.. S.cood Edltl..,,llli<, Oomprl•ln!! the Antllor't nL lu~ 
Vot. 11I. to th•E•L&tilllhmuLor\h.Mna- dn~on• o.nd Nott;t~. Tho. ~l'llft-•• 

art.br by A:UfNitw. Seco.Dd EdlUo11 .•••• • tb. Rilil.loR, crown Svo. with Portl'alt, 
,~OL • lY. u.d V ~ (rom.d..vgulhlll.octnvlliu .. ,. l..!a. &d. cloth; tn01'0C!OO ~y Ha.,y~·, 21 • 

a. c. ~7.., ...... 61 .• n.. -Allo the Libt'UrJI Bd•tl•~. with l!or· 
Vnt.. Vl.!rom the ntlgo. of Nero, .o. t.4t lo ,truit. and Vignette, m dium o'·o. !1 .. 

u .. Fall o J<ruo&J..,., . : •• •o.. .. loa. ~~u~~~=~ 1-1"f=· ~~ iov~' 
:r.terivale. The Fall of the fcp.Bvo.wUhPortraJtaud l~Ptatea,sr..., 

~~.~..:'b~rth~ ~~.! .. ~~~·~~ 1 Moore. - Poetry and Piotva 
Dy lbe ll.ev. ~. M:n•tv..u.ll, B. D., Into from TllOUIAOI Moore: llelug S..IO!CUom 
}'ellowofSL.John'tCollege,Qambrldge. of lbe moat popul!Lr IUid t.dlnl~ of 
Nerv EciJUon. ll!lno. 7t. Od. Moore'• Poem•, COlllo!llll)' lllu•trnt d 

. , . . , , wltb hlghly·flnl•bod Wood En~tM~vinlts 
Men vale {!!iss). - Ohrlatlan from oiild!UL! Deolgrur b:r; eml.J1 "' 

Reoorda: A. Short lllttory or ,\J>OIItolic Art!AtM. FCJ). 6to. t•rl"" -11. el th ; 
M:e. Uy L.A. liJ!JUT.u.S, FttJ. 8•·o.

1 

or4!t. bound In 111<11'0000 by Bayd~. 
tJri0071. 8d. 

, Moore's Songs, 1lallada, and 
Milea.-The Horse a Foot and . acreu Soll8$. Now EdlUou pr\ntod 

Bow to Kooplt Sound. EluM~B«''ilion; : bo Jlt~by 'J'y1•e: wilh the Not' , o.nd a 
with ~nAppcndixou )Joeln~ln J!i'DOI"•l. II Vlgnctle rrom .. Design by ·r. Crc•wlcl<. 
and HuntA)ro lu 11artlclllor. 12 Plates . l!.A. :l!Ino. b. Gd.- An Edit.\Qn l.J, 

f~~,.:~:~~~. 6~:\V,Mn.u,Eoo.. · ~~h~~\~i:!~!"~~-i~le, 511.; 
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][oore's Sacred Songa, the Sym
phonieoandAccompanimenta.amllll<8d 
for One or more Voices, printed wlth 
the Words. Imperia18vo. 

[Nearlv read!/. 

Koore's Lalla Rookh: An Ori
ental Romance. With 13 hlgbly
ftnlalled Steel Plat.eo from Ortgln8l 
Deoilnls by Corbonld, Meadows, and 
SteplianoU', engraved under the super
intendence of the late Charleo Heath. 
New Edition. Squar• crown Svo.llil. 
cloth ; morocco, 288. 

Koore's Lalla Rookh. New 
~~~t.J'..riO::.tt:t%t!n~~~~ ;oo'ii\!! 
tive edition or MOON' I Poetical Wor.Q, 

~~~~y F~~~:~ =.•!a~~~ 
~~~ ~o~C::·b;l~~~tte,lll.; or 

Koore's Lalla Rookh. A New 
Edition, with numerous Illuetratlona 

~~ o~~~le~~llfv"~ ~~~~. ~r~ 
then DJ.LztBL. Fcri:~rati01l. 

][oore's Irilhltelodies. A New 
Edition, with 13 . highly-ftulshed Steel 
Plates, from Original Designs by emi
nent Artiste. Square crown Svo. 2lo. 
cloth ; or Sla. 6d. bound in morocco. 

Koore's Iriah Melodies, printed 
~o~~bf'r!rn~~e ~~e~~rv:'';J~uano~ 
~":"::~~ P~J!f~lw';:.'6x~ ~:J•r~ 
Portrait or the Anl.hor. S2mo. !a. 6d. 
An Edition In 16mo. with VIgnette, 5s. ; 
or 128. 6d. morocco by Hay day. 

Moore's Irish ][elodies. Illu
trated by D. Maellae, R.A. New Edi
tion ; with 161 Designs, and the whole 
or the Letterpreos enf.aved on Steel, 

~~- :J. ~~~£2.1~~~~: 
Koore' s Irish Melodies, the 

Mllllc, namely, the SYJDphoniee and 
Accompaniments by SlrJolllfSnv:llf· 

:m. ~~ ~~r~?r:~J:r~v':i. ir.~~ 
cloth ; or '2s. half-bound In morocco. 

The Harmoniaed Airs from 
~~~~~~~h.:. 0~ 
~v"~~'"!J:.tteh\":.~~~ ~t"un~m/:; 
moroooo. 

][oore'l NationalKelodies, with 
Mosie. N atlonal Airs and other Bongo, 
now ftret collected. By Tao>U.s 
Moon. The Mlllie, for Voice and 

f,!;"J~~!l:.r~~lo'tj!~h o~hl2a':'J:"~: 
bound in morocco. 

Koore'• Epicurean. New 
Edition, with the Notes from the Col
lect.ive Edition or Moor•'• Poetical 
Wor.a i. and a VIgnette en~ved on 
Wood rrom an or!ginal Deiu;n by D. 
KJ.OLISB, R.A. lOmo. 5&. cloth i or l!a. 6d. morocco by Hayday. 

Korell. -Elements of .Piyoho-
~'n~e Pfn'l!J8Ct~~~~~r!~e~;1Y~~ 
MOBBLL, M.A., One or Her Ma.Jeety'o 
Inepecton of Schools. Post Svo. 'Ia. 6d. 

Koming Clouds. Second and 
~~~r.;;.~f:.o~in~~~:~v~~:fro~ 
Fcp. SVo.l!l. 

Korton.-The Resources of Es
tat.eo : A Treatise on the Agrleultnral 
Improvement and General Manage
mentor Landed Property. By Joalf 
LooiHJ.R'l' Moarow, Civil and Agri· 
caltnral Engineer ; Author of Thirteen 

~~~Jlt~t, Aift~=~ttci'flt~t::: 
tions. Royal Svo. Slo. 6d. 

Moseley's Mechanical Prineiplea 
of E'l\neering and Archlteetnre. Be-
;~::"'s~~d; wlthnumerons 

][emoira and Letters of the late 

~":! f:~~~!~.~t~olJu~t 
Gener::f' of Her eoty's Forces In 
India. Edited by n. Mol1lfUII. 
Second Edition, Portrait. FC!l· S•·o. Ill. 

Kure.-A Critioalllisto17 of the 
Lan1!1J11118 and Literature or Ancient 
Greece. 1{1. WILLUK MUllll, or 

~~w~gi.. IV?~.~· ~d1¥or::•~: fC.00 

•urrar'• Encyclopedia of Geo
graphy, OOIJiprielrur a complete Descrlpo 

• t1on or the Earth :'"Exhibiting 1111 RelA
tion to the HeavenlY Bodl81 iU Pby
lieal8trnotnre, the Natural kiitory or 
each Cou.o~, and the Industry c\ Cllm-

=r"'~~~~~~D.~~d 
~~~*~-~~~~~~"'-
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llhrra.y.-French Pinance and 
Financiers under Loula the Fifteenth. 
By J~)()l• MuBBJ.Y. 8vo. lOa. 6d. 

lreale.-The CloaiDg Sciene; or, 
Cbriatianlty and InA<fenty oontnwtad 
In the Last Houre of Remarkable Per· 
aono. By the Rev. E118IDO NIU.Lll, 
M.A. 2 vole. fcp. 8vo. eo. eoch. 

lrormanby (M:arqm of).-A 
Year of Revolution. l"rom a Journal 
kept In Paris In the Year 1868. By the 
lll.iliQms 01' NOBJUJIBY, K.G. I vole. 
s,~o. 24s. 

Olrilvie.-The Kuter-Builder'l 
Plan· or, the Prlncipleo ot or....,lo 
Architecture ao Indicated In the Typl· 
cal Forme of Anlmala. By GBOII.GB 
O&ILvu:,:III.D. Poot8vo.wldr71Wood· 
cuts, price 6s. 6d. 

Oldure. -The Lut of the Old 
l!qulreo. A Sketch. By 0BDBIO 
OLn~caB, ~~sq., of Sax·Nonnanbury. 
Orowu avo. 9s. 6d. 

Osborn. -Q.uedah; or, Stray 
Leavee from n Jownal In Malayan 

:.~~r~·.:.Y Wft\.ai.:' ~":~""b~:.i'd 
tinte/1 Illuatrationo. Poot 8vo. lOa. 6d. 

Osborn.-The Diaoovery of the 
North-West Pasoage by H.lii.S. r,.,... 
tlaator, Captain R. M'CLUBB,l850-1SM. 
Eillted by Ca~n SUIUJID OUoBN, 

~~ral~~g>:..,f~~ ... ':,~n\.. tv~~ 
prlcel5s. 

Profeuor Owen's Lectures on 
~cgrrt;aj~~~~~~~y A~Y!.IJ'l.1~ 
t:~~a1t.t~~:;~~t!'e~o~~r~':: 
8~o. 2!o. 

Professor Owen's Lectures on 
the Comfaratlve An~ and p~ 

~~';5 ~t t\::."i:,~'!f~~e oJ~. 
In 1811. and 18!6. VoL. I. Svo. 148, 

lllemoin of Admiral Parry, the 
Arctic N avlgator. By hU Son, the Rev. 
E. PllBY, M.A., Domeotlc Ohflllaln to 

~t,Dt,:h~g~~ft~n:J'·Jtg~~ J,i~O.:,t 
the North· West Paoeage. Fop. 8vo. 51. 

Pattilon.-The Earth and the 
Word • or Geology for Bible Stu<l.ent.. 

Dy B. k. PATTISON, F.G.S. "FC\>. Svo. 
1ritll colourod Map, :Is. 6~. 

Dr. Pereira'• Elements of Jhta. 
~:~~~~~~~~ 
the Author'o lllaterlals bi!}· B. Tn· 

~L14:o: ~~ .fc>1. 'ft. P,;:L \t~; 
Vol. n. P&rtiLII!It. 

Dr. Pereir&'s Lectures 0111. Polar
loed LiiiJ.t, topther with a Leomlnl on 
the Mloroooope. lid Edition, enlarnd 
from the Author'a MatarlaJj b,- Rev. 
D. POWliLL,M.A. J'cp.Bvo. WoOd-, 
price ?a. 

Peschel'& Elements of Ph;:rates. 
Translated from the German, with 
Not~!, by E. WBI!'!. With Dililn'ama 
and w oodoute. s vole. fcp. 8vo, !Ia. 

Phillips's Elementary Introdu
tton to Mlneraloi!Y. A New Edltlo!l. 
with extenolve Alieratlons and Add!· 

~~\v~1IVrr.~:~~~.t~·H:11~~~ 
uumerouo W oodonte. Poot 8vo. 181. 

Phillips.-.\ Guide to Geolou. 
By J OKN PKILLIPB,, M.A., F .&;8., 
F.G.S.,Ito. Fourth Ewtlon, coneoted1 
with 6 Plates. Fop. avo. eo. 

Phillipe.-Finres and D~ 
tiona of the p,J,ozolc Foeoila of Com• 
wall, Devon, and Weot Som.eraet: obo 
served in the ooorae of the Ordnanoe 
Geological Survey of that District. :py 
JoBlf PRJLLIP8, F.R.S., F .G.S., II:C. 
8vo. with 00 Plates, 98. 
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Po....U.-Essays on the Spirit of 
ths Inductlw P111IOIOS· tb• UDity 
of W orldo, and the P of Crea
tlOII, By the &Y. Bw- oWJIU., 
M.A., A<. Crowu8vo.Woodcuto,IJI.IkL 

Powell-christianity without 
Judlliam : A Seoon<l Serlea of Eetot,'s 
on the Unit)' of Worlds and of Nature. 
By the Rev. BWlllr POWBLL, M.A.,IIr.c. 
crown 8vo. 7•. Od. 

Pycrott.-The Collesrian's Ouide; 
or, &ooUectlona or Co!fep Days: Bet,. 
tlng fortb the Advah~ and TemJ>o 
tatlona of a Uol veralty Ednoatlon. Jly 
the Bav. J. PYcBOrr, B.A. &co1ld 
BtfiMtm. Fep. Svo. &. 

Yycroft'a Colll"H of EJur1iah 

:Bioh's mnatrated Compaaion to 
Qle Le.tin Dlctlo~d Greek Lex!· 
eon; Forming a of all tbe 
Words representing Viable Objeot.a 

:;::~n~~ry~ thWe~i~:';''t::: 
With about 2,000 Woodcuta from the 
Antique. Poa~ 8vo. 2lo. =; or, How and 'Vhat to liead : 

to everr tu!AI and call8CttY. Biehardlon.-l!'ourteen Yean' 
W Litel'lll')' Ariecdoteo. Fcp. gvo,liil, ~rlenoe of Cold Wa!Air: Ita u-

PJeroft'a Cricket-Field ; or, the so.~r.A~C::sv!Y~=t.~~&~CJWU)o 
~~:_ an~oo~~~"Jiti~n !h;Ja~~ 
Woodcut.~, Fcp. 8vo.lie, 

Q.uatrefagea (A. De ).-Ramble~ 
ofa Naturaliat on tbe Coasts ot:P'rance, 
Spain, and SicUy. lly A. DB QV.LT&K· 

~~~~~~~~· .~'l.~i>oat ~':'fJ:.d by 

Baikea (C.)-Notea on the Be
volt In tbe North·Weo!Airn Provinces 
oflndla. ~ CHAIILJIS IUJKBB, Ju~ 

~~~.~r~ .. ",." ~1n:02o~:"c~po 
bell. 8vo. 7•. 6d. 

Balke~ (T. )-Portion of the lour
nat ke~ by THOKJ.S R.uxu, EBQ., 

=n~ ~~ ~~ ';:.'3P~~~1fratRe8J; 
In London and PIIIU during that pe
riod. 2 vola. crown 8vo. prlre 121. 

Barey.-.6. Complete Treatise on 
the ilclence or H andllng, Educating 
IIJid Taming all Horaee; with a tuii 
and detailed N arratln or hi a Expe
rience and Practice. 11)' JoH!< s. 
~BBY, of Ohio, U.S. In 1 vol. with 
numerous llluatratlona. [J.ut readv. 

Dr. Beece's Kedioal Onlde : Com· 
rtple!AI Modem Dlapenaa· 
Pnctloal Treatlae .on the 
Sym~Mma, Cauaee Pre

vent;IOU, Cure, ancf PalllaUon ot tbe 
DIHMoillncldenttotbe Human Frame. 
SevODiitenth Edltlon, corrected and en· 
lalpd bT Dr. H • .RJIJIOB. 8vo.l2s. 

Horsemanship; or, the Art of 
~~ <fu~':'cfi'J!~~o~A "8:1:tt! 
men on the Road and In the Field : 

:~V.:='~O:~or:r~~r.,ttn~I:. 
J.IIDeow,_ talA! of tbe 'th i.lglit Dragoona. 
With fi rlateo. Sqll&le crown Bro. 1u. 

Household Prayers for Four 
Weeks : Witb additional Pray era tcn
SPOCial Occaalona. To wblch fa added 
a Thlune of Scripture &adlng for EVO!'Y 
Day In the Year. By the Rev. J. E. 
RlDDLB, M.A. Crown Svo. Sa. 6d. 

Biddle's Complete Latin-Engliah i 
and ~llah-Latln Dlctlonarykfor the ! 
~-~~o'N'!:~· sv:::.f:!· i 

Biddle's Diamond Laiin-Engliah 
g;~cr~dAgu~:e ~~~~t 
Latin ~cal Worda. Boyal S2mo, u. 

lUddle's Copiona and Critioal 

~~l!t\~ l>l'~~~':"~~ 
Uam Freund. Post ,to, Sla, 6d. 

Biven's Bole-Amateur's Guide; 
g:~~~~adl"':~art~f=• o;.:: ; 
larly claaaed In the\t ,.,.~'-"._ 'i-.\.· ' 
~~~{~~~~~':"'1-~~:-~:~'-· ''\ 
------------------------·-----
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Dr. B. BobiJulon'e Greek uti jlleol'am (Dr."-Projeetile w-. 
Eng1ioh Lexicon I<> tbe Greok Tala- J!OIIIIofWarmd Esplc>olreCompoomclo. 
meat. A New EdWon, rev- and In B7 ~- Scon110, K.B. Load., late 
great part ......mtten. 8vo. 1&. Prof- ot ~In the Alden-

Kr. llemT Bogert'• Bllaye .. 
leeted from C<mtrlba&loo1 I<> tbe lfdifo.. 
bwl/1 .am-. 8ecood EdiUon, with 
Additlooa. a •"'-· rep. Bvo. no. 

Dr. Boget'e Thelaurue of Eng
nob Wordo and Plu·- claul1led aDd 
arranged ao u to facilitate the ~ 
1ion or Ideas and uotot In Lltmarr 

~l:'~ed. ~~~-~-
Bonaltls's Fly-Fiaher'e Bntomo. 

IDI<J' : With colonred Repreoentatlon 
oC"the Natnnol and ArUIICial IllleCia, 
aud a few Oboerrationo and Inotrw> 
tlono on Trout and GrayliDg ~
Fift4 Edition; with !0 new-colour8d 
Plates. s."o. 1H. 

Rowton's Debater: A Beriea of 
complete Debates, OutliDeO of Debateo, 
and Q,eotlona for Dlacuulon; wltli 
amplelleferenoea I<> tl!j! boot Soureoo or 
Information. Pep. Svo. 81, 

Dr. C. W. Ruuell'e Life of Cardi
nal Henofantl : With an Introductory 
Hemolr of eminent LinJ.(Uioto, Ancieut 
and liodem. With Portrait and Fac
almllea. Svo. 1!1. 

pte eoo.,e ol Kedldiae. ftird BdO
tioa. Poet Svo. W oodmlt., 8L 6d. 

Bcrivenor'e Hiltory of the Iron 
Trade, from the Eulieo& Becord8 I<> the 
~Period. Svo. 1111. 6d. 

Sir Edward Beaward'elfarrative 
or ln. Shl'""""k, and-- na. 
~~~ali =:::o~~Carlb-

The Sermon in the Kout. 
PriJded by C. Wblttlllll:bam, DDiformiJ" 
wUb tbe n-1111>le. &&mo. la. Sci. 

Sewell (lliu).-lfew Edition of 
tbe Taleo and 8tori• or tbe Author ol 
J.ar Hwbrrt, in g Toll. erown 8vo. 
price £1. 101. cloth ; or each wodt eam
vlete In one volnme, _.u],y 11 All
low• :-

AMY HERBERT •..•. • ••.••• 2&. H. 
GERTRUDE •••••••.•.•••••• 2a. 6d. 
The EARL'S DAUGHTER •• 2a. eel. 
The EXPERIENCE ofLIF£ •• 2a. eel. 
CLEVE HALL .............. Ia. Gel. 
IVORS, or tbeTwo Cou~INB l1.6d. 
KATHARINE ASHTON .... aa. Gd. 

The SaiD.tl our Bum.ple. By MARGARET PERCIVAL .. 5L Od. 
the Author or .uturt to •v Unkllotlm LANETON PARSONAGE .. 4&. Gd. 
FrlmuU, &c. Fcp. Svo. 7a. 1 Bv 1M"'""' .A,.thor, N.., BdUOou, 

Scherzer.-Tra.vels ~ the Free 1 Ursula : A Tale of EJurliah 
i\~ci'u~~~~'1.!:"Jit~Jo~.1~: Coantry LICe. 2 volo. fcp. Svo. 1!'8. 
C.uL SCKI!Rzn. 2 vola. poot Bvo. 165. Beadingt for every Day in Lent: 

SchimmelPenniD.ck (Jira.) - Complted from the Wrltl:nga of Blabop 
Life of Mary Anne ScblmmelPenulnek. J:ul<XY T._YLOR. Fcp. 8vo,lia. 
Author of S.hct Jltm10lr1 of Port 

~f~~~.~~i'IB~~~::·c.~~~~ ~c.!~o~:m~:r=; 
! volo, poot8vo. with Portralt,1lil. the WorbofWrltero of the Early and 

Dr. L. Schmitz's History of of the EngU.h Church. Fcp. Bvo • .._ 
Gr....,, from tho Earllcot TltnH 1<> the 
Takln(!' of~ by tho llorrum~ D.C. 

~~ .. ~~~tlfl' · Mil J'J~~~~ ~3; 
n!:"cr:,ii:Ft.::'l'~N~'ln. ctlr.~r:.~~ 
Rnd Arlo or tho Ancient Greek• oon.
trlbutM bJ C. H.. W .U'!O:t<, ~f. A. Trill. 
CoU. Cam b.; lllo<t a ~!~p of J..tllen• ana. 
1117 Woodcu!.ll dollllfllcd by G. e~t{, 

Jw• •• F.S.A. J!mo. 7a. G<l. 

Bowdler'e :Family ShaJupean : 
In which nothing !1 tJddod to the Ori
ginal Text ; but thooe words and ex
preoalona are -ltt«J wbleb cannot 
with proorlety be read aloud. Illn• 
!rated with 86 Woodcut Vllmetteo, 
'I:M. Lllw<u-tt E<UtiMo, In One Volume. 
meA\'"""''"· 'lln""' '1.\>.. \ .._ PoeJcot BdO. 
tio-A, \1>." •<>\I;. \~·"'""· -vn..,. •. -. ..... 

I 
I --·- ·-----------------------.:. 
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Sharp'1 New Britilh Ouetteer, 
or Topc>grapbical Dlcfol.oDaf)" of tho 
llrlttali l.llanda and DIIIT01I' Situ: Com· 
prlalng_ ooneloe Deecriptlons or about 
110,000 Placeo, Seats, Nat ural Features, 
nnd Oblects of Note, founded on the 
beat auihorltlee. 2 vols. Svo • .£2. 16o. 

Short Whilt ; itllWe, Progress, 
and Lawo : With Oboervatlono to make 
any one a Whiat-Piayer. Containing 
a!Oo the Laws of Piquet, c .. tduo, 
Ecart6, Crlbbolre Backgammon. By 
~or A. New "E<l.ltlon • 'lrith Precepts 
for Trroo. by lin. B. Fop. Svo. Sa. 

Sinclair. -The .Tourney of Life. 
By CATBBIID<B BD<CLAIII, Author of 
7'M-of L(fo. Fop. Svo. 51. 

Sir Boger De Coverley. From 
the Spectator. With Notes and Illna
tntlou!. by W. HBnT WILLS; and H 
Wood J<ngravlnga from Design a by F. 
fi, .. ~:C..,~~~OI.8d.; or 21o. 

The Bketohet : Three Tales. By 
the A uthon of ..t_, H...wrt, 7'M Old 
r.~~~r1!":.'er'd Ha.,kltOM. Fop. 

Smee'l Elements of Electro
Metallurgy. Third Edition, revised; 
with Elect.rotypoa and numerous Wood· 

1 cuto, Poot Svo. 101. 6d. 

I Smith (G.)-llistory of Wes-
1 leyan :Methodism. By G:IOII&B SlllTII, 
' F .A.S., Author of 8acr«< Anllall, &c. 
\ VoL. I. W..UVatldAio7'MIIn;VoL. II. 
· TAo Jllddk Ao• of Jlotllod..,, from 

1791 to 1816. Cro•ru 8vo. lOt. Od. each. 

Smith (G. V.)-The Prophecies 
rolatlnl! to Nineveh aud the ABaYrians. 

~~~Jl'o~"~"N~~ H.';: 
hlbltlnlt the prlnclPOJ Result• o~ the 
recentDIIooverieo. llv G:.oaoz V .urc:1 
SXITR, B. A. Post livo. 10.. 6d. 

Smith (.T.)- The Voyage and 
Shipwreck of St. PaD!: Wltli Dlleer· 
tatlona on the Life and Wrltlnp of St. 
Lake, ond the ShiJ!O and NaVIgation 
ot the Anelatatl. By J .u<:11 SXITB 
F.R.S. With Charto, Vlewo, and 
'r oodouta. Crown 8vo. So. 6d. 

A Kemoir of the Rev. Sydney 
Smith. BY bil Dawrhter, LADY HoL
L.urD. With a selection from bil 
~.etten, edlled by lin. Atrftllr. Nflfl> 
.llditltHI. t vola, Bvo. 28e, 

Snow. -Two Years• Cruise olf 
r:~~rui~eF=~~~ ! 
Narntlve of Life In the Sonthem Seal. 

:r:.&t!f::~:gh~-~~eo=~~ 
With Charta and llluotratlono. ! vols. 
post8vo. U.. 

Robert Southey•• Complete Poet-
~~ 'I~~!i~'l:,:'~.fl:C,~~th;b: 
L4brary Edition, complete In One V o
lume, with Portralto and Vlanette. 
Medium 8vo. 211. cloth; 6'1e. oouuu 
In morocco.- Also, the Jl'int colllcttd 
Edition, In 10 volo. fcp. Svo. with Por· 
trait and 19 Vlgnettea, price 361. 

The Life and Correspondence 
ofthelate Robert Bnuthey. Edited by 
hie Bon. the Rev. C. C. SoVTBIIY, M.A. 
With Portralto, &e. 6 vola. poat 8\'0, 
price 83a, • 

Southey'l Doctor, complete in 
Oue Volume. Edited bft the Rev. 

t~.;~.utl.!t ~· ~0~.!;0~~ 
Square crown Svo. 211. 

Southey's Life of Wesley; and 
RIM and Pqreea of lllethodlom. 
Fonrth Edition, edited by Rev. C. C. 
l!olTTBliT, :M.A. 2 vols. crown Svo. HI. 
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Stephen.-Lectures on the Ria
tory of Franee. By the Right Hon. 
Sir J.uas S1!BP1DIN, K.C.B., LL.D. 
Third Edition. 2 vols. Bvo.lll.s. 

Stephen. - Eua.ys. in Eooleaias-
=:;~·E~i.a~o~: Eta'~~ 
~~~~~~~fvO:.·~v:.·kia. LL.D. 

Stonehenge.-The Dog in Health 
and Disease : Compr!aing the various 
Modes of Breaking and using him for 

~~,;~g <fl:::r;~~~~~~~is~~ 
~~~O~=ou~fu~,.~~~GB. 8YO. 

[I" t/18 fWIII, 

Stoaehenge.-The Greyh011lld: 
BeinK a Treatise on tho Art of Breed· 
ing Real'!.ni:, and TralninJr Greyhounds 
for PUblic Runnlrur; their "Diseases a.nd 
Treatment : Contalning also Rules for 

~~~g:'"tt"em~.!,~~~~.fu~::~in~i 
STONXRBNGE, With Frontispiece and 
W oodouts. Square crown Svo. 2ls. 

Stow's Training System, lloral 
Training School, and Normal Semi· 
Jl&rY for prepar!!lg Schoolmasters and 
Governesses. Tenth Edition ; Plates 
and Woo<lcute. Poot Svo. 6o. 

Strickland.-LivesoftheQueens 
of England. By AGNES 8TBICIL.Um. 

~:~~~;~?' ~x.l:~ift.r:.r'~1tl:mi>o~ 
traits o( every Queen, engraved &om 
the most autben,io sources. Complete 
In 8 vols. post Svo. 7a. 6d. each. 

Memoirs of the Life and Services 
ofRear·AdmiralSir William B:;monda, 
late Surveyor of tho Navy. Edited by 
J . A. SR.lBP. Svo. with Illustrations, 
price 2lo. 

Taylor.-Loyola: and J'eanitism 
W.!\"s~~~~~~'on~lo!~te Tmoa. 

Taylor.-Wesley and Hethod· 
ism. By Isuo T.lYLOll. Post Svo, 
Portrait, lOs. 6d. 

Thacker'• Courser's Annual Re
membrancer and Stud· Book: Being an 
Alphabetical Return of the RI!!Uiinl at 
all Public Coursinll, Cluba in ~land, 

I~¥.8'~· .:it~ ~~t P~:::.,t?:. r".:': 
received) of the DoGs. By RoBERT 

AB11.ur WBLBR, Liverpool. Bvo. 'l.b. 
". • Publiahed annually \n October. 

Bishop i'hirhrall's History of 
~~J:.·sv~~_!di~tio:t:! r:J:: 
fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, Ills. 

Thom.eon's leasons. Edited by 
BOLTON Col!.Nl!Y, Esq. Illuatrated 

~~ ~e)I'!:~J':r~~ 
Club. Square crown Svo. 21s, cloth ; 
or 368. bound in morocoo. 

Thomaon (the Bev. Dr.)-An 
Outline of tho neceosarr L&wa or 
Thought: A Trsatiae on PUre and Ap
J!lied LoKi c._ By WILLill< Tnoxsorr, 
D.D. New Edition. Fep. Svo. 7•. 6d. 

ThOJDIOn'a Tables of Intereat, 
at Three, Four, Four..a,nd·a-Ralf, and 

~~:&'~~·;..,'a"&:,~~·tu ):"~t:: 
in a relNlar progrell8ioo of al.ugle Da.Ys ; 
with IDtereot at -all the above Bates, 
from One to Twelve llontha, and hom 
One to Ten Years. Alae, numerona 
other Tables of Exchange, Time, and 
Dlooounts. New Edition. 12mo.l!e. 

The Thumb Bible ; or, Verbum 

~~\~~~i t:l&l.-~~: .. ~ 
-~~~h~n:Jrtt~~rft:•· tu!:~~~ 

Tighe and Davis.-Anna.la of 
Windsor; Beiru<a Hlatory oftheCaatle 
and To11m : Wttluome account ot.Et.an 
and Placea ~nt. Bk R. R. TIGBJI, 

~t'f:~.,.-:"~ith·,!'~:Ous~~: 
2 Yolo. royal8vo. ££. ••· 

Tooke,_;Hiltory of .Prices, and 

~:~:~~ ~~:=~~f&:s d~~~ 
olve. Fo~ Vols. V. aud VI. or 
Tooke'• Hiflorv of Pri<»o; and oom· 

~:~':" \;'~~'::~d~~~~F~l~~~ 
and WILLI.lJl NBWIUIICR, 2 vols. 
Bvo. 52o. 6d. 

ToWJlllencl.-Kodem State 'l'iiala 
reviled and illustrated with E~s 

~i~'Q~: Bl!ti?sio~!6!~101·E&cl-. 
Trollope. - Barohester T~wers : 

a Novel. By A.."'t""TliOl'fY TKOLLOPB. 
New a.nd cheaper EdiUon, ooml'lete In 
One Volume. Crown 8<o. 5o. 

'ba\\a~.-~ 'Wud.~u. B:v 
ll.l<'t\!.OT'>:'h.<>"\l<.<>n.. "'1'"'"'-'!.-.<>;\.""'.~· 
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1 
l'UliLISB.l!D liY L()lii'GK..Uf, liBOWll', .AND co. 

The ~veller's ~brary: A Col-
lecUon of origi.Dal W orka •ell adapted for 
J"n~wUera and Bmi,r•nta, for Bo\ool-roo"• 
JMrrwn.., the .LNrariel oJ •--•it•' In
~. Yowag • .,.., .Mini,..,, the 
~ of BIMPJ, ud limUar p1U'f>Oies. 
The wpan.te TOlumes are n.ited. for &Aool 
Prtsn, Pretentt tn Yowag Peoplt, a.nd for 
general instruction au'd enter11Jmnent. 
The Seriet compritea fotLrteen of the~ moat 
popalar of Lord JUoaulay'• lluo'JI, and 
his SpHC]w on Parliament&rJ Retonn. 
The department of Tn.Yel8 oontaina tome 
accoa.nt of eight of the. principal countne. of 
Europe, u well u trnelt iD four diltricts 
of Afrlu, in four of America, and in three of 
A.tia. Madame Pfeifl"er•a .Ftrwt ra.mrv 
t"'UUtd 1M Forid is incl~: and a general 
aeccnmt;oftbe.Atutmlian Ooloaiu. In Bio 
pphfDd Hioto"l' will be f011Dd LO!d Ha
caul.lr'a Biographical 8ketehet of Farren 
Hatli'llf•, Clift, p;u, JYalpolt, Bacon, and 
othtn; beeidn Xemoin of Jf".Uington, Tu
rmna, F. Aroqo, &c. ; an Euar on the Life 
u.d Qellinl or~ hllw, W'ith Seltc
tiOD.I from hit WrlUagt, b7 Mr. Henry 
Hogen; ad a hi>l.o"l' of tlle r..;,..;. C..m-

!:'~teb~:~~~:~thi."'~:lll'~a~: !':!~ 
lb!'~ '!ftt:~:~t!~:~~.nL~:::;t~!~ 
!:~~:~~ gtt!O:~:fto!""/~l!.o:~ 
tact., bu bftD lnc:twied, uut bu been rud 
""lth u:aun&JlDt.ere~t b71D11UJ at the work-

~~.ro=~~~rJ:t~~t!~: 
ll' .AnM~, tbc7aab in rorm & w.Grk or 1Ldlo~:~ , 

l\~~ :~~~~~ ~'!:r~ -:: 
Scit-nte -.ud Natural P.hUOI(Ipbrt: 1-meraJ 

li:z~~~PH:!::a ""'~~~:::,. ~ and 1':"~ 
.Imll.Mt*mw of 'fJUt,tttt mn•r,able- fact& ln 
Dl.tural hiltDrJ t.rfl eoJlected. Or. 'WU.aan 

~i!d~t~=ph. po&~~ ~:~~~:~it 
~lifhil, and on t.he Tin and other 

:!~~~~~ ~:~~~~~':e~f9i ~; ~~:~ 
lbe habit.. a ad munen or tl1e mine.n. aod' 
the teet~tl!!!q or t.he 'IUI'l'Ouadiag country. It 
emir rtm&ID.!I to add, that ~moog t he Jdit:
rt-U&neou Workl •re a. eleet\on or the bf!t \. 

~~~~: ~~,!e:;.:r!~:/r~~~ ~nL:~~ 
Oh.Dl or .MQriiiO;Iiim, br the R.t! ... w. J . 
Ckn1ybe:&te; &.D. upotition or .BctUtt(l" M&-

b:t~~~~~;::~ :':~~~~ee bO~ri~~ 
-~ !:::!~ !f f};~, b\t~ri~~~~~ 
be bad, In """""''Me: on~ •• ·~ £6.11. pet lkl, lloUJid ill <foUl aod 1-. 

or- 2\k 'hu.,u;,yt.Ulll'flr7 IDlY aloo 
be li&d u orldnally laoued In 102 parts, 
Io. each, fomilng liO vola. 211. 6d. eaCh; or 
any ..,.....,.I/IUtll or volumes. 

Sharon 7urner's Sacred .Riatory 
of the World, PhUooophlcally oon· 
olde!'Od.·lna Serle& of Letters to a Son, 
3 vola. pa.t 8vo. 311. 6d. 

Sharon Turner'• History of Eng
land dnring the Middle A(!88 • Com· 
prloing the Relgno from the Norman 
Cclll<!UO&t to the Acceoslon of Henry 
Vlii, 'vola. 8vo. 50&. 

Sharon Turner's History of the 
Ando.lluons, from theBarUeatPerlod 
to the Norman Conquest. 3 vola. ss.. 

Dr. Tnrton'• Kanual of the Land 
and Freah-Water Shells of Great 

~~· 'N~~t\:J;~fo'~" wi'~ ~&~~:!: 
byDr.J. E. GuY, F.R.s., &c., Keeper 
of the Zoological Collection In the 
Brltllh Museum. Crown Svo. with 
1! oolonred Plate&, price 15s. cloth. 

Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Arts, 
Jllanufactnrea and Mineo : Containing 
a cle~r &poeltion of their Principle& 
and .l'nlctloo. Fourth Edition, much 
enlarged. With nearly 1,600 Wood· 
cuta. 2 vola. Svo. 6011. 

Vander lloeven'• Handbook of 
Zooi.QtD'. Traruolated from the Seoond 

=~~~ l'.:.~.~Pro=IJ.~ 
.Anatoaly In the Unlveraity of Cam· 
brldae ; . wUh additional Relorences 
ll:r tbe Author. 2 vola. Bvo. with ~ 
Platea of Flallre• price 641o. oloth • or 
separatA!Iyi VoL. I. II&Hrl~, 001:, 
and VoL, I . Ywt•nlu, 3011. 

Vehle.-.:emoirl of the Court, 
.~~:rva:~~~1°C~t 
the Gennan by FJWrZ DBJOILD, 2 
volo. poet Svo. !lo. 

Von Templlky.-Kitla ; or, In
cldeDta and Penonal Advenlmeo tm a 
J onmey In Mexico, Guatemala, and 
Sebador In the Years 1853 to lBii5 : 
With Observations on the Model of 
Life In those Countrleo. By G. 'li'. 'G'"'"' 
't"B.10'\\'D.. ""'N\\.'\\. "\\..~"'t<:)'\l..' ~~~ 
t\<>n.~. -a~ ... ~. 
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Wade.- England's Greatness: 
Its Tt\oe and Progrll1l• In Government-, 
J,awo, Rellglon, nnd Somal Life: Agri· 
culture, Commerce, nnd Manufaotures; 

~~~u:! ~~~tu~e J:~1>=· :rof.;p,~ 
By Joru<IVADJ!, AutboroftbeC®inol 
La•v .... &c. Poot Svo. 10.. lld. 

Wa.nderings in the La.nd of 
Ham. D a Durauul< of Juu:u. 
Poo~ vo. • 6d. 

Waterton.-Essays on Natural 
History, cl1lel\y OrnltboiOSY. Dy C. 
W au.row, EIQ, Wllh an Autoblo· 
qmpby or •be Author, nud VioW'I of 
Walton Hall. 2 vola. fop. 8vo. 5s. e_nclt. 

Waterton's Essays on Natural 
Hlotod';. Turan SaatJ!s; wltllaCon· 

~~~~~foFk~l~'h~~~~f~o~~- 0 

Webster and Parkes's Encyclo-
1edia of DomMtlC Economy; rom· 

~'!"&'.:f.r)?"hc~:,= a&~~. m;!J:: 
keep In~ : vl1. ~'he Construction of IJo
mestlc EdUI.rll1l, wltlt tholllodes ofW arm· 

~~C:,;l~~~U:,~·t~~~a~~~~.I.M~r.'!';, 
Furnitur•, with tho Nature of their 

larorlols - Dntles of Scrvont.o- &c. 
Willi nearly 1,000 Woodcuto. Svo. 00.. 

Weld. - Vacations in Ireland. 
Dy CIU:JI.LMS RIO!LUID Wno, Dar· 
rbi.Cr-at-Law. Post vo. JO.,IId. 

Weld.-A Vacation Tour in the 
United Statot and C:u;ada. By 0. 11. 
Wnn, Barrister. Potl~ Bvo. 10.. Gd. 

West.-tectures on the Diseases 
or In fane{ I\IId Childhood. n~ CB..UL 38 

}~'.!'"T(,~ ·~!lh~~l~!oia;~.~~t.l:!r~~ 
~~~~~~~r~~r~~~~m~~~~:: 

Willich'a Popular Table.e for 
ucertrunlng the Vn.luo or Llfellold, 
L<osehold, lllltl Olmroh Property, Ro-

8l'J'o%.r¥..~l!.~OI~~:,W..S~.·~':,"~: 
i}'~~i!~noi?~~.ins0~me!~~~ 
t:m·v~i.rt~~tl:~u:tlo ':"a~E:~·· 

Wilmot's Abridgment or Black· 
111tono.'R Commentaries ou the Uwe or 
Enji.tlanfl, In n seriea of Letttra from 11 
F~tlocr to his Daughter. l~o. lls. Otl. 

Wilson's l!ryologia l!rit&nnica : 
Containing the lllot1sea ofllrcat Brltoln 
and lrellllld syeMmatioally orramre<l 
and deacribe<l ncoording to tho .Method 
of ~ and Scli••'fJn'; with 01 UIUJ!-

;~~';;'J~"J· al~:2 ~r~f,:' ~~!}~ 
Of<> Britam•ica of 1rlcunl. Hooker and 
Til)' lor. Svo. ~ •. ; or, wllb. tbe Pia tee 
eolonred, price ~. 4s. 

Yonge.-A New English-Greek 
LelrlMiu ntnlnln~ o.l l the Greek 
Word& Ul4ld l!Y Wrlllero or good nntho
rlty. Dy C. D. YOlfQH, IJ.A • .S~ 
ErlitWn, revised. PoeUto.!lo. 

Yonge'a New Latin Gradus : 

~::~r~~'J;oii'rv~F~":'~.b~s!~~ 
Eton, ,\'"'..,trolnater, \VInche te.\i Har· 

J:;: 'E,~~~~b!n~ch~rlix!'~: ggl: 
leg11. Fi/14 EditWn. Poet Bvo. !Is. : 
or, with APP•lf'Drx of El)ilhet•, 12s. 

Yonge's School Edition of Ho
roce. - Hornoe, with ooncbo English 

oles for Scboolo o.nd tudento. lly 
the Rev. J. E. Yo!IGB, Kino:'a College, 
<,'tunbrl<lg! i A .. lotaut l\laai.fr Ill Etot1. 
PAR~ 1. uuu aud Epodu. Umo. 31.: 
P u't ll. &Jtlru and Ep!Mtln, 31. 611. 

Youatt.-The Horse. By Wil- 1 
l!n.tll Youatt. With a Tr .. \11<1 of 

~~~~~Ncgr~~~'!"·r;!.lhn:;-; 
by WUlblm .RILI'voy. (MeuTll. Lo!IG
>U.N and Co."a Edition should bo '"" 
dcrod.} g,-o, 10.. 

Yon&tt.-The Dog. l!y William 
Youatt. A New "Edition: with nume-
~:::V~~~gro.~~~: from Di!olgns by W. 

Young.-The Christ of :History: 
~\'.t'it'~~~~~~~nd~ ~o~ t~~g~ 
LL.D. BecondEdllion. Pos\8vo.7s.ad. 

Young.-The Kystery; or, Evil 
ond God. Dy JOQ YOtrliO, LL.D. 
Poat vo. 7e. 6d. 

Zumpt's Grammar of. the Latin 
L oi!WigC. TrMA~Iatod rutd o.dapted for 
the uoe of El>Rllth ' turlcnll by Dr. L. 
ouw:tJ>~, F.1lS.K: \nth nnmerout 

Addition• a11d Corrootlon• by tho Au· l 
thor and Tl'lliUilator. •·o. lola. 

\.~~ 




